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Energy Saving and High Efficient
Spunlaced Nonwovens Production Line
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Applications: Production of Medical and Hygiene Material, Cleaning Material,
Skincare Material, Disposable Material and Substrate for Synthetic Leather
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New Type Wetlaid Spunlaced Nonwovens Production Line
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Applications: Production of Flushable and Degradable Spunlaced
Nonwovens
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Nonwovens unlimited
Wetlace, spunlace, needlepunch ...
neXline wetlace

neXline spunlace

倄ᩴⅠݦᱦ㏰
+iJKeI¿cient spunlace units

ഄ۸ࢷঔὝ2.5M 3.5M
Machine width: 2.5M, 3.5M
ᆁΌ়᪴Ὕֿ᩺150M/min
Production speed: up to 150M/min
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Application: all kinds of spunlace
nonwoven fabric

neXline needlepunch
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High-speed carding machine

ഄ۸ࢷঔὝ2.5M 3.0M 3.8M
Machine width: 2.5M, 3.0M, 3.8M
ӟᓫ়᪴Ὕֿ᩺120M/min
Output speed: up to 120M/min
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Application: Needle Punching, spunlace,
air through fabric
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Hot air setting machine

ഄ۸ࢷঔὝ2.5M 3.2M
Machine width: 2.5M, 3.2M
೭్း՜Ὕ3Mfnխ҇
Drying zone: 3Mfn unit
ᆁΌ়᪴Ὕֿ᩺120M/min
Production speed: up to 120M/min
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Application: Air through fabric, non adhesive mattress,
filter media, thermal bonding fabric
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High-eI¿cient spunlace units
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High-speed needle loom

ഄ۸ࢷঔὝ2.5M 3.5M
Machine width: 2.5M, 3.5M
ᆁΌ়᪴Ὕֿ᩺150M/min
Production speed: up to 150M/min

ഄ۸ࢷঔὝ2.5-9M
Machine width: 2.5-9M
᭰ԅᒄധὝխ᭰՜ ֩᭰՜ ᭰՜
Needle structure: single board, double
boards, four boards
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Application: all kinds of spunlace
nonwoven fabric

᭰ԅᴾᄅὝ1200n/min 1600n/min
Needling frequency: 1200n/min, 1600n/min
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Business News

ANDRITZ to supply a complete
spunlace line equipped with TT
cards to Hangzhou Pengtu
Graz, January 10, 2017. ANDRITZ Nonwoven,
part of international technology Group
ANDRITZ, has received an order from
Hangzhou Pengtu, China, to supply a new
spunlace line. Start-up of the line, which has
a working width of 3.6m, is scheduled for the
third quarter of 2017.

The scope of supply includes the delivery
of an ANDRITZ neXline spunlace eXcelle
line with two TT cards, which is now the
new standard in China for high-capacity
production of wipes. The new nonwovens
line will have an annual capacity of 20,000
tons for production of spunlace fabrics
from 30 to 80 gsm. A Jetlace Essentiel
hydroentanglement unit and a neXdry
through-air dryer are also part of the order.

Hangzhou Pengtu started its operations
in 1998 and has developed very quickly
in the field of artificial leather coatings.
The company is now targeting entry to
the nonwovens industry with the spunlace
process, with the goal of becoming one of
the leading Chinese spunlace producers. It
plans to invest in six spunlace lines within
the next three years, with ANDRITZ being a
preferred partner to support the company’s
growth.

Ȍ ANDRITZ neXline spunlace line with TT cards

Oji upgrades diaper plant
Capacity added for pants, side fasten
diapers in Nagoya
Oji Holdings is expanding its Nagoya, Japan
diaper manufacturing site. The initial upgrade,
which was completed in November 2016,
increased pants style diaper production by
40%, bringing the total production to 660
million pieces per year.

The second part of the upgrade will focus on
side fastener diaper production. The addition

of a new line, scheduled to be complete
in September 2017, will nearly double
production from 135 million pieces per year
to 265 million pieces.

The expansion for side fastener diapers will
target Chinese growth while the pants diaper
investment is targeting domestic sales.
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

JNC starts up thermo-plastic Bico
line in Thailand
Technology developed with partner ES
Fibervisions
JNC Corporation has started operation
on a new the production line for thermoplastic bicomponent fibers (ES Fiber) at ES
FiberVisions (Thailand) Co., Ltd., its member
company located in Rayong, Thailand.

ES Fiber is a unique thermo-plastic
bicomponent fiber which can be heated and
bonded together without using adhesives.
The resulting nonwoven fabric made of the
ES Fiber is soft and bulky, and is currently
widely used in hygiene products such as baby
diapers and feminine care products.

The new line is capable of making about
14,500 tons of the material per year. The
size of the investment was reported at $12
million.

In order to expand the business into the
growing Asian market, JNC formed the
manufacturing company ES FiberVisions
(Suzhou) Co., Ltd. in 2011 as a joint venture
with ES FiberVisions LP, with whom it has as
a global partnership for sales. Further, after
FiberVisions became a subsidiary of Indorama
Ventures Public Company Ltd., JNC and IVL
have agreed to expand its partnership in
Asia and has been constructing the newly
completed bicomponent production line in ES
FiberVisions (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

JNC will continue to aggressively pursue
business expansion by taking advantage of
its integrated system of manufacturing fibers
and nonwoven fabrics, in order to meet the
strong demand from the Asian market.
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)
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Autoneum to open seventh Chinese
plant
Carpet systems and inner dashes will be
manufactured at the new facility in the
Eastern Chinese city of Yantai
In order to meet the persistently strong
demand by international and local vehicle
manufacturers for lightweight noise and heat
protection components and simultaneously
minimize the logistics costs for customers,
Autoneum is expanding its production
capacities in China with a seventh plant.
Starting summer 2017, the market leader in
acoustic and thermal management will ensure
the just-in-time delivery to vehicle manufacturers
at their nearby production facilities out of
the 6600 square meter plant in the Eastern
Chinese city of Yantai in the Province of
Shandong. Following the start of serial
production, carpet systems and inner dashes
will be manufactured for around 250,000
vehicles per year, with an increase in production
easily possible. As part of the implementation
of sustainable production processes at all
Autoneum locations, production waste in the
form of polyester or mixed fiber fleece is to
be recycled and re-used in the manufacture
of components at the new facility in Yantai.

“With over 26 million light vehicles produced
this year, China is the world's largest
automobile market. The investment in a
further plant in this growth market will
enable our customers to receive innovative
lightweight components just-in-time and
with significantly lower logistics costs. At the
same time, the expansion of our Chinese
production capacities is in line with our
strategy and will contribute to the targeted
market share increase in China,” says Martin
Hirzel, CEO of Autoneum.

With an expected production increase to
over 29 million light vehicles in the year
2020, China is one of the key growth
markets for the automobile industry. In
addition to the three fully owned plants in
Chongqing (since 2006), Taicang (2010) and
Shenyang (2011), Autoneum jointly operates
Chinese production locations with Japanese
automotive supplier Nittoku in Guangzhou
(2003), Tianjin (2004) and Wuhan (2013).
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

Investor claims stake in Indian Fem
Hy Brand
4
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Paree claims to offer first chemical free
product in country
Vini Cosmetics promoter Darshan Patel has
reportedly acquired a majority stake in Noida,
India-based Sooth Healthcare, the maker
of the Paree brand of sanitary napkins. The
size of the transaction was not disclosed.
Sixth Sense Ventures, a consumer products
investment firm, still holds a 23% stake in the
publicly traded company.

Paree, a value-oriented feminine hygiene
brand, is currently available in more
than 3000 Indian pharmacies as well as
through online retailers. It claims to be the
country’s first chemical-free sanitary napkin
manufacturer.
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

New Chinese nonwovens company
to add spunlace lines
Zhejiang Wang Jin buys two spunlace lines,
has plans to order more
Truetzschler will supply Chinese nonwovens
producer Zhejiang Wang Jin with two new
spunlace lines. One of the lines is a high
speed carding line featuring Truetzschler's
well-known random roller technology. This
line will fulfill the demand for outstanding
web quality at high speeds. The second
investment is a cross lapper line designed to
produce high quality products with low MD/
CD ratios. Once running it will be the most
advanced crosslapper line worldwide.

Zhejiang Wang Jin Nonwoven Company Ltd. was
founded in December 2015 by a strong technical
team under well experienced management. The
company has a strong financial background and
is ready to compete in the spunlace nonwovens
products market. The company plans to ultimately
invest RMB 660 million, or nearly $100 million,
in eight advanced technology spunlace lines,
all from Truetzschler. This will allow Zhejiang
Wang Jin to explore opportunities in new
markets and fulfill customer demands around
the world. The company expects to ultimately
make 75,000 tons of material with sales of
about RMB 1.85 billion or $275 million a year.

The initial two lines will begin production
sometime in 2017 and will mainly target
wet wipes, face masks and other hygiene
products.
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

MARKET NEWS
Bemax to sell diapers via Amazon

Market News

Company will list two private label brands
on e-commerce site this spring
Bemax Inc. is entering the U.S. market
with two private label brands on www.
amazon.com, starting in April, the diaper
manufacturer has announced.

Launching on Amazon is part of the first
phase for Bemax disposable diapers to
penetrate the U.S. market, according to CEO
Taiwo Aimasiko. In further phases in 2017
the company plans to launch its private label
brands to traditional U.S. retail outlets.

In September 2015, Bemax announced
it would launch an exclusive private-label
of disposable diapers and wipes, called
Mother's Hugs, to be sold and distributed
through existing Bemax distribution channels
of wholesalers and retailers in Europe and
emerging African markets as well as to buyers
online through Bemax ecommerce website.
At the time, executives estimated annual
sales to reach $5.5 million.
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

DryLock buys Presto absorbent
products
Move establishes U.S. headquarters in
Wisconsin
National Presto Industries Inc. has sold its
absorbent products division to Drylock
Technologies for $71 million. Based in
Belgium, Drylock will continue to operate
Presto's Eau Claire, WI facility, making the
site its U.S. headquarters. It has entered a
multi-year lease for the plant with National
Presto and will offer employment to all
current workers.

“We are very proud of the strides our
absorbent product business has made in
the last several years, but recognized that
to move to the next level for full success,
we needed to combine the operation with
that of a major player in the industry," says
Maryjo Cohen, president of National Presto.

Founded in 2012, Drylock makes private
label diapers, feminine hygiene and adult
incontinence products in Europe. Its main
technology is centered around a no- or lowfluff absorbent core, which leads to extremely

thin absorbent products.

“This acquisition brings us significant
synergies such as presence in the U.S.,
product portfolio expansion, access to a very
attractive customer and manufacturing base
as well as a highly professional management
team," says Drylock CEO Bart Van Malderen.
"The employees of Presto Absorbent Products
Incorporated will be integrated in the Drylock
structure, ensuring continuity of the existing
business. We are convinced that this strategic
acquisition will contribute further to our
increasing internal growth and we welcome
the customers, employees and suppliers. Like
Drylock, Presto is focused on innovation and
quality.”

National Presto, which also has divisions
that make ammunition for the military and
small kitchen appliances for consumers, says
its absorbent products unit was originally
formed to acquire the assets of a struggling
baby diaper company in 2001. Today it is a
manufacturer of adult incontinence products
for institutional and retail distributors.

Van Malderen said the acquisition was in
line with Drylocks 2020 growth plan. The
company, which has plants in Russia and the
Czech Republic, acquired CIP Assorbenti,
an Italian feminine hygiene company in late
2015.
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

Lantor gains new investor
Cathay Investments acquires nonwovens
producer
Nonwovens producer Lantor has been
purchased by Cathay Investments. The
company develops, manufactures and
markets nonwovens for industrial applications
at a production facility in Veenendaal,
The Netherlands and a subsidiary in
Haibach, Germany. Lantor’s intermediate
goods are used in products ranging from
communication and energy cables to fiber
enhanced plastics (composites) like wind
turbines and yachts, as well as labels for the
fashion industry.

Previous owner Active Capital Company
(ACC) is selling Lantor after less than two
years. During this time, Lantor has grown
quickly – both in the Netherlands and abroad.
Nonwovens Asia Magazine
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Managing Director Daan Koppen says, “We
are very happy that Active Capital Company
was our partner and shareholder. We are
looking forward to further build on the
strategy that was set out under them, but
now as part of Cathay Investments (Cathay),
maintaining a separate identity within Cathay.
In Cathay we have a long-term shareholder
that knows the industry, is better able to help
Lantor execute the chosen strategy and will
assist with the development of future plans.”

Koppen as well as fellow management
team member and part shareholder of
Lantor, Martin den Ottolander are also
reinvesting in Lantor. Ben Chaing, CEO of
Cathay describes the acquisition as "further
evidence of Cathay's commitment to develop
a fully integrated group in order to provide
customers with the best possible service in an
increasingly competitive market place."

Croydon, U.K.-based Cathay Investments
owns several companies in the chemical and
distribution industries including Euroresins,
a Europe wide distributor of resin, glass
fibre and other products for the composites
industry; Amethyst Group, a UK 3rd party
logistics and warehousing provider; and
Perkins Group Services, a distributor of toys
and stationery.
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

Huggies ramps up efforts to close
diaper gap
New program enables diaper banks to
purchase bulk quantities of Huggies at
competitive prices
Huggies announced that it's giving hugs for
the holidays to help babies in need this giving
season and beyond. In early 2017, Huggies
will become the first global diaper brand
to offer a program that will enable diaper
banks to purchase bulk quantities of highquality Huggies diapers at competitive prices.
Additionally, now through the end of the
year, Huggies is matching all Rewards Point
diaper donations made to help babies in
need.

This announcement is part of Huggies
continued commitment to answering
President Obama's March 2016 call for
helping the one in three families suffering
from diaper need, the inability to provide
6
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fresh, clean diapers for their babies.

"These efforts support No Baby Unhugged,
our promise to help babies get the hugs they
need to thrive," says Giusy Buonfantino,
president of Kimberly-Clark Baby and Child
Care North America. "We are inspired by
parents' hugs – nurturing baby with care,
cradling baby in comfort and surrounding
baby in protection. The holidays are the
perfect time to think about others and give
back, so we're turning that inspiration into
diaper donations and providing even more
access to our high-quality Huggies diapers to
benefit the National Diaper Bank Network."

"Having access to a Huggies quality diaper
through this program is the best value the
network has had yet," says Joanne Goldblum,
chief executive officer of the National Diaper
Bank Network (NDBN). "In addition to the
20 million diapers that Huggies donates to
NDBN each year, the new diaper purchasing
program will provide NDBN-members access
to a trusted source of diapers needed to
fully serve struggling families in their local
communities."

Parents can help, too, by donating Huggies
Rewards Points, and Huggies will match every
point donated through Dec. 31.

"We want all babies to have the opportunity
to grow up healthy and happy," Buonfantino
says. "In 2017, we will continue to do our
part as a leader in the effort to combat diaper
need by driving donations and advocacy,
and we look forward to launching our new
program that will help more babies in need
through the National Diaper Bank Network."

Throughout the year, Huggies responded
to President Obama's call with incremental
diaper donations and partnerships to expand
upon its long-standing commitment and
leadership in the fight against diaper need. To
date, Huggies and its partners have donated
more than 48 million diapers and wipes in
2016 alone through:

Partnerships with Association of Women's
Health, Obstetric and Neonatal Nurses
(AWHONN) and nurses across the country
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to extend AWHONN's Healthy Mom&Baby
Diaper Drive
Building upon a five-year relationship with
Baby2Baby by hosting a diaper donation
event and social media activation with
Baby2Baby supporter Jennifer Garner to drive
advocacy around Diaper Need Awareness
Week
Teaming up with Miami Dolphins, San
Francisco 49ers and Detroit Lions along with
the nurses of AWHONN to host diaper drives
during the football season
Celebrating the giving season with retailers
to drive additional diaper donations based on
purchases
Helping families suffering from the effects
of natural disasters

Kimberly-Clark first brought the issue of
diaper need to the forefront in 2010, when
a groundbreaking Huggies study revealed
one in three U.S. moms suffer from the
inability to provide fresh, clean diapers for
their babies. These parents often have to
choose between paying for food or diapers,
which can lead to increased stress and strife.
Huggies has donated more than 200 million
diapers and wipes since 2010 and helped
build up a capability of 300+ diaper banks
across the country as the founding sponsor of
the National Diaper Bank Network.

Additional information about the new diaper
purchasing program will be available for
diaper banks in early 2017.
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

Fibertex personal care upgrading
Denmark line
Investment will yield increased capacity,
softer product line
Fibertex Personal Care is upgrading one of
its existing lines in Aalborg, Denmark, parent
company Schouw & Co. has reported. The
uprade will add additional capacity on the
line, which has been taken offline for the
duration of upgrade, and allow it to make
the same super-soft spunmelt nonwovens
currently made at the company's Malaysian
facility. The upgrade is expected to be
complete by the end of the year, allowing
Fibertex Personal Care to supply the material
from Europe beginning next year. Until
then, the company has reportedly stockpiled
nonwovens to compensate for the temporary
line closure.

In other investment news, Fibertex Personal
Care's printing arm-Innowo Print-is adding
a second line at its facility in Germany in
response to increased European demand. This
subsidiary has also completed work on its first
Malaysian line and is currently building up a
customer base in the region. Also in Malaysia,
Fibertex Personal Care's latest investment, a
new line and a new factory in Nilai outside
Kuala Lumpur, is scheduled to start operation
in the second quarter of 2017.
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

SCA continues wish of a lifetime
partnership
Hygiene company working with nonprofit
organization to grant lifelong wishes to
senior citizens
SCA, maker of Tena incontinence products,
announced a continued partnership with
Wish of a Lifetime, a nonprofit organization
committed to shifting how society views
aging by fulfilling the dreams of seniors,
and Brookdale Senior Living, the nation's
largest operator of senior living communities.
Brookdale is a longtime Wish of a Lifetime
Partner and SCA customer. Together, SCA,
Wish of a Lifetime and Brookdale will grant
the lifelong wishes of four senior citizens.

"SCA shares Wish of a Lifetime's commitment
to shifting the stigmas associated with aging
and enabling seniors to live life fearlessly,"
says Michael Feenan, vice president for SCA's
Incontinence Care business in North America.
"Together, we look forward to making a
lasting difference in the lives of seniors, so
that they experience comfort, independence
and dignity – regardless of their age."

SCA, Wish of a Lifetime and Brookdale have
worked together in the past to grant the
wishes of seniors in communities across the
U.S. In 2015, the group fulfilled the dreams
of three women who had dedicated their
lives to helping others. This year's wish
fulfillment program honors four seniors who
still seek adventure, despite their age and
physical condition.

"Our goal is to make the world a better
place to age. We are honored that SCA and
Brookdale are joining us in our mission by
fulfilling the wishes of these four amazing
older adults and sharing their stories to
Nonwovens Asia Magazine
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inspire others," says Wish of a Lifetime
executive director Tom Wagenlander. "Our
Wish recipients show us that growing older
doesn't mean we have to stop dreaming and
living a life of purpose."

The parties have agreed not to disclose the
purchase price of the transaction.

The wish fulfillment activities began in
November and will continue through
early 2017. This Saturday, December 10,
88-year-old James Salvatore of Brookdale in
Williamsburg, VA, will finally fulfill his lifelong
wish to board a submarine – something he
has dreamed about since he was 8-yearsold. James enlisted in the Navy at age 18,
shortly following WWII. Despite his great
desire to serve his country on a submarine,
he was assigned to Electronics Technician
duty aboard naval ships and never got
that chance. With the support of SCA and
Brookdale, Wish of a Lifetime will send James
to a naval base in Norfolk, Virginia, to tour an
active military submarine.

$300 million purchase expands Ontex's
Americas retail division
Belgian diaper maker Ontex Group
announced that it has entered into an
agreement to acquire the personal hygiene
business of Brazilian company Hypermarcas
S.A. (“HM personal hygiene”) for an
enterprise value of R$1 billion ($306.3
million)

(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

Ahlstrom completes sale of
Osnabrück plant
Divestment allows Ahlstrom to develop its
RWKHUEXVLQHVVHVPRUHHI¿FLHQWO\
Ahlstrom has completed the sale of its
German subsidiary with operations in
Osnabrück to Kämmerer Paper Holding
GmbH. The transaction was announced on
November 7, 2016.

Ahlstrom produced base papers for
wallcovers, poster papers as well as
release liners for self-adhesive labels at
the Osnabrück plant, which is part of the
Filtration & Performance business area. The
sale will reduce Ahlstrom's annual net sales
by about €80 million and the impact on
adjusted operating profit is slightly positive.
The transaction will also include Ahlstrom's
50% stake in AK Energie (a joint venture with
Kämmerer), which is the site's utility providing
power and water treatment services.

The divestment will allow Ahlstrom to
develop its other businesses more efficiently
and pursue growth in areas aligned to the
company's strategy. Kämmerer is a specialty
paper company operating two production
lines at the same site, producing preimpregnated decor papers and abrasive paper
backings.
8
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(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

Ontex to acquire Hypermarcas'
personal hygiene business

The acquisition of HM personal hygiene
supports the Ontex strategy by extending
its market position in the Americas to Brazil,
increasing sales from Ontex-owned brands,
and accessing a fast growing market for adult
incontinence.

Over the past 12 months, HM personal
hygiene has generated revenue of
approximately R$1.2 billion ($367.6 million) in
the growing babycare and adult incontinence
categories in Brazil, with a portfolio of strong
local brands including the baby care brands
PomPom, Cremer and Sapeka and the adult
incontinence brands BigFral and AdultMax.

HM personal hygiene is the market leader in
the adult incontinence category and holds a
solid No. 3 position in baby care in Brazil, the
fourth largest hygiene market in the world.
HM personal hygiene has outperformed the
market since 2012.

Ontex CEO Charles Bouaziz comments: "We
are very excited to welcome HM personal
hygiene into the Ontex community. This
business has achieved leading market
positions in the baby care and adult
incontinence categories, built on attractive
brands which respond to consumer needs,
and strong sales execution. Following the
successful integration of Grupo Mabe in
Mexico, adding this business to our Americas
Retail Division will give us strong positions
in two of the top five personal hygiene
markets in the world. This is another major
step forward for Ontex, confirming that our
development into a leading international

MARKET NEWS
consumer company is fully on track."
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)
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Shiseido, Unicharm, Lion forge
alliance
Companies team up to battle Kao
Shiseido, Unicharm and Lion are working
together to challenge rival Kao, which has
logged six straight years of sales and profit
growth. Unicharm and Lion have announced
they will each take a 20% share in wholly
owned Shiseido subsidiary Japan Retail
Innovation. This collaboration will allow the
three Japanese companies to share shelf
space and run joint sales promotions on the
retail level.

While competitive in some markets, each of
the three companies has a separate distinct
specialty—Shiseido in cosmetics; Unicharm
in disposable diapers and Lion in detergents
and toothpaste. The three were reportedly
driven to cooperation by Kao’s dominance.
The company enjoys strong bargaining power
with retailers thanks to a subsidiary that
handles activities ranging from marketing and
wholesaling to distribution of Kao products.
Kao’s sales are about double of Shiseido and
Unicharm.
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

Meltblown nonwovens report
Often overshadowed by its older brother,
spunbond, meltblown nonwovens continue
to expand in a number of areas
Meltblown nonwovens are largely known
for their role in SMS technology where they
are manufactured in tandem with spunbond
to be used in hygiene applications. The
combination of meltblown and spunbond
improved the barrier function of the fabric
economically.

While this is certainly a big usage for
meltbown, comprising about 60% of its
overall output, meltblown is an important
technology in its own right, finding its place
in a range of applications including filtration,
medical, wipes and more.

Meltblown is one of nonwovens’ oldest
manufacturing processes and, some say,
its most turbulent. The process extrudes
thermoplastic fiber-forming polymer through
a linear die containing several hundred small

orifices. Streams of hot air- exiting from the
left and right sides of the die nosepiece rapidly attenuating the extruded polymer
stream to form extremely fine filaments.
They are then blown onto a collector
screen forming a fine-filtered, self-bonded
nonwoven web.

“Of the various fiber equipment markets we
are involved with, meltblown is the most
volatile with surges in demand linked to
global health fears (SARS, H1N1, etc.) or
oil spills impacting demand,” says Timothy
Robson of machinery manufacturer Hills Inc.

However, Robinson reports he is seeing a
shift towards smaller fibers and fabrics with
more features that can be achieved with
unique polymers (chemical resistance), small
diameters (overall efficiency and filter “quality
factor”) and bicomponent construction
(charge retention, compatibility or additives).
This has helped ease cost concerns in the
meltblown market.

“From Hills’ perspective we’ve seen the
interest in small fibers starting to catch up
with the supply,” Robson adds. “Various
methods of making very small fibers at
commercially viable throughputs have existed
for close to a decade but the industry has had
difficulty justifying the additional cost,” he
says.

Stricter indoor air quality regulations as
well as the focus on highly efficient filters
that do not rely on electrostatic charging
are two major drivers of this phenomenon.
“Additionally the availability of very small
fibers have allowed other unique applications
of meltblown, for example by utilizing its very
high surface area,” Robinson adds.

Hills offers all types of meltblown equipment
including conventional diameters,
throughput and polymers, but its strongest
focus in on bicomponent and submicron
(nanomeltblown) webs.

Unique polymers continue to hit the market
requiring corrosion resistant metals in the
extrusion portion and higher temperature
capabilities,” Robson adds. “Additionally
Nonwovens Asia Magazine
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continued R&D in sub-micron or ‘nano’
fibers is slowly resulting in products being
commercialized using the higher capacity
methods for producing the same.”

Supplier Side
One of the nonwovens industry’s oldest
suppliers of meltblown nonwovens and the
first company to combine it with spunbond
nonwovens to form SMS, Kimberly-Clark
Professional Partnership Products, offers
two forms of meltblown nonwovens. The
company’s fine-fiber meltblown provides
high absorbent capacity and low lint with a
cloth-like feel and is available with a variety
of surface patterns and surface treatment
options, while the dual-texture meltblown
provides dual-sided performance with one
scrubby side and one smooth side.

Jessica Berger, customer market manager,
Kimberly-Clark Professional Partnership
Products, calls K-C meltblown an ideal base
selection for wet wipes thanks to its metered
fluid release, which is superior to cellulosic
nonwovens like spunlaced rayon. “It delivers
just the right amount of chemical to a
surface—not too much and not too little.
Its uniform bond structure also makes our
meltblown an excellent choice for providing
fine particulate barrier and superior absorbent
capacity in advanced personal nonwovens,
including patient warming blankets, table
towels, and surface disinfecting wipes,” she
says. “Plus it can be thermally laminated and/
or treated with liquid surfactants.”

K-C uses its meltblown nonwovens internally
to fuel its billion-dollar brands but also
works with customers to create exceptional
products.

“Our customers can count on us to deliver
a product with a 99.9% first-time quality
rating, thanks to our highly automated
manufacturing, advanced control systems,
and stringent statistical quality controls,”
Berger adds. “And our manufacturing
capabilities enable us to meet our customer’s
needs, including regulatory compliance. Our
ability to use different and unique fibers
and proprietary fabric construction can help
our customers achieve their desired product
properties.”
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The Machinist’s View
Mohammad Hassan, senior research
engineer, Biax-Fiberfilm, credits meltspun
technology’s growth to its ability to offer
a lot to the nonwovens market. Recent
technology advances are largely targeting
higher throughput, finer fiber size and
better web uniformity, allowing nonwovens
manufacturers to bridge the gap between
conventional single-row meltblowing
technology and spunbond technology by
offering high-strength microfibers and the
capability of spinning high molecular weight
resins that have higher viscosities.

Biax-Fiberfilm offers an advanced the multirow spinneret technology to handle much
higher operating pressure and pushed the
limit of nozzle density to 266 nozzle/inch.
In addition to this, Biax offers spinnerettes
with small capillaries down to 0.006 inch
to achieve small fibers—all with significant
advantages in throughput.

“Such advancement would enable our
customers to develop niche products with
a new class of materials,” Hassan says.
“Meltspun technologies are continuously
improving and winning new markets from
the mature technologies such as wetlaid and
carding. In addition to this, we see many
technical products that are taking advantage
of the meltspun technologies in the medical
and electronics field because they are easier
to tailor and it is becoming more economical
to make.”

Other market drivers are primarily better
web formation that is more uniform, free of
roping and shots, higher production capacity
to lower manufacturing costs and smaller
fiber size to offer lighter products with higher
performance.

All of these advancements are helping
meltblown expand its role in a number
of markets. For filtration, a market where
meltblown has always been valued, increased
fiber size control and material selection have
created new opportunities.

“We see many products are being
developed for high temperature and
chemical resistance application beside
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some products for sophisticated medical
applications.” Meanwhile, in the medical
field, meltblown fabrics can offer new
products to prevent or reduce healthcare
acquired infections (HAIs). Thanks to
their excellent barrier properties in
elastic laminates for the hygiene market,
meltblown technology is replacing filmbased laminates with the new elastic resins
and the robust multirow meltblowing
technology.

Hassan says these are just some of the areas
where meltblown will target thanks to new
advances in the technology. “Using patented
and proprietary technologies, we enable our
customers to produce economically highend nonwoven fabrics,” Hassan says. “The
primary drivers are the continuous need for
improvement of the existing products and the
urgency to solve evolving customer needs,”
he says.
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)
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Polypropylene absorbent hygiene
market to reach $17 billion
Drivers include growing hygiene awareness
and rising infant and geriatric populations
across globe
Research and Markets has added the
"Polypropylene (PP) Absorbent Hygiene
Market Analysis By Technology, By
Application (Baby Diapers, Female Hygiene
Products, Adult Incontinence Products) Trends
& Dynamics, Competitive Landscape, And
Segment Forecasts, 2012 - 2022" report to
its offering.

The global polypropylene (PP) absorbent
hygiene market is expected to reach $17.03
billion by 2022, according to this new
report. Growing hygiene awareness among
consumers regarding the utility of diapers
and rising infant population across the globe
is expected to remain a key driving factor
for global PP absorbent hygiene market
over the forecast period. The growing
geriatric population base in the U.S., Japan,
and Europe has created demand for adult
incontinence products.

Replacement of synthetic raw materials with
bio-based substitutes are anticipated to
create new avenues for industry participants.
Bio-based polypropylene polymers help in
preventing skin rashes among babies, keeping
them dry. However, prolonged exposure to
polypropylene absorbent products may cause
respiratory tract problems, eye irritation, skin
problems and neurological problems. Several
R&D initiatives are being taken by the market
player to improvise their product portfolio
in the polypropylene absorbent hygiene
industry.
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

Sustainability set to grow in
nonwovens
Sustainable options becoming more
important to consumers
Global consumption of sustainable
nonwovens in 2017 is 3.7 million tons or 94.8
billion square meters, valued at $14.1 billion,
and is due for rapid growth through to 2022,
says a new Smithers Pira report.

According to Smithers Pira’s new nonwovens
report – The Future of Sustainable
Nonwovens to 2022 – sustainability in the
12 Nonwovens Asia Magazine

nonwovens industry is becoming a major
focus for consumers, retailers and producers.
The sustainable nonwovens market is smaller,
but its growing faster, especially in the more
mature markets of Western Europe and North
America.

Phillip Mango, author of the report,
comments: “The drive for sustainable
products and processes in all markets has
been growing for the last two decades. For
some markets, it has been the fear of global
warming driving change, for others, the
uncertainty of future petroleum supply and
cost, and for others the overflowing landfills.
Whatever the driving force, many in the
global community desire more sustainable
products.

“The nonwovens industry is no different and,
in fact, may be even more driven to develop
sustainable products due to its high level of
dependency on disposable products, many of
which are among the most visible products
in the world, such as disposable baby
diapers and disposable wipes. Consumers,
retailers and governments have all viewed
these products with questions, desires and
sometimes demands.”

The nonwovens market is further analyzed
by production process technology—both
formation technologies (such as drylaid,
spunlaid, airlaid, and wetlaid) and bonding
technologies (such as needlepunched,
spunlace or hydroentangled, thermal bonded
and latex or chemical bonded).

For sustainable nonwovens, drylaid, with
spunlace and needlepunch favoured for
sustainable nonwovens, leads all processes. In
2012 drylaid accounted for 1.2 million tons
of sustainable nonwovens, growing to 2.2
million tons in 2017, with an annual growth
rate of 13.0%. By 2022 drylaid will account
for 3.2 million tonnes (or more than 61% of
all sustainable nonwovens in 2022).

Spunlaid is the second largest process used
to process sustainable nonwovens; not
because existing products are sustainable,
but because this process is currently so large
and so important in the nonwovens industry.
The cost effectiveness and performance
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advantages make this technology very
difficult to displace; it is more likely that
solutions such as recycling and biopolymer
raw materials will be found to preserve its
usefulness in sustainable nonwovens.

Airlaid is third in usage for sustainable
nonwovens. This low energy, low waste
process relies heavily on the most sustainable
raw material (wood pulp) and is, on average,
the most sustainable process. Unfortunately,
not all products can be made with airlaid;
lightweight (less than 45 g/m2) hydrophobic
products are very difficult and expensive.
Additionally, global airlaid capacity is limited
and expansion is slow.
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

Mann+Hummel opens South
African office
Employees at the filtration specialist's
first African office will support automotive
aftermarket and industrial customers
In November, Mann+Hummel opened an
office in Johannesburg and therefore for
the first time has its own business premises
on the continent of Africa. The filtration
specialist with headquarters in Ludwigsburg,
Germany, founded a sales office in August
that will conduct its business from the South
African metropole of Johannesburg.

Initially six employees will work at the new
office. They will primarily support automotive
aftermarket customers and industrial
customers in the southern part of the African
continent. Starting in 2017, Mann+Hummel
will also supply customers from a logistics
center in Johannesburg.

As a result of this new location,
Mann+Hummel is now represented on
all continents and is therefore able to
further pursue its strategy of being close
to customers. Josef Parzhuber, president &
general manager Automotive Aftermarket
at the Mann+Hummel Group, says: "South
Africa is the largest automotive market on
the continent of Africa and is characterized
by good market conditions with regard
to its political and economic stability. This
step allows us to strengthen our position
as a global company. We are close to our
customers in terms of location and the
solutions we offer."

Mann+Hummel is increasingly focused on
the African continent. The filtration specialist
is not ruling out additional future actions.
Parzhuber explains: "We are currently
examining the possibilities for further
commitments in other African countries. The
markets in Africa have enormous potential
and offer Mann+Hummel opportunities for
growth."
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

Lenzing announces major U.S.
Tencel investment
90,000 ton plant joins other expansion
projects in Austria and the U.K
The Lenzing Group has a plan to increase
share of its specialty fibers business to
represent 50% of its overall revenue by
2020. This goal will be achieved through
the previously announced expansion plans
at existing Lenzing sites in Heiligenkreuz in
Austria and Grimsby in the U.K., as well as
a recently approved Tencel fiber plant in
the U.S. The company's supervisory board
has approved the construction of a stateof-the-art plant with a production capacity
of 90,000 tons per year at its site in Mobile,
AL. The new facility will be the largest Tencel
fiber plant in the world, setting a new
milestone in the history of lyocell fibers. The
cost of this investment is reported at $293
million. It will use the latest technological
standards and is scheduled to start in the first
quarter of 2019.

Lenzing's worldwide production capacity of
Tencel fibers is currently 222,000 tons per
year. The new plant in Mobile plus the already
announced debottlenecking projects at the
other Tencel sites will increase the total fiber
capacity by more than 50% by 2019. The
decision to build this plant in the U.S. was
supported by the good infrastructure at the
Mobile site as well as attractive energy costs.

“This investment represents another major
milestone in the implementation of our
corporate strategy sCore TEN. It will bring
us a big step further to reach our target of
50% revenue from specialty fibers by 2020,"
explains Lenzing CEO Stefan Doboczky. “This
expansion also underscores our commitment
to all our Tencel fiber customers, who
continue to make their products even more
sustainable using Tencel fiber-the world’s
most sustainable botanic fiber."
Nonwovens Asia Magazine 13
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The better implement Lenzing’s expansion
program, which is essential for driving
the group’s organic growth agenda, the
company has created a new management
board role, pooling together the key
technical, operational and engineering
responsibilities. This led to the appointment
of Heiko Arnold as chief technology officer.
In addition to a strong scientific and technical
education, Arnold has gained many years of
experience with BASF in the realization of
major investment projects and continuous
operational improvements as well as extensive
know-how in research and development.
He will be responsible for all technical
departments in the Lenzing Group.

P&G has been focusing on finding unique
alternatives for its waste. For example, in
Lima, OH, liquid waste from products like
Tide and Gain are being converted to and
other alternative fuels sources to power
vehicles. Non-recyclable plastic laminate
materials from its plants in Mandideep and
Baddi, India are shredded and pressed into
low-cost building panels. Through efforts
such as these around the globe, P&G is not
only reusing and recycling for its own needs,
it is investing in local communities by helping
convert its waste into raw materials and
feedstock for other companies.

(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

Currently, more than half of P&G’s production
sites have achieved zero manufacturing waste
to landfill status, including a broad range
of product families and geographic regions.
In 19 countries (Germany, U.K., Poland,
Japan, Mexico, Spain, Egypt, Belgium,
Ireland, Vietnam, Hungary, Indonesia, Czech,
Romania, Singapore, Korea, Thailand, Turkey
and Pakistan) all manufacturing facilities have
met the zero waste qualification, and the
company is approaching 100% of sites in
other countries including China and India.

P&G sets environmental goals
Plans to send zero manufacturing waste to
ODQG¿OOIURPDOOSURGXFWLRQVLWHVE\
P&G announced additional investments
in recycling and beneficial reuse that will
eliminate all manufacturing waste from its
global network of more than 100 production
sites by 2020.

Since P&G began qualifying sites as zero
manufacturing waste to landfill, 56% of its
global production sites have achieved this
milestone. Plans are now in place to complete
the remaining facilities over the next four
years. This means eliminating or beneficially
re-using about 650,000 metric tons of waste,
equivalent to the weight of nearly 350,000
mid-sized cars that would typically go to
landfills.

“We are accelerating progress toward our
long term vision and pushing ourselves to
do more – with less waste,” says Shailesh
Jejurikar, executive sponsor for sustainability
and president of Global Fabric Care. “Since
2010, we’ve been working toward a vision of
sending zero manufacturing and consumer
waste to landfills. This announcement marks
another step on that journey.”

P&G will achieve its zero waste goals by
ensuring all incoming materials are either:
- converted into finished product,
- recycled internally or externally or
- re-used in alternative ways through
partnerships.
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“Our employees are using the same
innovation skills and zero loss mentality
they put into manufacturing our products
to drive out waste,” says Yannis Skoufalos,
P&G president of Global Product Supply.
“For example surfactants from Head and
Shoulders waste in China are repurposed
into carwash, while scrap from our Tampax
plant in Canada is used to make emergency
spill containment products. These innovative
external partnerships enable our sites to see
scrap not as waste, but as potential worth for
someone else.”
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

Personal care wipes: A growing
market
Newcomers and veterans continue to push
out new products and technologies
Innovation is alive and well in the personal
care wipes market, and the segment
continues to see growth.

According to statistics from Euromonitor
International, retail value in the personal
care wipes market has grown roughly an
additional $900 million (constant value, fixed
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exchange rate) from the years 2009 to 2014.
Further, the market tracker predicts a nearly
3% growth in volume terms, at compound
annual growth rate, during the 2014-2019
time period.

Baby wipes, facial/cosmetic wipes, feminine/
intimate wipes, adult incontinence wipes
and flushable wipes are among the key
categories of personal care wipes on the
market. According to Dave Deising, director
of marketing for contract manufacturer
Rockline Industries, the facial wipes category
is booming, especially in private label, as
innovation, creative packaging solutions
and unique substrates are sought. He
credits the category’s success to a specific
demographic—the millennial generation.
“The millennial interest in using facial wipes
is much more common than the baby
boomers, even generation X,” he explains.
“The millennials are becoming a big or are a
big segment and they find it very convenient
to use a facial wipe.”

Barb Noel, business develop manager of
Kleen Test, is also seeing success in this
market. “We are seeing the most growth in
makeup remover and cosmetic wipes within
the personal care category. The younger
generation is willing to pay a premium
price for high quality packaging, multifunctional features and products that offer
convenience,” she says.

The growth of online purchasing is another
trend Kleen Test is noticing within this
category. “Many consumers are subscribing
to automatic repurchase for commonly used
items like makeup remover wipes every 30
days,” Noel adds.

The sheer number of facial cleansing wipes
out on store shelves (nearly every skin care
brand seems to have one), allows consumers
to compare different formulations and
characteristics—are they exfoliating, gentle,
or acne-fighting? And even with so many
options available, wipes makers continue to
pump out new products.

Kimberly-Clark, which is well versed in the
consumer wipes market through its Huggies
(baby wipes), Kotex (feminine wipes) and

Cottonelle (flushable wipes) brands, is looking
to capitalize on the growing facial cleansing
wipes category with a new line under its
consumer tissue brand Kleenex.

Launched in December, the Kleenex line
features facial cleansing wipes, exfoliating
cushions, eye makeup removers, and more.
“The Kleenex Facial Cleansing line-up offers
an exclusive, fabric-based technology that
combines textured, multi-layered fabrics and
gentle cleansers infused with a pro-vitamin
complex for noticeably healthier looking, and
feeling, skin,” says Eniko Olah, senior brand
manager, Kleenex Facial Cleansing. “The
products are water-based and therefore will
not leave a residue like other wipes, and leave
consumers with a freshly washed clean.”

According to the company, the moist facial
cleansing wipes’ exclusive multilayered,
textured fabric lifts and traps dirt, oil,
makeup and impurities. Kleenex’s dual-sided
exfoliating cushions smooth and polish the
skin while the water-activated cleanser cleans
the skin, and exclusive fabric technology used
for its moist eye makeup removers is infused
with oil-free remover to lift and trap even
long-lasting eye makeup with ease.

Olah says that Kleenex’s decades of
experience in producing high-quality tissues
and nonwoven fabrics had led to its decision
to enter the facial wipes category. “At the
same time, we know that we can leverage
our rich experience to identify new ways to
meet consumer needs. Despite the breadth
of the facial cleansing category, we believe
that this new line of Kleenex Facial Cleansing
products addresses the current unmet needs
to make facial cleansing even more effective
and simple.”

Currently, the Kleenex facial cleansing line
is exclusively available at www.kleenex.com/
facialcleansing, but Olah says the company is
looking at plans to expand product availability
at several “e-tailers” by mid-2016.

Procter & Gamble is also taking advantage
of the rise in facial wipe growth by recently
expanding its Olay brand to include Makeup
Remover Wet Cloths. The fragrance-free
wipes can be used to remove makeup, dirt
Nonwovens Asia Magazine 15
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and oil on the eyes, face and neck. Earlier last
year, the brand also added to its Fresh Effects
line with {See Spot Swipe!} Oil-Reducing
Wet Cloths. Infused with skin-awakening
citrus and mint essences, the wipes feature
patented Exfoli-dots to help users exfoliate
skin while removing dirt, oil and make-up in
a few simple swipes.

For its part, healthy lifestyle brand The
Honest Company—most known for its ecofriendly disposable diapers and plant-based,
natural baby wipes—launched a line of facial
cleansing wipes in 2015. Honest’s 3-in-1
facial towelettes gently cleanse, moisturize
and remove makeup, and are enriched
with naturally-derived olive oil and plant
botanicals to help effectively dissolve and
remove makeup and hydrate skin without
rinsing. Aloe and chamomile infused in the
wipes cleanse and condition. The wipes are
available for $5.95 for 30 wipes at www.
Honest.com. For $4 more, consumers can
purchase makeup remover wipes under
Honest’s new cosmetics brand Honest
Beauty. The similarly appearing wipes contain
chamomile, calendula and aloe to calm and
soothe, while grapeseed and olive oil gently
and effectively remove dirt, oil and stubborn
makeup, according to the company.

Meanwhile, Ban, a Kao brand known for
antiperspirant, recently came out with body
wipes. Available in four different scents,
the brand claims Ban Total Refresh Cooling
Body Cloths leave users feeling completely
refreshed with just one wipe. The wet cloths
can be used to freshen up when there isn’t
time for a shower-whether going from the
gym to run errands, or heading from work
to and event. Ban’s proprietary PowderSilk
technology imported from Japan sets these
body cloths apart, according to the company.
The cloths instantly cool on contact and leave
skin feeling refreshed with a translucent,
superfine powder so skin stays smooth and
comfortable with no sticky residue.

Flush-Friendly

Despite negative headlines flushable wipes
have been facing in recent years, saying they
clog up pipes and water treatment systems,
manufacturers are still seeing growth and
anticipate even more growth potential in the
future.
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Rockline’s Deising notes flushable wipes
are doing well because people understand
that the cleansing attributes of wipes have
an advantage over dry toilet tissue. “As a
company, we’re very stringent and follow
the industry practices, the INDA guidelines
[regarding flushability], so that’s a key box
[manufacturers] have to check,” he says.
“If [the negative headlines] are having an
influence, it’s hard to read in the consumer
data today. Could it be growing any faster?
That’s always the unknown. It’s not causing
the market to stop or retract; we’re not
seeing signs of it influencing the every day
purchase by consumers.”

Nice-Pak International is also aware of the
demand for flushable wipes and ensures
its products comply with the latest industry
guidelines in terms of the way they break
up in the waste water system, while also
delivering on performance, according to
marketing director Ian Anderson.

In fact, the company recently launched
its latest dispersible technology dubbed
Aquaspun. “Nice-Pak continues to work with
a number of partners at the cutting edge
of dispersible wipes development, taking
into account not only the stipulations and
requirements of the third edition of the
EDANA guidelines on this subject, but also
the various exciting and rapidly-evolving
technologies which will see the next stepchange in performance,” Anderson says.

Natural is In

Another trend in personal care wipes is the
“less is more approach” when it comes to
ingredients, with more “natural” products
being offered. Brands like Yes To and La
Fresh tout paraben-free claims, while Simple
Skin Care Wipes and Josie Maran Bear Naked
Wipes feature no synthetic fragrances.

Although the word “natural” comes with its
confusing statements, which makes using it
a challenge, Rockline’s Deising says cleaner
chemistries and fewer ingredients in the
formulation is the positive. “Making claims
that it’s high water content, few ingredients,
good ingredients, ‘natural’ ingredients,
that’s very positive in the facial category,” he
explains.

MARKET TRENDS
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In the baby care category, water wipes are
becoming a trend, according to Bill Lutz,
vice president sales & marketing, Premier
Care Industries. “This product has minimal
ingredients and a wipe that is heavily
saturated with water,” he says. “Hospitals
today are not recommending a standard
baby wipe as they have in the past and are
recommending a dry nonwoven or cloth and
just add water. For convenience, there is a
brand on the shelf currently with growing
distribution, and we are starting to get
inquiries concerning this item for private
label.”

Lutz is likely referring to the brand
WaterWipes, which are made with just
two ingredients, 99.9% water and 0.1%
grapefruit seed extract, a natural antimicrobial
agent. Meanwhile, Piyo Piyo, a Taiwanese
baby products brand that manufactures “Pure
Water” baby wipes made using just purified
water, a moisturizing agent and plant extract,
recently announced its line of products will be
available at select Babies ‘R’ Us stores, adding
another water-based baby wipe to the U.S.
market.

Rookie Wipes

While baby, cosmetic, and feminine care
wipes have dominated the market, niche
wipes are finding their way into the personal
care space. But entering the market doesn’t
come without challenges for newcomers in
the game.

“With all the task-specific wipes that have
been introduced over the last few years, I
continue to be amazed by the continuing
plans for new, innovative wipes,” says
industry consultant Susan Stansbury of Right
Angle Concepts. “That being said, I have told
at least two developers that I am concerned
about the small size of the niche and ability
to penetrate the target market.

“Personal care wipes often attract small
players with ideas,” she continues, adding
that these types of innovators tend to face
some hurdles with regard to “pre-testing
protocols, minimum production runs, and
finding converter-manufacturers who can
even produce these wipes meeting all the
specialty configurations.”

Despite any difficulties for the little guys,
the last few years have seen many new and
unique product introductions. One of these
is a flavored facial wipe targeting babies and
toddlers.

Two Colorado moms founded NeatCheeks,
which are flavored with stevia, a natural plant
extract, in order to make wiping a little one’s
face easier and more enjoyable. The wipes
are also infused with purified water, aloe and
honeysuckle.

CEO and co-founder Danielle Stangler and
co-founder Julia Rossi came up with the
idea about five years ago. The wipes first
launched in regional Walgreens stores in
Colorado in February 2014, but the ladies got
an extra boost to their business when they
appeared on the hit ABC reality television
show Shark Tank last April. The show gives
aspiring entrepreneurs an opportunity to
pitch a panel of successful investors their
unique innovations in hopes that they’ll
secure an investment in return for a stake in
their company. Stangler’s and Rossi’s unique
wipes were good enough to close a deal
with “shark” Barbara Corcoran, an American
businesswoman. The ladies received
$150,000 from Barbara for a 25% stake in
their company.

Since the show’s airing, the company has
launched its “Just Peachy” flavor at the ABC
Kids Expo in Las Vegas in October, and the
wipes became available in Babies ‘R’ Us and
Toys ‘R’ Us stores nationwide in the U.S. Last
month, NeatCheeks began distributing in
Canada and the company has plans to be in
Australia by the spring.

Ironically, this isn’t the only new wipe
product that has appeared on Shark Tank.
Dude Wipes, which took home a 2013
Visionary Award for consumer product
innovation from INDA, the association of the
nonwoven fabrics industry, appeared on the
television show in October. Marketed for
men, Dude Wipes are used as an adjunct to
toilet paper in the bathroom or as a wipe for
faces, armpits, or any other area of the body.
They’re made with aloe and are flushable and
biodegradable, according to the company.
>>> Next 19
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Production of 2014-2016 nonwovens by technology

2016 Report about
the development
of nonwoven
industry in China
mainland

Processing
Technology

2014

2014/2013

Production Pct.
(10,000) (%)

Growth
(%)

Production
(10,000)

Pct.
(%)

Growth
(%)

Production
(10,000)

Pct.
(%)

Growth
(%)

Spun-melt
Spunbonded
(incl. S and M
composite)
Melt-blown

Dry laid

2015

2015/2014

2016

2016/2015

122

46.29

+7.01

137

46.58

+12.3

150

46.01

+9.49

118

44.78

+6.79

132.5

45.05

+12.28

145

44.48

+9.43

4

1.52

+14.29

4.5

1.53

+12.5

5.0

1.53

+11.11

131.4

49.86

+14.36

145.7

49.54

+10.73

163.85

50.26

+12.46

Needle-punched

63.5

24.09

+10.43

68.2

23.19

+7.40

74.7

22.92

+9.53

Chemical-bonded

11.5

4.36

+4.5

12

4.08

+4.35

12.5

3.83

+4.17

Thermal-bonded

13.4

5.09

+0.75

13.5

4.59

+0.74

15.1

4.63

+11.85

Spunlaced

41.5

15.74

+31.75

50.4

17.14

+21.45

59.9

18.37

+18.85

Stitch-bonded

1.5

0.57

-6.25

1.6

0.54

+6.67

1.65

0.51

+3.13

Air-laid

8.2

3.11

+2.5

8.4

2.86

+2.44

8.6

2.64

+2.38

Wet-laid

1.9

0.72

+5.56

3

1.02

+57.9

3.55

1.09

+18.33

+10.39

294.1

+11.61

326

Total

263.5

+10.85

2016 Main end-uses of China mainland nonwovens
2014

Usage
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2014/2013

2015

2015/2014

2016

2016/2015

Production Pct.
(1,000)
(%)

Growth
(%)

Production Pct.
(1,000)
(%)

Growth
(%)

Production
(1,000)

Pct.
(%)

Growth
(%)

Medical, Health care
and hygiene, etc.

1050

39.85

+15.38

1196

40.67

Wadding

202

7.67

+5.21

217

7.38

Packing materials

240

9.11

+4.35

274

9.32

Household wipes and
Cleaning Materials

269

10.20

+15.22

318

10.82

Geosynthetics

145

5.50

+3.57

151

Substrate for Coating
& Lamination

80

3.04

+3.90

Roofing felt

92

3.49

+3.37

+13.90

1378

42.27

+15.22

+7.43

232

7.12

+6.91

+14.17

298

9.14

+8.76

+18.22

360

11.04

+13.21

5.14

+4.14

156

4.79

+3.31

84

2.86

+5

87

2.67

+3.57

96

3.27

+4.35

99

3.03

+3.13

Furniture interiors

71

2.69

+2.89

74

2.52

+4.22

76

2.33

+2.70

Interlining

47

1.78

+2.17

48

1.53

+2.13

49

1.50

+2.08

Shoe materials

44.5

1.69

+2.29

46

1.56

+3.37

47

1.44

+2.17

Automobile interiors

129

4.90

+7.5

138

4.70

+6.9

147

4.51

+6.52

Filter media

175

6.64

+16.67

206

7

+17.71

237

7.27

+15.05

Agriculture use

16.3

0.62

+6.54

17.1

0.59

+4.91

17.6

0.54

+2.92

Paper-making felt

9.7

0.37

+2.11

9.9

0.34

+2.06

10

0.31

+1.01

The others

64.5

2.45

+3.53

66

2.25

+2.33

66.4

2.04

Total

2635

+10.39

2941

+11.61

3260

+0.61
+10.85
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Area Report

In general speaking, the situation of 2016
China mainland’s nonwovens production was
totally smooth and stable, the output grew
up to 10.85% compared with 2015, some
enterprises' profit was less than before as
production cost increasing.

as per processing technology
1) dry-laid
- spunlaced production grew up to 18.85%
compared with 2015 (hygienic, heath care
and medical products increase esp. exported
products)
2) spunmelt production grew up to 9.49%,
as PP SS & SMXS composite nonwovens new
lines for medical, health care and hygiene etc.
were put in production in 2015.
3) Wet-laid production grew up to 18.33%
compared with 2015, imported and localized
wetlaid lines were put in production as
flushable hygienic nonwovens’ demand
and wetlaid nonwoven production line
investments with high output.

as per products usage
***- Medical, Health care and hygiene
products grew up to15.22%
- Household wipes and Cleaning Materials
grew up to 13.21%
-filter media grew up to15.05%
- Automobile interiors grew up to 6.52%
because China Automobile production in
2016 reached more 28 million.

Challenge and Opportunity

- industry, product and technology structure
will be continually adjusted
- strethening innovation (including technical ,
market and sales model innovation.)
- increasing high added value’s products
production

*** huge developing potentiality of
nonwovens as China’s industrialized, citilized
in large scale, sustainable & harmonized
development strategies until 2020

<<< Continue 28
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New Waterproof Makeup Remover Wipes
feature a blend of sunflower seed, olive,
and lavender oils, which is then combined
with rice bran, sunflower, and rosemary leaf
extracts. Each package holds 100 plant-based
wipes at a suggested retail price of $20. "We
sure did pack a lot of wipes in a pouch,"
explains Yen. "In addition to giving our fans
the new sensory experiences with these silky
oil blend and skin-moisturizing extracts, we
wanted them to have wipes that they can
stash at home. I heard from many customers
that they ask for extras when they see La
Fresh wipes at hotels. Now you can keep
these for yourself."

The founders, Sean Riley, Ryan Meegan and
Jeff Klimkowski, sealed a deal with U.S.-based
investor and entrepreneur Mark Cuban-a
$300,000 investment for a 20% stake in the
company.

La Fresh Waterproof Makeup Remover Wipes
are immediately available in limited quantities
at La Fresh Group's website and on Amazon.
In the spirit of celebration, shoppers can
purchase the wipes for the discounted price
of $10.99 for a limited time. "This is our
way of saying 'thank you' to our long-time
customers," Yen continues. "I hope you love
these wipes as much as the original ones."
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

Meanwhile, another “manly” wipe joined
the specialty wipes market last year. Zekes
Beard Wipes are a “mobile beard bath”
made with essential oils, such as coconut
oil, jojoba oil, and argan oil, specifically
selected because they are optimal for
cleaning and conditioning beards. Aloe in the
wipes condition skin where it can be most
irritated, especially for new beard growers.
The 46-square-inch wipes are thick, durable,
elastic and stretchy.
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

⁎䓺េ⽫
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TECHNOLOGY NEWS
TTRI

The Development
of new nonwoven
from TTRI
David C.C. Peng
Taiwan Textile Research Institute
Department of Textile Technology
and Product Development

History
– founded in 1959, as the name of Taiwan
Textile Testing Center
– renamed as “Chin Textile Institute” in
1971, promoted to R&D Institute
– renamed as “Taiwan Textile Research
Institute” in 2004, endeavored to innovative
and advanced technology and industrial
standards developments in textiles, as well as
industrial technology information services

7H[WLOH7HVWLQJDQG&HUWL¿FDWLRQ3ODWIRUP
Functional and Technical Textile testing

Facts and Figures
̠FNQMPZFFTὈ

ӯܢ1I%Ὀ

Ecological and Energy Textiles
Bio-based material, textile process energysaving low carbon footprint management,
Supercapacitance fabric, battery use textiles,
innovative energy product
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2014 Financial Accounting
Government Funding (US$)
Private Enterprises Funding(US$)
Operating Revenue(US$)

19.47 mil
13.29 mil.
32.76 mil.

R&D Focus
Key Textile Materials
High-strength fibers(or film),heat-resistant
fibers(or film)
New material modification and applications

Outline
Investment Strategy
Sustainability
Differentiation
Technology Push
Multifunctional Synergy
Service Platform

Emerging Technology
ĺ
ĺ
ĺ
ĺ
ĺ

Spunlaid Cellulose
Composite Nonwoven
Electrospinning Process
3D Fiber Printing
Advanced Filtration Center

Cellulose Nonwoven

Functional and Home Textiles
Temperature-regulated textiles, functional
sportswear, protective clothing
Low carbon emission, new nylon, functional
membranes

/LPLW96,Q¿QLW\5HVRXUFHV
To reduce and abolish environmental and
climate harm caused by energy consumption
The European Commission pushes ahead
the shift towards a low-carbon economy

Past raw material source for synthetic fibers

High Value Technical Textiles
Nano fiber membrane, smart textiles
Heath care wound dressing, industrial
membrane, filters, automotive interior

Nature Choices for current source for fibers

Source: WIKI http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oil_
price#Pricing
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TECHNOLOGY NEWS
Composite Nonwoven

Lyocell Spunlaid Apparatus

Traditional down jacket
Bloated, Not beautiful, Production complex,
Uneven heat
Process: To sew the pocket, leave the hole,
Down filling, and seal.

Technology News
TTRI Lyocell Spumbond Apparatus

Diameter Distribution

Characteristics
Hydrophilic, water retention, Antistatic,
heat-resistant
Continuous long fibers, tunable fiber
fineness, ultra-fine fiber: 2-10 μm
Sustainable source, biodegradable, ecofriendly
Self-bonding, reduced fibrillation, solvent
insoluble, no impurity

Composite Nonwoven
Composite thermal insulation nonwoven
was made by a one-step process to uniformly
blend microfibers and down feather
It could be cutted by automated laser for
multi-layer at the same time
It is the same with the synthetic fiber
insulation cloth for the sewing method
It could be the advanced insulation
composite materials, after it is composited
with air through nonwoven
To give fashion designers a new play space
It could be instead of the traditional down
jacket
Down feathers are trapped and entangled
with microfibers to prevent down feather
from leaking
The fabrics show high insulating ability,
warmth, compressive recovery, easy
transportation, and easy storage

Continuous Down Insulation Materials VS Other Insulation Materials
Meltblown
Polypropylene

MB PP+ PET
Staple fiber

3M Thinsulate

Continuous
Down insulation

0.9~1.3

1.7

1.7

2.0~2.4

65.3

78.2

60

80.7

75

88

89

92

⛀0.9~3.3

⛀0.9~3.3
ⴙ㏂15.3

⛀1.7~6.0
ⴙ㏂25.6

⛀0.9~3.3
ⴙ㏂15.3

Thermal Performance
(CLO/cm)
Insulation Rate (%)
Compression
recovery(%)
Fiber Diameter(μm)
Micrograph

Electrospinning Process

(OHFWULFLW\VSRRQVROXWLRQ QDQR¿EHUV

Why a new transparent conductive material
is needed?

Transparent Conductive Film
1934 to 1944 A. Formhals (U.S. Patent
1,975,504) to 1944 (U.S. Patent
2,349,950) for the fabrication of textile
yarns
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Comparison of Transparent Conducting Films

Technology News

Transparent Conducting
Films
Performance

ITO
Film/Toyobo

Silver Nanowire
Cambrios

Electrospinning
Process/Akron

>10

1-500

5~300

80-93

80-96

85-96

Material ($/sqm)

9

15

<4

Equipment ($/sqm)

2

1

1.5

Yield (%)

90

80

Ō90

Large area production

Poor

Good

Good

Production capacity

Good

Fair

Good

Flexibility

Poor

Good

Good

Vacuum
energy
consumption

Wastewater treatment,
Silver ion migration,
Haze large

Uniformity
Control

&RQGXFWLYLW\ ȍ
Material
Transmittance (%)

Cost

Disadvantage

Electrospinning Submicro Fiber for Metal
Mesh Conductive Film
Natural Crack

Submicron polymer fiber imitation
natural crack

Lightweight equipment, no waste and
defective products can be recycled into raw
materials

Submicro Metal Conductive Fiber Film

3D Fiber Printing
Market Breakthrough
Accelerate product development and
production, Immediate response Market
demand
Design Breakthrough
3D three-dimensional shape, seamless and
no size of the comfort, and, So that all
imagination of the designer immediately
become true
Process Breakthrough
Sound Absorbing Nonwoven
New Spraying System

Sprayer
38*24*8.5 cm
Diameter 8 cm
Air Compressor

Control unit
25*20*20 cm

Lighting
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TECHNOLOGY NEWS
Advanced Filtration Center

$LU)LOWHU7HVW
(1) HVAC Filterĺ(ASHRAE 52.2; EN 779)
(2) Cleanroom HEPA/ULPA Filterĺ(EN 1822;
IEST)
* HEPA/ULPA Filter
- EN 1822-3 (Media Test)
- EN 1822-4 (Leak Scan)
- EN 1822-5 (Effciency)

(3) Cabin filterĺ(ISO 11155-1)
(4) Engin Filterĺ(SAE J726; ISO 5011)
(5) Filter Testĺ(EN 1822; 3; TSI 8130)

Automatic Vertical
Leak Scanner

%LD[W\SH
(1) 5” Mono Meltblown Pilot Line For First
Trials (Less Than 1 kg/ trial); D=0.2mm/4rows
& =0.5 mm/2 rows
(2) 15” Mono Meltblown Pilot Line For More
Advanced Trials; D=0.2mm/4rows & D=0.5
m/2 rows
(3) 15” Bico Meltblown Demonstration Line
(4) 15” Meltblown Line For Cellulose Nonwoven
rials
([[RQW\SH
(1) 10 cm Mono Meltblown Pilot Line For First
Trials (Less Than 1 kg/ trial); D=0.4 mm
(2) 32 cm Mono Meltblown Pilot Line For
More Advanced Trials and Composite
Nonwoven with Melt blown process; D=0.4
mm, 0.7mm

HVAC Test
System

Filtraion Efficiency System

5HVSLUDWRU7HVWLQJ,QGXVWULDO

Industrial
NIOSH 42 CFR 84,
EN 149; EN 140; EN 143
Medical

- Medical
ASTM F2100, EN 14683
Ŷ Wide:
Ŷ Spinneret:

400 mm
Nozzle size 0.5mm; 472 holes/row
Nozzle size 0.3mm; 552 holes/row
Ŷ Temperature: 460°C (max)
Ŷ Melt pressure: 3~10 MPa (ca.435~1450 psi)
Ŷ Air pressure:
5~30 psi (9kg/cm2max)
Ŷ Throughput:
0.03~1.5 /g/h/min
Ŷ Fiber diameter: 0.5~40 μm

Capabilities
a) Engineering resins of low MFR thermal
plastic;
b) Specialty resins, such as PPS, PEI, LCP,
etc…

Item
Filtration Efficiency
Inhalation/Exhalation resistance
Dust loading
Breathing resistance
Clogging test
Flammability
Dead Space
Bacteria filtration
Penetration by Synthetic Blood
Differential Pressure
(Source from: "ANFA conference paper, this
article extract.")
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Nonwovens in food pads

Technical Trends

Airlaid and spunbond are key components
to keeping perishables fresh
Perishables found in the grocery store such
as meat, chicken, fish and produce rely on
the food pads underneath them to soak up
excess liquids and keep the foods fresh, and
suppliers in the nonwovens and associated
industries have stepped up to the plate by
developing solutions in this market.

Nonwovens first made their way into food
pads after specialty chemicals company
Evonik earned FDA clearance for its food
grade superabsorbent polymers (SAP) in the
late 1990s, according to industry consultant
Phil Mango. “This opened the door for
nonwovens in food pads, as nonwovens
contain SAP better than the previously used
tissue or fluff pulp food pads,” he says.

Mango identifies airlaid as the primary
nonwoven used in food pads, but spunbond/
SAP/spunbond laminates are also appearing
in this market.

“Airlaid is ideal because a food pad has
some of the same requirements as a hygiene
absorbent core; quick acquisition rates, no/
low rewet, absorbency capacity,” he says. “No
other nonwoven can combine with SAP as
well to provide all of these attributes.”

Fitesa, McAirlaid’s and Glatfelter are among
the airlaid manufacturers that currently
produce materials for this market.

Mango estimates that in Europe, airlaid
consumption for food pads has reached
17,000 metric tons and is growing at a CAGR
of 5.5%. “Food pads themselves are growing
at a smaller rate, but nonwovens penetration
is increasing. In Europe, there are many
smaller producers—no one or two dominant
producers. There is also less centralized meat
packaging. This makes it more advantageous
to use airlaid; or to switch over.”

Meanwhile in North America, 4500 metric
tons of airlaid are consumed annually for
food pads and the category is expected
to grow at a CAGR of 6%, according to
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Mango. But in the U.S., two big food pad
manufacturers that take up roughly 6070% market share of the food pad market—
Novipax and Paper Pak—aren’t using airlaid.
Yet, these companies still look to nonwovens
for their products.

Novipax, headquartered in Oak Brook, IL,
manufactures an array of food pads that
incorporate nonwovens. According to Frank
Vaughn, technical marketing manager,
Novipax uses spunbond nonwovens in some
of its Dri-Loc, Pad-Loc and Multi-Loc varieties.
Available in four options, the Dri-Loc pad is a
polyethylene film on a polyethylene film. DriLoc Premier Pads feature a highly absorbent
nonwoven bottom layer. Meanwhile,
the company’s Pad-Loc Pads feature a
polyethylene film on a nonwoven layer, while
Pad-Loc Fresh pads feature a non-permeable/
non-stick polyethylene film, highly absorbent
fibrous wood pulp, CO2-generating materials
and a hydrophilic nonwoven bottom layer
film that attracts moisture to the pad.
Novipax’s Multi-Loc pads include highly
absorbent nonwoven top and bottom layers.

“In the pad, the nonwoven offers us a
breathable pad,” Vaughn says. “It allows the
evacuation of air out of the pad a lot quicker.
Also the nonwoven allows us to have the
ability to wick juices in a single tray.”

Elaborating on the company’s unique
products, Scott Maurer, director of marketing
& new product development for Novipax,
says: “We offer a sealed pouch pad, and
the benefits of a sealed pouch pad is that all
of our absorbent materials are consistently
maintained within the confines of the pad
itself. So there’s no risk of adulterating the
food products, our pads are used with, so all
of our materials remain fully contained within
the pad – that’s one of the huge advantages
we have in the industry.”

Further, he adds, many companies that
use Novipax pads use high-tech packing
equipment, some of which forces huge
demands via vacuum on the meat or
produce. “They use our products because of
the seal strength, and for those pads with
nonwovens, they really hold up super well
out in the marketplace.”
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Meanwhile, La Verne, CA-based Paper Pak
Industries’ (PPI) base food pad products use
a “pre-consumer” recycled tissue, but the
company also incorporates coated spunbond
polypropylene facing materials into many
aspects of its products, along with super
absorbents either as needed or requested
by its customers, according to Ron Jensen,
president and CEO of PPI. “Using nonwovens
allows us to change the rate of sorbency and
better tailor that rate to the application,” he
says.

business director for Evonik Creasorb,
Nutrition & Care, says to garner FDA approval
for such a product, a company must prove
that it can control the amount of migratables
in the product. The first part of the stringent
approval process consists of toxicological
studies, which ensure that the formulation
contains no “chemicals of concern,” which is
essentially a list of undesirable chemicals for
food safety. A good practice is to use GRAS
(Generally Regarded As Safe) ingredients
where possible.

Differentiating itself from other food pad
makers in the U.S., Jensen says PPI offers the
widest product line in the industry, giving
it a major competitive advantage. “Our use
of proprietary pre-consumer recycled tissue
also allows us to make our products with
the lowest carbon footprint, as determined
by using the ASTM formula,” he says.
“Finally, we have a large, growing and patent
protected line of ‘active’ absorbents used
to either extend shelf life, reduce package
odor or improve organoleptics. This line
of products is largely unique within the
food packaging industry, and it is receiving
significant customer acceptance. Our
R&D pipeline is quite full and we intend
to continue to expand our product line to
further develop this ‘active’ technology.”

Next, the product has to go through
migration studies, which show that nothing
harmful is migrating out of the product into
the food. Migration studies are required
for all FDA approved SAP. “There are some
limitations in terms of what [the FDA]
considers to be a sensitive migratable. So
we must control the molecular weight of
migratables,” Mitra explains. “That’s an
important part of the FDA approval and it is
put on our Certificate of Analysis.”

Super absorbent suppliers
Evonik, one of the world’s largest producers
of SAP, is currently the only maker of FDAapproved SAP for food grade nonwovens. Its
only other competitor in this market, BASF,
stopped global production for this type of
SAP in 2012, according to industry insiders.
Evonik’s superabsorbents can be used in food
pads that are placed under poultry, meat,
fish, fruits and vegetables.

Creasorb, Evonik’s non-hygiene product
line, has been producing FAVOR-PAC
superabsorbent polymers for food-grade
nonwovens since the late 1990s. Its
current grade, FAVOR-PAC 593, is its latest
generation product, which has been on the
market since 2007. FAVOR-PAC polymers
are produced at two facilities in the U.S., in
Greensboro, NC, and Garyville, LA.

Producing SAP for the food packaging
industry is no easy task. Bobby Mitra,

Another important part of the FDA approval
process is record keeping and formulation
control. “Once you have registered a
formulation with the FDA, that’s locked
in,” he adds. If the product becomes FDA
approved, then the site where it’s produced
is subject to auditing. “You have to be readily
available for unscheduled audits. Then there
are a lot of process controls that we have, to
ensure both quality and formulation control,”
he says. When Evonik’s FAVOR-PAC SAP
became FDA approved, it received the food
contact notification number 427.

According to Mitra, FAVOR-PAC provides
added benefits when used in food pads
compared to other absorbent products.
“Whether it is used for hygiene products or
food pads-in gram for gram absorbency-SAP
is more cost effective than fiber, fluff pulp,
tissue or anything else.”

Gelok International, a producer of
superabsorbent laminates used in food pads,
currently uses granular SAP from Evonik. The
SAP is sandwiched in between two cellulose
sheets to form the laminate. These roll goods
are cut into pads by the food tray producers
and used as the absorbent core inside of a
top sheet and bottom sheet to lock in the
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SAP, according to Steve Lazenby, general
manager of Gelok.
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The Dunbridge, OH-based manufacturer,
which also produces laminates for hygiene,
wound care and industrial applications,
considers food pads a very good market
for the company. “We’ve seen some pretty
good growth in the food pad market
because with our laminate, which is
ultrathin, the food manufacturers can pack
three times as much pads into a container
as they could with a traditional fluff/SAP
pad,” Lazenby says. “So literally they’re
putting their shipping costs down by twothirds. That’s something very unique to
us. Our niche in the market is that we do
ultrathin high absorbency laminates.”

Meanwhile, an alternative to using Evonik’s
FAVOR-PAC SAP is Technical Absorbents’
Super Absorbent Fiber (SAF). Technical
Absorbents has been producing SAF since
1993, and Dr. Mark Paterson, product
development director, says SAF for food
packaging has been used since the company’s
early days.

According to Paterson, compared to SAP,
SAF has a more rapid uptake of water due to
its high aspect ratio and the SAF can be fully
integrated into the product to prevent gel
shedding and loss.

“We make a number of different grades of
SAF based on the customer’s and product
needs, this includes different fiber lengths
and thicknesses. The SAF chosen for a
particular application is designed to give
appropriate absorbent properties for the
given application and to be processable on
the different technologies involved to meet
the final product needs,” he says.

While he couldn’t go into detail, Paterson
says the food packaging market is significant
for Technical Absorbents’ SAF, and right now,
while the overall market is seeing modest
year-on-year growth, he indicates growth
opportunities do exist in Asia.
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“All our SAF grades are made to the
highest quality standards and we exceed
the requirements for producing food
packaging SAF grades,” he adds. “The ongoing challenge is to continue to produce
SAF grades at a lower cost and to continue
to exceed the ever changing and evolving
regulatory requirements across different
regions of the world.”

Adhesive’s role
Milan, Italy-based Savaré Specialty Adhesives,
which supplies an assortment of hot-melt
adhesives to many markets in the nonwovens
industry, has been producing hot melts for
the food pad industry for nearly a decade.

“The experience gained over the years across
the whole production process of this specialty
business has enabled us to achieve a leading
position,” says Lorenzo Stella, sales manager,
Savaré.

Savaré offers several specialty products
both for the pad lamination and for the pad
fixation into the trays. For pad lamination,
Stella says the company’s adhesives are
designed to meet various technical needs
including high yield with excellent bonding
strength at low add-on rates on different
nonwoven types; direct food contact
compliance; no bleed-through with aperture
nonwovens; excellent aging behavior; clear
color and low odor.

Stella notes that for the hot-melt to be
successful, it should be designed so that
the pad absorption capacity is not altered.
Further, strong pad edge bonding is required,
even under severe wet conditions.

While Savaré isn’t new to food pads,
the company continues to see room for
development in this market. Stella says: “The
trend of customized pads to satisfy specific
consumer needs for fruit, vegetables, meat
and fish, as well as moving to recycled tray
materials, are triggering new challenges and
opportunities.”
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)
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Freudenberg adds supermicrofilament textiles to Evolon
range
Newest Evolon material prevents down
feathers and dust from escaping pillows,
duvets
Freudenberg Performance Materials' supermicrofilament textiles - the latest in the
Evolon product range - are the new technical
and eco-friendly solution for pillows, duvets,
sleeping bags and other quilted products
filled with feathers and down.

Thanks to its structure of closely entangled
super-microfilaments, which are up to 200
times thinner than a human hair, weighing
less than 130gsm, the new Evolon variant is
a high density cover fabric which prevents
any loss of filling from even the finest layer
of down. The textile also makes it possible to
mask dark feathers or those that are a little
too thick and prickly.

For even greater comfort, Evolon supermicrofilament fabric is breathable, light, soft
and drapable. The moisture generated by
perspiration during sleep is quickly evacuated.
The moisture management properties and
downproof performance have both been
validated by Germany-based Hohenstein
Textile Testing Institute.

Evolon is known for being a natural physical
barrier against dust mite allergens. As a
result, Evolon also filters residual dust from
feathers and down which could escape
from the pillow or duvet. Bedding hygiene
is considerably improved, according to the
company.

The filtration quality of Evolon is strengthened
with each washing. Unlike traditional textile
covers with weave that can loosen and allow
the down to escape, repeated washing causes
the multidirectional, microfilament structure
to tighten up, thereby reinforcing the barrier
effect provided by Evolon.

Producing Evolon does not require the
use of any solvents and minimizes water
consumption quite spectacularly when
compared to cotton-based textiles commonly
used to make pillows and duvets containing

feathers and down. Within this context,
it is estimated that the Evolon production
consumes about 400 times less water,
depending on the type of competing product.

Evolon is manufactured in Europe in
accordance with ISO 9001, ISO 14001 for
respecting the environment, ISO 50001 for
its continuous programme of reduction in
energy consumption and OHSAS 18001 for
employee health and safety.

The company says pillow and duvet
manufacturers will appreciate the ease of
working with Evolon, with its edges that do
not fray, therefore doing away with the need
for a hem. Evolon can be dyed, printed and
sewn just like any other textile.
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

Unicharm launches Natural Moony
diapers
Topsheet includes organic cotton
Unicharm Corp.'s new product, "Natural
Moony," Japan's first disposable diaper
for babies with a surface sheet containing
organic cotton, has recorded growing sales
since it was put on sale across the country on
October 25.

Natural Moony has increased the softness
of its surface sheet that touches the skin
by 20% by mixing organic cotton. Also, by
switching the hydrophilic agent used for the
sheet to purely plant-derived one, the sheet
has been made additive-free, mildly acidic to
make sure that babies wearing the diaper can
feel secured.

By using "Yuru-unchi Kyushu Zone" (soft
stool-absorbing zone), a newly developed
technology of using an uneven structure to
absorb soft stool, Natural Moony has reduced
the amount of soft stool remaining on
babies' buttocks -- a phenomenon unique to
babies less than 4 months old - by 36%. This
has eliminated one of the elements that has
caused diaper rash to babies' skin. Unicharm
is determined to propose these new values
to the diaper market by releasing Natural
Moony.

Unicharm held an event in Tokyo on
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November 30 to commemorate the release of
the new product.

Product News

At the event held at the Nihonbashi Mitsui
Hall in Tokyo's Chuo Ward, celebrity Emiri
Henmi, who has a 3-year-old daughter and
regularly writes about her childrearing on
her blog, and dermatologist Arata Tomori,
who gave birth to her second child this past
August, participated in a talk show on the
stage. The guests talked about the way they
are bringing up their children as well as their
use of organic goods in their daily lives.

Tomori emphasized that Natural Moony is
friendly to babies. "I think babies are glad
(to use diapers containing organic cotton).
Babies' skin is very sensitive because the
thickness of their skin is about half that of
adults. And their backside tends to develop
a rash by the friction from being wiped
repeatedly every day. By using soft organic
cotton for part of the diaper that touches
babies' buttocks is great," she says.

Takahisa Takahara, president and CEO of
Unicharm, also took the rostrum during the
event, and explained the concept of Natural
Moony.

"In developing Natural Moony, we aimed to
realize a diaper that allows babies to feel as if
they were gently enveloped by their mothers'
hands at all times. As the social environment
surrounding mothers has undergone drastic
changes in recent years, the demand for
disposable diapers from those rearing
their children has become increasingly
sophisticated and diversified," says Takahara.
"We are confident that Natural Moony can
meet the requirements of our customers,
who want to select diapers using natural,
safe and high-quality materials, just like when
selecting food and cosmetics."

Regarding the company's marketing of
Natural Moony overseas, Takahara says,
"We would hold a Super Brand Day event
on China's Tmall (online shopping mall) on
December 15, and officially release Natural
Moony at our Tmall Global Moony flagship
store."

Yoko Kawakami, assistant brand manager
for baby goods at the company's Global
Marketing Department, said at the event,
"We propose new standards for the way you
select diapers by putting Natural Moony on
the market under the slogan of 'selecting
diapers is selecting materials.'" She then
explained the soft texture of Japan's first
surface sheet containing organic cotton, as
well as the newly developed "Yuru-unchi
Kyushu Zone" technology of using an uneven
structure to absorb soft stool, of Natural
Moony.
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

Daio launches cotton pad

Daio Paper, a Japanese absorbent products
company, has released a 100% cotton pad
for incontinence sufferers under the brand
named Attento Cotton. To improve the water
retention of the cotton material, Daio applied
an oil-based solution. This will keep the pad
from feeling unpleasant after getting wet, a
problem also associated with cotton-based
products.
(Source from: “www.nonwovens-industry.com”)

La Fresh introduces new Makeup
Remover Wipes
Launch marks company's 10th anniversary
La Fresh Group, Inc. announced the launch of
its new, limited edition Waterproof Makeup
Remover Wipes to mark the company's
10th year in business. Specially formulated
with calming lavender oil and skin-repairing
vitamin E for the occasion, these cleansing
wipes are gentle enough for many skin types
and yet effective even on the most stubborn,
long-lasting makeup.

"It was amazing to realize that it's going to
be 10 years since we started La Fresh," says
Eve Yen, founder and president. "After I
immigrated to California, I traveled across the
country to promote my wipe manufacturing
business. When you are always on the go,
you learn to pack light. But cleanser in a
bottle?" Yen remembers. "That was not
at all convenient and I thought of having
makeup remover — as a wipe — individually
wrapped. Of course, we ran through over a
million wipes and wrappers before getting it
right. When we did, those original makeup
remover wipes became La Fresh's first and
best-selling product."
>>> Next 19
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ॴܶ͌ୀᦠ̬͉։ࣔЅଂιሞࢧଔ
ᖨߏ֧ಓెӾӵሞᩐ᭟ᑛᑵξঠಱ
ᲣϧႡ༗ଁȠהಓܠ͌ܬଫߒᆁΌᖨ
ԤᎳאଂιሞଇᆡঠࣔ೭ԭͻޱܠ͌ܬ
᱔ଂιሞॴܶρᵉąȠ
Ӿ2020টᩐັݟᨼሞΌ᭟ᴳᣎ᩿ࣔ
2900̯ᩚЅਜ͌ັ͓ଁܠᨼᡊ̿ሞ͔
ᢢޱ᱔ॴ̬ܶ͝ȠᲫ͵᭝ὋΦ2006ট
ᧉὌȟߔΨὋ2010টὌຸ؞ᲑὋ2011টὌ
̱ࢴᦠ।։Autoneum᪇̶ಈັᨼ
АڄNittokuᦠאҝהᒀᜍܬদॡὋ2003
টὌߓ༇Ὃ2004টὌ؞แນὋ2013টὌ
ሞ̱͉।։Ƞ
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અᠪᏧᖌݘݣӻၶֵֵ̖ྠᐦా
1BSFFผ⼜ܦڢਗ਼ڱじ̬ᬌࡂ႒৭
⩋ጪ
லୋ᫋ViniՐ߾ؾПᯡڄDarshan Patel୯
೭͵Ϧͻտ়NoidaሞSooth Healthcareҙׇ
ሞߒᬌӨᕯഈҢϫሞΉಠᢨญቃԏঠಆ
ୋ᫋ȠSooth HealthcareҙׇಫParee႕ռᆁ
ॲሞԁ᪵ڄȠᎷҚ༺ᦕؾୀᦠҙׇΥ
೭ᤎ̲ॴҙׇሞ23ὈᕯρȠ
Pareeಫ̬͉οё࣐יሞߴռഏؾ႕ቃ
ԏܬ3000ߍࢴտ়ᛃε֧ᑰ̲᳝͌ڄٶ
ᯡٶȠPareeፐΫιಫᤎܠᎷ̬͉ಆՐࢆ
ԁؾሞռᆁॲԁ᪵ڄȠ
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˖ڍ᭣ጺᤴளМՂܘҪප҇ጲ
⊅↋⢷䛽䉙䔇͐Ⅰݦ㏫喏䃍ܾ䃎䉙ᰠๆ
Ⴇלᚗ౹Խࣔܠ͌יᑸ᪵ॵᆁΌڄÿ༨
ຣᄇ᭠ᑸ᪵ॵ೭ᲤҙׇАͅഗሞຐ
ԅᑰȠҡ̬͌ഗᑰಫᷠ᪴ටᄲᑰ᭙ᆃ͵
ႧלᚗԽוሞഇͲᩞହഀȠ᪈ഗᑰࣔ࿀
᧔ܬ̳ᷠ᪴ͬᖨ೭ਔ߹ଁᓫ్രሞ᳡ຖȠ
ַߋ̬ഗᑰಫΉ֦ᯜᓫᆁΌᑰᆃͻᆁΌ
ϧᑨฏሞᷠҍ᭝ΌؾȠ̬ಉ᪂ᡊࣔ
ಫ̼ᆗ̲೪ҋ᪉ሞΉ֦ᯜᓫᆁΌᑰȠ
༨ຣᄇ᭠ᑸ᪵ॵ೭Ფҙଁׇ᎓ͻ2015
ট12೬ᆊᒀᶷ͍ࢿሞᏣᄲᴵ࣐୯೭৳
ߒሞହഀܕȠᤎҙׇҢ೭৳ߒሞԩᖈ
ঠӊ߅᪉ҵຐԅᑸ᪵ॵΌܶॴؾȠ
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ᤎҙׇ೪ᑹᣎӯୀᦠ8ഗܻഘᗺႧלᚗ
౹Խሞҋ᪉ຐԅᆁΌᑰୀᦠ᭠ᵉ͓6.6Ι
҇ΗॳὋᑚ1Ιᔁ҇ὌȠ᪈ࣔЅ༨ຣᄇ
᭠ܬॴܶ͌ெᑅഄ᫅࿀᧔җᄰࢧଔሞ
᳡ຖȠᤎҙׇᴳᣎ೪ᑹটΌ᭟᩺7.5̯ר
টᯡٶᵉᑚ͓18.5Ι҇ΗॳὋ2.75Ιᔁ
҇ὌȠ
᪈ͅഗᆁΌᑰࣔͻ2017ট࠘ୀΌ͔ᢢ
ᆁΌྙॲȟᗧ؞ҡռᆁᆃؾȠ
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˄<<<̲ை40ᴤ˅

ᗺᘹቃధӟεഘᤎҙׇ᪇ͻա೬ρܬଡ଼
ᒣԨሞ҄հώ̲ொӟ͵Ąർᘱą
ؑᒀңีॲᔰ̺᪈ีॲܬҗᔁܠሞ
ࡋ҄ᆃ̹ؾծ؞ᄒҢ̹ծҫ߄ֿ
ᢦȠ̲͉೬᪈ีॲ࠘᪪ཷܬԨߒ
ॴ̲ܶሿᡊঠ̺ҙׇᣎӯΣটಧߓώࣔ
ᤎΌؾᒗᒜொיߒӺॴܶȠ
ၚᔰᣨԅሞಫ̵ΟΟֺ೭᪈ีݟ
ॲΌ̲ؾ᩿ĄӵೊᦽࢴąቖΗጼᘹቃȠה
൳ᛟਜ᩿2013টᔁܠಆᑭॵթώὋᑸ
᪵ॵ।̿թώὌ༺ᦕؾӵ߬ሞᙖᙖҙࡴ
ॲͬͻա೬ρӟᄖܬᆍᢪᚻࣺ̲Ƞ᪈ፂ
̹᱕͓ᆎΗᣩᣎሞॲ̵Οֿᆃϲռᆁᱡ
ሞ֑ᑫॲ᪇ֿεᆃͻᬌȟᗅᎆଅᨶ
ϫҡΫᬌϦሞིȠலᤎҙׇΤᑾ᪈ี
ॲᆊᙌᚴԁଁҢ೭ᘯ߹ሞֿᆁႡᲣᢺ
ᖨȠ
ᤎҙׇሞӵ࠘ΗᕧᦲӺᅒᐕ൵؞
ഞߕҍ᭜ࠖᔫ̶ވᔁܠሞୀᦠσ̿ࢴ
ᶚҍͻরᄬњଁ͵̬ᎫߒͱծΫιεҙ
ׇ20%ሞᕯρਜሞ࣍౷30̯ᔁ҇ሞୀᦠ
ᵉȠ
̶฿הಓַߋ̬ፂᆎΗॲ֟ܬটͬொ
͵יႧፂॲॴܶ᪈ีᆊᐰ໒ԁਜሞ
ᴪॲಫ̬ፂĄፒԬᖔᴪЫҥؾąଘ
Ѕᆃሞᐰ໒Չ୴ࡴ໒ȟᳩᳩ९໒݄؞ര
໒̹᱕᪥ࢠ᪈΄ᐰ໒ಫᆊͻιҢ೭ᘯ
߹ሞ్ིര᪇ֿεЫᖔᴪሞൊᩄ؞
Ҍᔰॲ͌ሞᙌᚴଁӨώԅሩᕱ
࣡ҡಫ࣍ͻ᱔ሞᖔࡴȠ᪈ี46ঞ౷ᙻ࣌
ሞॲᦄܳ֔ࢤᒀ͙ᔲᆃঠҢ೭ᘯ߹
ሞ৲Ƞ
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ژत϶Ꭰ᭑๕ᄲ⩡ၼੲߍ㑽々͖݃͐ܦ
㜖ᰵ৭❸
ᑫ࣯ᢁԁ᪵ڄ७ᒀࢨॵΦ4೬ρ࠘
Bemaxҙׇࣔ೭͉ͅᗺ೭ؾ႕᩿᪰ᶚ᪦
ᓫ᎖www.amazon.com᪉ҖᔁܶॴܠȠ

̿ԩሞ؆।ࣔᡭౠאӾDrylockሞിധ͌
εዚЫᄖ೭̿ԩሞᒜȠଂιዚЮ᪈
̬ଇᆡెᦉࣔ೭ԭͻ᪉̬เޱԨҫᬌޱ
᱔ଂιอ᪁ࢧଔȟ؆।؞Аڄሞא
ϲȠѲDrylock̬൳Prestoώ̹ͻӵ
ᦄ؞᭟Ƞą

லᶔঊପᡊ࢞Taiwo Aimasikoፐܬᶚ᪦
ԬಫBemax̬ฬᑫ࣯ᢁཻ᪩ᔁܶॴܠ
Ꮇ̬Ე๛ሞ̬ᬌӨȠܬ2017টҙׇᣎӯ
᪉̬เொӟᗺ೭ؾ႕Ӿϒᒐሞᔁܠ᳝ڄٶ
Ƞ

National Prestoͬ೭͓ҵԁϲ৲ᛃ͓؞
༺ᦕᔭА֛ଗࣗࢴᆍሞᬌ᱕லፐ
ሞె׳Όؾᬌ᱕೪Ӷଁಫܬ2001টెᦉ
͵̬ࢴᲵҖީܙሞࡋ҄ᑫ࣯ᢁҙׇȠΣ
ଁ͵͓ڢഄധ؞᳝ٶӨᯡڄАଁΗ
ߙጯΌؾሞԁ᪵ڄȠ

ܬ2015ট9೬Bemaxࢨॵࣔொӟ̬ฬᑫ
࣯ᢁॲ୵؞ሞࢴᗺ೭ؾ႕ÿMother's
HugsȠܬะ།؞ҟ།ॴ᩿ܶࣔ᪰
Bemaxᄖ೭ଵ֫؞ڄ᳝ڄٶሞӨᯡཾ᫋ഘ
ᯡ؞ٶொদהಓ᩿᪰Bemaxᆍࡴڄԩᓫ
᎖ܬᑰᯡٶȠ৸ಓࣲᷠᏣᄲΗ؆ϛᣎট
ᯡٶᵉࣔ᩺Ӿ550̯ᔁ҇Ƞ

Van Malderenᡕጎ᪈ฬెᦉᎳאDrylocksҙ
ׇ2020টሞޱ᱔ᣎӯȠҙܬׇРᓮ؞வ
ҍҝܠ؞ᬒ೭।։ঠܬ2015টলెᦉ͵
CIP AssorbentiҙׇಫૌߒӺᆁΌߴռ
ᆁΌؾሞҙׇȠ
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%SZ-PDLஅ᠓1SFTUPխஅֵ̖ˉҫ
㒺༭Ꮳᭋጊ䃪⿷ᕧ䘔
National Presto Industriesҙׇ७ࣔҡె׳
Ό̿ؾԩε7100̯ᔁ҇ሞο൶ծᒊDrylock
TechnologiesҙׇȠӺಓሞDrylockҙׇ
ࣔᒗᒜ᪂ᜍPrestoሞࠫূಥॡะҍᛚࣙ
ሞ।։ঠЅଁ͓ᔁܠሞ੩ᬌȠ७ᒀ
᪉Җ̬͉࣍National Presto।։ሞߍটፇᦝ
ᔰ̺͓ࣔ৸ԏଘ೭।ΗАऔϦȠ
Ąଂι͓᩿֟ӓট͌ె׳Ό̿ؾԩሞߒ
เ᧭ᔰᗺᥫϥᣑᣱӾ͓͵
ܥ࿀ଁԧ᪉Җ̳̬͉Ე๛ଂι᳡ᢢ
ᒄאᡊ̿͌ሞ̬͉͔ᢢ̶֢ᔭҝה᪂
ϲȠąNationalPrestoሞ੩ᡲMaryjo Cohen
ᤝȠ
Drylockଁ᎓ͻ2012টܬะ།ᆁΌᗺᜍؾ
႕࣯ᢁߴռᆁଁ؞ΗߙጯΌؾȠሞ
͔ᢢହഀಫܛᒆಆଅϧᒃ༚ె׳ᙔࣲ
ΦᔰᆁΌӟె׳ΌؾȠ
Ą᪈ฬెᦉইᒊଂι१ߒሞթ్הଫ
҉͵ଂιܬᔁܠሞΌؾᑂӱਜӾ̬͉
೭ৢ׳Ԥሞࢧଔᔊ؞ԁ᪵ܳވε֧̬͉
়̹ᷠ̿ሞᏣᄲܕȠąDrylockᶔঊପᡊ
࢞Bart Van MalderenᤝĄPrestoె׳Όؾ
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-BOUPSᖌ३˿ளᄉઅᠪᏧ
$BUIBZ*OWFTUNFOUTᩢ㣣β䲊㏳䕌ጯ⩋ϓੲ
ᑸ᪵ᆁΌڄLantor७ᒀᡭCathay
InvestmentsెᦉȠᤎҙܬׇᛄҜ
VeenendaalሞᆁΌᣩ౹؞ਨܠHaibachࡴ
ҙׇ͓।̿ᆃ֫ȟᆁΌ؞ᯡٶᑸ᪵
ॵȠLantorሞΌֿؾεᆃͻΦ᪰Ю؞ᖨྠ
ᆍᒴӾᑘᒣޱ৳ޟ౩Ὃ߆אഏ౩Ὄᵔ
Ԥཇᩃഄ؞ྉᘦε֧ᡴ̿ሞൠᏘȠ
εԏሞ୯೭ᔭ Active Capital Company
ὋACCὌ̵ܬӾͅটሞಓᱡӟ͵ٶLantorȠ
ܬ᪈๛ಓᱡLantorܬᛄҜߋ༵؞᪴ଁ
᱔Ƞ੩ᒀᄲDaan KoppenᤝὝĄଂιᷠ
ҟACCಫଂιሞאϲύϝ؞ᕯ́ଂι
᪉̬เԁࢠܬ฿ވወ̲ሞᏊᆡϥಫᄖ
ܬϲ͓Cathayሞ̬ᬌӨ᳡ᢢܬCathay͌
ᒣ̬͉խሞᨶρȠܬCathayଂι೭̬
͉ၱ᪈͉ᡊ̿ሞ᱔ᕯ́ᖨߏ߹ܳ
ঋԭLantorପᡊଘ᪥୳ሞଇᆡঠࣔթԭ
ഘᣎӯሞ֫ࣽȠą
Koppenε֧ҡΫሞᏣᄲܕଁ؆؞Lantor
ሞᬌӨᕯ́Martin den Ottolanderͬ᭝ୀ
ᦠLantorȠCathayሞᶔঊପᡊ࢞Ben Chaing
ࢶ᪈ెᦉಫĄ᪉̬เᣬಞCathayᗾԤͻ
᎓̬͉࢙җౠאሞܕΦᔰܬ᎗ͷಈ
ሴံሞॴ͓ܶࢧଔА೪߹ሞԩąȠ
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ϦͻᙻܠҍᓮυሚሞCathay Investments
୯೭Րࢆ؞Өᯡᡊ̿ሞӓࢴҙׇՉ୴Ὕ
Euroresinsಫะ།̬ࢴ͓߆אഏ౩ᡊ̿А
൨ᖪȟᄜᅛᑘᒣ؞ҡΌؾሞߒᒀᯡڄ
Amethystܕᙻࢴ̬ܠᎷ̱౷Ⴁ༗؞Ψ
ѬԩАڄPerkins Group Services̬
ࢴᄒҢ؞ౢҢሞᒀᯡڄȠ

Ąଂιॹଘ೭ሞࡋ҄೭ഄώќূੀ͢ଁ
᱔ąBuonfantinoᤝĄܬ2017টଂι
ࣔᒗᒜϲ͓̬͉ᴵ࣐ᔭ࣭֟Ԥ᩿᪰ொ᪉ந
ีࢨ؞ϒԮԤ̶ᑫ࣯ᢁሞ᳡ຖଇ౨ঠ
̺ଂιொӟଂιሞᣎӯΦᔰ᩿᪰
NDBNঋԭߍሞ೭᳡ᢢሞࡋ҄Ƞą
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җটHuggiesن߲९ᶚ੩ᒐሞޱּ׆
Ԩᑫ࣯ᢁሞநᦻ᭟؞ύϝҞᑂഘଫࣽᗺ६
ሞ᱔ସᤣ؞ᴵ࣐Ԥ̶ᑫ࣯ᢁ᳡ຖሞ౨
ͷȠΣ͓Οܬ2016টHuggies֧ҡ
אϲύϝ७ᒀநᦻ᩿4800̯ᑫ࣯ᢁ؞
୵ॲȠ
ͻ ̶AWHONNὋ߿ߴЫќΌፃ֧ᆁ҄
ᄲթώὌε֧җܠሞאϲϟ͵
AWHONNթώሞќূࡋᑫ࣯ᢁሞொ᪉ᣎ
ӯȠ
ͻ ̶Baby2Baby᎓টሞאϲ͖Ԧᑫ
࣯ᢁநᦻ༓ԬȠ̶Baby2Babyሞృᔭ
Jennifer Garner̬ᧉ͖ԦΉࡒϫ༓Ԭܛ
ᒆᑫ࣯ᢁ᳡ຖૌᣱ؍᪉ᡊொԬࢨ؞ϒȠ
ͻ ̶᪀Იࢽ༵ᥧȟಊ᭠इ49ΗȟলႧ
ਗბᕕଞᕕאAWHONNሞι̬
ᧉ͔Ԧᑫ࣯ᢁሞொ᪉༓ԬȠ
ͻ ؞᳝ᧉ̬ڄٶጠᒊͶሞࢃᘹഘொ᪉᭙
ᦉሞᵉߋᑫ࣯ᢁநᦻȠ
ͻঋԭ֮ᗺၚဗࢱሞࢴাȠ

)VHHJFTҪጊҰҦसᛩጭࡋ᜔Ꭴԯ
ᵴҫᓃ㏤ᅫ㸐הᎿБڣᰵ《ε߇⮰У
ᵨ䉙Μ๓䛻⮰)VHHJFT㏤ᅫ㸐
Huggiesࢨॵܬ᪈͉ᒊͶሞࢃᘹ֧ҡ͝זሞ
ᘹಈࣔώᒊ᳡ᢢঋԭሞࡋ҄୯Ƞ2017ট
ӶHuggiesࣔଁ͓җᄰᎷ̬͉ᑫ࣯ᢁؾ
႕Аᑫ࣯ᢁѬরε೭᎗ͷԤሞο൶ᦉ
ͱߒ᭟ᷠᦄ᭟ሞHuggiesᑫ࣯ᢁȠ฿ߋᄖ
ܬӾΣটটলHuggiesࣔҏଘ೭ᑫ࣯ᢁ
߬ԲፏӨሞநᦻഘঋԭ೭᳡ᢢሞࡋ҄Ƞ
᪈͉ಞಫHuggiesᒗᒜᗾԤͻܑ2016ট
3೬߲९ᶚ੩ᒐሞؗ֟࿀᧔̱Ө̬͝
ಆ͓ࡋ҄Аḛঝӈᑫ࣯ᢁሞࢴা࣍
ᑫ࣯ᢁሞ᳡ᢢȠ
Ą᪈΄ԮԤృଘ೭ࡋ҄ᡭ୯ଂιସ
ᤣঋԭࢣࢣιᛟਜΫιᚂଁ᱔᳡ᢢሞ୯
ȠąՑᔁKimberly-Clarkࡋত҄ᄲҙׇ
੩ᡲᤝĄଂι֮Ӿႊ୯ሞỌԲÿÿ
ਫއҥࢣࢣЅࡋ҄ᘋ᪠ܛᒆࢇࡴ؍
ܛАЫȠєಫஂΫΗঠܑᶈሞ೪
Ͽಓഄଘεଂι଼᪈ፂဓ֯ଁᑫ࣯ᢁ
நᦻ؞АߍሞОӺЅଂιᷠᦄ᭟
ሞHuggiesᑫ࣯ᢁ͓ܠᑫ࣯ᢁѬরᓫᒍ
ὋNational Diaper Bank NetworkὌАঋ
ԭȠą
Ą᩿᪰᪈͉ᴨቃᛟਜᷠᦄ᭟Huggiesᑫ࣯
ᢁЅܠᑫ࣯ᢁѬরᓫᒍὋNDBNὌ
ਜӾሞ೪߹ሞοёȠąNDBN੩ᡲJoanne
GoldblumᤝĄᲫ͵টநᦻᒊNDBN ሞ
2000̯ξHuggiesᑫ࣯ᢁሞᑫ࣯ᢁ᭙ᦉ
ᣎӯ͓ࣔNDBNଁ؆Аଘ᳡ᑫ࣯ᢁሞֿ
Юᦲᦃྠ͓৸ܳ՜ᲵҖީܙሞࢴা
А࢙ᔁሞԩȠą
ႊιֿͬε᩿᪰நᦻHuggiesሞ߬ԲፏӨ
ഘঋਹHuggiesࣔώҏᄖ̬͉நᦻሞፏ
ӨቇӾ12೬31ಈȠ
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2010ট͓ܓHuggiesሞ̬͉ӵኯ፰
ಱጎ̱Ө̬͝ሞᔁܠΓ֮ቤໃ೭ᖨԤ
͓ᗺ६ሞࡋ҄Аḛȟঝӈሞᑫ࣯ᢁᇝ
ᙸ᭠ϾӺҙׇᶔҋ଼ᑫ࣯ᢁ᳡ຖሞᱛᵄ
Ӿԏ໗Ƞ᪈΄ႊਭᴪܬృέᵞႡ
ଅᑫ࣯ᢁ͝ᱡ᪥୳Φᔰ࣐ᗾ֎Ԥ؞Ӏ፷
ޱԨȠHuggiesᗺ2010টεഘ७நᦻ᩿
2Ιᑫ࣯ᢁॲ୵؞ঠϲ͓NDBNሞ֫ᧉ
ᔭᦺ؞ԭڄঋԭܬҗܠ᎓͵300ߍࢴ
೭ᖨԤሞᑫ࣯ᢁѬরȠ
Ҟͻሞᑫ࣯ᢁ᭙ᦉᣎӯሞᵉߋЮઁࣔώ
ܬ2017টӶᆃͻᑫ࣯ᢁѬরȠ
͑ᠪຸ͑ ΨΨΨ͟ΟΠΟΨΠΧΖΟΤ͞ΚΟΕΦΤΥΣΪ͟ΔΠΞ ͑

'JCFSUFY˓̠એူ࠱ӣጞ˜᳠ၶ̖ጲ
េ䉰ᰠᴀ䒛ϓ৭⩋ϓ㏫Б倄ϓ㘩
੩ҙׇSchouw & Co.ፐFibertex͉Ηᄲ
ҙׇࣔդᑛ͒ẩ߲ࣙޗሞ̬ഗᄖ೭ᆁΌ
ᑰȠ᪈ฬդᑛࣔώܬᆁΌᑰ̲ޱԨᵉߋሞ
ΌᖨᱡࣔጹᑰդᑛЅਜֿεԁ᪵
ቃԏܬᶚഘᢡҙׇᣩ౹̲ᆁΌሞה൳
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ൊᩄሞၮᑭᑸ᪵ॵȠդᑛᴳᣎܬΣটট
ল࢙ଁΦಞট࠘Fibertex͉Ηᄲҙ
ׇֿεΦะ།Аഏ౩Ƞலୋ᫋ܬ฿͝
ԏᤎҙܖׇፏ͵ᑸ᪵ॵε৩ᡔᆁΌᑰ
ೌಓҞᱚሞ፴ᓥȠ
லҡΫሞୀᦠᱨFibertex͉Ηᄲሞտ
ᙖӨృInnowo Printҙׇܬਨܠ।։ޱԨ
ᎷഗᆁΌᑰഘ࣍ะ།ޱԨሞ᳡ຖȠᤎ
ࡴҙܬ͵ଁׇ࢙ͬᶚഘᢡ।։ሞᎷ̬ഗ
ᆁΌᑰቃԏܬᤎܳ՜᎓ࢧଔᔊȠͬ
ಫܬᶚഘᢡFibertex͉Ηᄲҙׇ೪
ሞୀᦠבܬᲷߋ͝ሞມഘ̬ഗᆁ
Όᑰ͉̬؞।։ᴳᣎܬ2017টᎷࢃ়
࠘᪂ϲȠ
͑ᠪຸ͑ ΨΨΨ͟ΟΠΟΨΠΧΖΟΤ͞ΚΟΕΦΤΥΣΪ͟ΔΠΞ ͑

ྕၶᬵፘ፝ˀ8JTIPGB-JGFUJNFՋͺ
⩋ϓ৭ژत̺䲊㥑ݕ㏰㏳ऴ҈Ⴘ㔭Ϧ
̬⩋⮰ᙫ᱇
TenaߙጯΌؾሞԁ᪵ڄႈᆁࢨॵ̶
Wish of a Lifetime̬͉ᗾԤͻై֯ώ࣍
ᔪỠՐቑ࿀᧔ᔪটΗඡીሞᜍӺᑵ
ᑸࢴܠ؞೪ߒሞҥᔪ᪂ᡊഄധBrookdale
Senior LivingᒗᒜאϲȠBrookdaleಫWish of
a Lifetimeሞ̬͉᱔אϲύϝͬಫႈᆁ
ሞࢧଔȠႈᆁWish of a Lifetime؞
Brookdaleࣔώ̬ᧉࢤᄖ͉ᔪΗ̬ᆁሞ
Ƞ
ĄႈᆁҝΏWish of a Lifetimeሞସᤣ֟ై
֯ҞͻᡚᔪሞᢧЅᔪটΗԹౙᆁ༓ą
Ցᔁႈᆁߙጯᄲ̿ԩሞԛ੩ᡲMichael
FeenanᤝĄଂι̬ᧉॹֿεᒊᔪΗሞ
ᆁ༓Όᆁ᱔͙ሞਈنಆᣥটỠߍߒΫ
ιֿεϫᶷᘋ᪠ȟ᎓͆ࣖ؞Ƞą
᩿ ֟  ႈ ᆁ   W i s h o f a L i fe t i m e ؞
Brookdaleܬᔁܳܠ७ᒀ̬ᧉאϲঋԭ
՜ᔪΗࢤᄖ᪈΄Ƞܬ2015ট᪈͉ᑵ
ᑸ࢙ଁ͵̱͉߿ߴᢢߥჰΫιሞᆁؘ֟ঋ
ԭӻΗሞඡીȠΣটሞᴨቃಫ͓͉ੇᆡ
টỠ؞ᨶϫႺӂΥ࣏ܬຖҰᲮሞ͉ᔪট
Η࢙ଁȠ
ĄଂιሞቃൠಫЅ̼ᆗ֯ଁᔪটΗᔁ߹
ሞܳ౷Ƞଂιਔᚷডႈᆁ؞Brookdale
ԨҖଂιሞπԩ࢙֟ଁ᪈͉ጡߣሞᔪ
টΗሞ̺ӨΏΫιሞౌഘԲҡ
ΫΗąWish of a LifetimeሞପᡊᜢTom

WagenlanderᤝĄଂιॹை֮ᔭᣳଂ
ι֯ᔪঠ̵ૌؑቤଂιਭᴪћњඡߙ؞
֟ᆁ༓ሞቃൠȠą
ࢤᄖ༓ԬΦ11೬࠘ࣔᒜӾ2017
টӶȠܬ᪈؍Қ12೬10ಈܬᒣ࣬ב
ॡࠫেޗሞBrookdale88ऋሞJames
Salvatore೪ᑹࣔࢤᄖΫᆁሞ֟ሚ̲
ᘦ᪈ಫΫ8ऋಓࣦඡીࢤᄖሞȠܬᎷ
ฬ̼ᆗߒଇᒄക̵͙זJamesܬ18ऋ
ਏԨҖ͵༵ҵ࣭ᏣΫሞ೪ߒಫܬ
ᘦ̲͓ጛܠԩϥΫᡭӨᬦ༵ҵ
ᘚᘢ̲ᆍࡴହഀ؆ሞᕒଘεΦഘໃ೭
ഄώȠܬႈᆁ؞Brookdaleሞృ̳
Wish of a LifetimeࣔᣅࠖӾৣ࣬בॡ
ሞᤣጳҍ༵ҵܳވ֢ᢧ̬͉ᄖሞҵ
ᘦȠ
͑ᠪຸ͑ ΨΨΨ͟ΟΠΟΨΠΧΖΟΤ͞ΚΟΕΦΤΥΣΪ͟ΔΠΞ ͑

ݗலᴜ߸˿0TOBCSüDLԇᄉѢ
⻧ޑ䉰ϓҫຑ哅ᰠᰵᩴࣽᆁڢႯ͆ߍ
߲ứ७ᒀӟ͵ٶҡਨܠOsnabrück᪂ᜍሞ
ࡴҙׇᒊKämmerer Paper Holding ҙׇȠΉ
ಠܬ2016ট11೬7ಈࢨॵȠ
߲ứܬOsnabrück։͓ޯᑫȟদᑫ؞
ᗺᐟאൠᏘጹݟᑫᆁΌᑫވ᪈ಫ᩿࿂؞
Ⴇፂᑫᴵހሞ̬ᬌӨȠ᪈ฬӟࣔٶӏ߲ࣘ
ứሞটӈᯡٶᵉᑚ8000̯ะ̺҇࣍
ౠזሞᜍ̿Ӻཋᆡ೭ፏദሞਈنȠ᪈ฬ
Ήಠ᪇Չ୴߲ứܬAK EnergieὋ̬ࢴ؞
Kämmererᦠאሞσ̿Ὄ50%ሞᕯρᤎҙ
ׇಫ͓ᆍԤ؞ຐ߄ᄲԩሞȠ
᪈ฬԗጹࣔώЅ߲ứֿε೭్ܳ֫ࣽ
ҡ̿ԩຖ̶ҙׇଇᆡቈ᪠ሞᴵހ
ሞޱ᱔ȠKämmererಫ̬ࢴီ̬ܳהܬ᪂ᜍ
ͅഗΌؾᑰሞႧፂᑫҙׇᆁΌᴳ༶ཱུᡴ
ᵲᑫ؞ከᑫވഏȠ
֩౷הૌ̵ҙΉಠሞెᦉο൶Ƞ
͑ᠪຸ͑ ΨΨΨ͟ΟΠΟΨΠΧΖΟΤ͞ΚΟΕΦΤΥΣΪ͟ΔΠΞ ͑

0OUFYஅ᠓)ZQFSNBSDBTᄉ˓̠ӻၶˉ
ҫ
ϫ㒺⮰ٯᩢ䉙喏ផᑌβ0OUFY㒺≞⮰䰢ਗ਼
η͆䘔
Ӻಓᑫ࣯ᢁᆁΌڄOntexॵࢨܕ७ᒀ
᩺ଁెᦉ९ᢡҙׇHypermarcas S.A.ὋHM
͉ΗռᆁὌሞ͉Ηռᆁ̿ԩሞթᣚಫε
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10Ι᳞ࣙὋ3.063Ιᔁ҇Ὄሞҙׇοёె
ᦉȠ
᪈ฬHM͉Ηռᆁሞెᦉଫࣽ͵Φᔁ།Ӿ
९ᢡሞॴܶܳϦΦᔰృ͵Ontexሞଇᆡ
ޱԨ͵Ontexಅ̳ؾ႕ሞᯡٶ̺᪉Җ͵ଁ
Ηߙጯᆃؾੀ᪴ޱ᱔ሞॴܶȠ
ܬ᩿֟ሞ12͉೬HM͉Ηռᆁܬ९ᢡಈ
ሴޱ᱔ሞࡋ҄ᄲଁ؞Ηߙጯᐗӻ֭͌
ਜ͵ᑚ12Ι᳞ࣙὋ3.676Ιᔁ҇Ὄሞె
ҖҢ೭৳ߒሞؾܪ႕ᑂӱՉ୴ࡋ҄
ᄲؾ႕PomPomCremer؞Sapeka᪇
೭ଁΗߙጯؾ႕BigFral؞AdultMaxȠ
HM͉ΗռᆁಫଁΗߙጯᴵܶॴހሞᴵ࣐
ᔭ̺̼ܬᆗᎷߒռᆁॴܶ९ᢡሞࡋ҄
ᄲᴵހ፣ࣴᎷ̱ϦȠᗺ2012টεഘHM
͉ΗռᆁҙׇሞᡕᄖόͻॴܶȠ
Ontexᶔঊପᡊ࢞Charles BouazizᣯᣥὝ
Ąଂιᷠҟ֟อ᪁HM͉Ηռᆁ᪉Җ
OntexܕȠ᪈͉̿ԩ७ᒀ֭ਜ͵҄ࡋܬ
ᄲଁ؞ΗߙጯᴵހᴵҋሞॴܶܳϦܑ
ᶈ༺ᦕᔭ᳡ຖ֧৳ԳሞᯡٶପᡊԤ൨᎓
͵ᴶҢਈنԤሞؾ႕Ƞଁԧౠאᢡٖሞ
Grupo MabeזԨ᪈͉̿ԩӾଂιᔁ།
᳝ٶᬌ᱕ࣔᒊଂι̼͉ͅܬᆗԏϦሞռ
ᆁॴ̬͉ܶ͌৳ԷሞϦᓷȠ᪈ಫOntexַ̬
͉᭝ߒሞ᪉เዚᣑ͵ҡࢴ̬͓ଁܬᴵҋ
ሞܠᲜ༺ᦕᔭҙׇሞ̲࢙֫ࣽҗዚȠዚ
ᣑଂιเҖ͵֫ࣽଁ͓̬͉ᴵҋሞܠᲜ༺
ᦕؾҙׇሞዚᨾ᫋ąȠ
͑ᠪຸ͑ ΨΨΨ͟ΟΠΟΨΠΧΖΟΤ͞ΚΟΕΦΤΥΣΪ͟ΔΠΞ ͑

4IJTFJEPὋ6OJDIBSNὋ-JPO࠱्̖
ˉᐎᄩ
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ᴵހȠ̱ࢴҙׇሞאϲலᤝಫӟͻKaoմ
ல͵͔࣐ܳϦሞ֖ܓȠᤎҙ̶ׇ᳝ڄٶҢ
೭ᩗ৳ሞᣚοᖨԤ͔ᢢਜሴͻࣽ
ፂॴܶᜍᯡ؞ଵ֫ሞ༓ԬΦᔰଫౚKao
ሞΌؾȠKaoሞᯡٶᵉߒᑚಫShiseido؞
UnicharmሞͅоȠ
͑ᠪຸ͑ ΨΨΨ͟ΟΠΟΨΠΧΖΟΤ͞ΚΟΕΦΤΥΣΪ͟ΔΠΞ ͑

ོؤ᭣ጺᤴઐ᥊
⛀ૣ䲊㏳䕌ᱼ᫅፤፤㷗Ⴏ⮰ĄϞٰᑋą㏦
㇄䲊㏳䕌ᱼ᫅Ⰲ䓳䷺䛳喏ѲϹ̬χ䶲ഋ
ᠭ㐙ࣽᆁ
ၮڴᑸ᪵ഏ౩͔ᢢಫܬSMSହഀ̲দ͓
ΗኘܬSMS͌ၮ؞ڴᑭᐟ̬ᧉ߆אԨ
।ᆃӾռᆁഏ౩͌Ƞၮڴᑭᐟሞᒄא
ᒀ༡אᄲܳై͵ڢᑘᒣഏ౩ԧᖨሞ᳁ዡȠ
ឭၚၮڴਔߒ̬ᬌӨᆃ౷יಫSMSմ
ҡ੩Ό᭟ሞ60%ϥၮڴᨶͬಫ̬ᴨ
᭝ᢢሞହഀܓҡӾ͝߄೭ቤদ
ሞᆃՉ୴᩿࿂՝ᆃྙॲᏁᴵހȠ
ၮڴಫಆᑭॵ೪ֵᔪሞԁ᪵।ᘵ̬͝
ͬ೭Ηᤝಫ೪Ԭᚶሞ।ᘵȠԁ߅᩿ፙ
͌၄ޟᷠӨࡴഏ౩Φת೭ሜ͉ࣗࡷ
ሞญߚ͌ஔӟଁ͓ᑘᒣȠ၄፴Φญߚڴ
۩͌ᆊ॥ڴ׃יӟ-᪴Ⴅϟஔӟሞᕗא
Ⴁଁദᑷሞ᱔͂༗ைቤᡭ״Ӿᆊᖨ
೭ᐰᑷ᩿࿂ԧᖨሞెᓫ̲ଁᗺᐟא
ᑸ᪵ᑘᓫȠ
ܬଂι༻᧔᩿ሞϋߍᑘᒣഏ౩ᣩ߅ॴܶ
͌ᆊͻ࣍җᄰSARSȟH1N1ጺ༗Ꮑ
ᇍᇑሞੱષ༵؞ྤ໒ӀӠሞະ༼᳡ຖ
ၮڴᣩ߅ॴܶಫ೪̵፣ࢠሞഄඦԁ᪵ڄ
HillsҙׇሞᜭᛘᢡᓮॵභಫᤝȠ

ᒎϓ͆㖀Ⰻᠽᝄ,BP䯲ఎ
ShiseidoUnicharm؞Lioṉࢴҙଁׇ
ᕕቁיҡ᎗ͷ࣍ଞKao֫ᧉஈଇKaoҙ
ׇᯡٶᵉ؞ӈӺཋᒜҚটЫޱ᱔Ƞ
Unicharm؞Lionࢨॵࣔᗺ೭ಈ᳝ٶ
ҙׇShiseidoҗᦠࡴҙׇ20%ᕯρȠ᪈̬א
ϲࣔЅಈܪሞ̱ࢴҙܬׇ᳝ٶ౷̬
ᧉӨΏᦃി̬ᧉ̶֢ΌؾПᯡȠ

ၚᔰRobinsonҙׇᡕጎђͻיᑷሞᑘ
ᒣε֧Ң೭ϋߍႧሞၮڴഏ౩᪈ፂഏ
౩Ң೭ߍሞόီᩗ߹ሞᔲՐࢆ
ᑷਥሞቇὋᷠౠϫ᩿࿂్ᄅε֧Ăؾ
ᦄܓᑄăὌ᪇Ң೭֩ᑵρᒄധὋᖨ೭
ᆍᛄҦࢶ߹Ӻͻԭԋ߄ᄲὌȠ᪈΄
Ⴇီ೭Ӻͻӏᩐၮܬࡻܶॴڴሞଁᱛ
ᵄȠ

ၚᔰܬെ΄ॴܶሞ᎗ͷ̱ࢴҙׇҢ೭
᎓ሞϫᑂÿShiseidoܬՐ߾ᴵހUnicharm
̬ܬฬ࣯ॵᴵހLionܬ༂ཊԋ؞႙ᗣ

ĄΦHillҙׇሞᢧီഘቑॴܶ७࣍ᑷᑘ
ᒣ࠘Όᆁҟ᧒Аڄ࠘ᧈ̲᪈̬
ԷȠą Robsonᡔ҉ᤝĄ᪃աটഘܬ।̲̿
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७ᒀࣟ͵̵הሞ౷ഘԁ߅ᑷᑘᒣ
ϥΌ̿ᆗΥεᆗࢠᵉߋޱԨሞଁą
ΫᤝȠ
᪈̬ᄖᥨሞӟᄖ೭ࣲ֖ͅܓ̬ಫᢨ࣍
ࢩҫ፴ᦄ᭟ᢢຖഘ͆൶ಫᄖ
ܶॴܬҞ̵Бᦲͻᳺᆍᶨദሞ్ᷠ
ᄅ᩿࿂۸ȠĄַߋᆊͻᑷᑘᒣሞࢤᆃ
ЅҡܬၮܶॴڴҡΫႧࢠᴵ͌ހ೭
ቤদሞᆃҢ೭ᷠᡕ
ፏȠąRobinsonᡔ҉᫋Ƞ
HillsֿАଘ೭ᐗݟሞၮڴᣩ߅Չ୴ᖨ
ߏᆁΌϒᒐቇȟፂΌ᭟؞ፂᕗאႡ
ሞၮڴᣩ߅ϥಫቃԏHillsᕗၕͻᆁΌ֩
ᑵρ؞ਥᐕὋᑦᐕၮڴὌᑘᓫȠ
͓͵࿀᧔ॴܶ࣍ႧᕗאႡሞᒜ᳡ຖ
᳡ᢢܬᠫഉஔ֎՜Ѕᆃᔲᗇឰȟᔲᷠྃሞ
᭠ࣿȠRobinsonᡔ҉ᤝĄ฿ߋᢢཫՐ
࣍ਥᐕଅᑦᐕᑘᒣሞኯ֫Ѕᆃᷠ
Ό᭟ሞᆁΌ౷೭ӺͻΌؾ߹ሞΌ̿
ՐȠą
ӇᏀ㔱㻾Ꮢ
᭠ϾӺಫᑸ᪵ᡊ̿೪ಌሞၮڴᑸ᪵
ॵА؞̬͝ڄᎷ̬ࢴࣔၮ؞ڴᑭᐟᒄ
אሞԁ߅SMSഏ౩ሞҙׇАͅፂᐗݟ
ሞၮڴᑸ᪵ॵȠᤎҙׇሞᑷᑘᒣၮڴ
ᑸഏ౩Ң೭ᷠె׳Ң೭ϧᒃߚᑸႡ
ଞঠ̺ᖨߏտ̲ፂ൳ሞܡͬ
ᖨ᪉ᡊ̵הሞᡕ߄ᄲ֩ᦄၮڴֿ
А֩ᦄၮڴഏ౩̬ᐞᐻ̬Ҍ
ྷȠ
᭠ϾӺ̹̿אϲΌࢧؾଔॴܶᒀᄲJessica
Bergerፐ᭠ϾӺၮڴഏ౩ಫњྙॲሞ೪
Ͽॵވ᪥୳͓ܓᖨԁནϫ᭛ొ
Ѳẳᖤຐԅಆᑭॵ൳ሞᑘᒣᐗಆᑭॵҢ
೭όሞᖨȠ߸ᤝĄ࣍ᡕ᭛ొ
ሞՐࢆႡᦄ᪠᭟-̵ώߔߍ̵ͬώߔࣘȠ
ᢨౠሞᐟאᒄധЅਜଂιሞၮڴഏ౩ᖨߏ
Аਥᐜࣺ᳁ԧᖨ؞όᘯሞె׳ᖨᖨ
ߏᆁΌҋ᪉ሞ͉Ηᄲᑸ᪵ΌؾՉ
୴ᇑΗЫȟඃ୵ॵ؞ᡕ༺ྙ
ॲȠą ĄᲫ฿͝ߋֿε᭙ᆃԨ၄ֳࣲ
ଅᔭནϫᡕ༓ԋ߄ᄲąȠ
᭠ϾӺᆁΌሞၮڴᑸ᪵ഏ౩̬౷ᆃͻ

ృᗺ६աΙᔁ҇ؾ႕ΌؾᆁΌַ̬
౷͓אϲύϝАഏ౩ӵ᪵ӔΌؾȠ
Ąଂιሞࢧଔֿε࢙җቈЮଂιሞΌؾ
೭99.9Ὀሞᶔฬᦄ᭟Ꮑᑛא൶ᄅ᪈ᢢ
৷ԧͻଂιሞ়ᷠᗺԬՐሞᆁΌҋ᪉
ሞԁᑂᒐε֧͆൶ሞᒐᣎᦄ᭟
ԁąBergerᡔ҉᫋ȠĄଂιሞԁ᪵ᖨԤ
Ѕଂιᖨߏ࿀᧔ࢧଔሞ᳡ຖהಓͬΦ
ਗᢨȠଂιЅᆃ̵הፂሞȟႧሞᑘ
ᒣ̹؞೭ሞഏ౩ᒄധֿεঋԭଂιሞࢧଔ
ࢤᄖҡᢢຖሞΌؾᖨȠą
ᱦஔݢ䕌㔱㻾Ꮢ
Mohammad HassanBiax-Fiberfilmሞᷠᑛ
ኯ֫।ፙॸࣔၮᑭହഀ᪉เሞԧԴ৷ͻ
͓ॴܶАߒ᭟ሞᑸ᪵ഏ౩ሞᖨԤȠ᪃
ሞହഀ᪉เਔߒፙ়̲ಫ᭰࣍Ό᭟ሞ
դᑘᒣቇሞᑷՐ߹ሞᑘᓫܻՈ
ΦᔰЅᑸ᪵ॵԁ᪵ࣔڄϒᒐխூၮ
ڴହഀ؞ᑭᐟହഀᒄא᩿᪰ᆁΌӟᷠ৳
ሞਥᑘᒣ؞Ң೭ᷠᐟ়ሞᷠӨࡴ᭟൨ᖪሞ
ᑭ͂ହഀȠ
Biax-FiberfilmӺᆃҋ᪉ሞᷠలϲ֎Ԥሞ
ߍூ͂ڴഥହഀהಓ়ࣔࢽ۩ڴሞദᲤ
ёᗽ266۩ڴ/ᙻ࣌ȠᲫ͵᪈̬ီBiax
Аሞߚ͂ڴҢ೭ࣔᑷᏣ్̳ᲣӾ
0.006ᙻ࣌εࢤᄖᆁΌᖨόሞᑷᑘ
ᒣȠଘ೭᪈̬өᬒܬΌ᭟౷Ң೭ಱό
ီȠ
Ą᪈൳ሞ᪉เ೭ӺͻଂιሞࢧଔЅᆃ
̬ፂഏ౩ഘᆁΌ֫᪁ܶॴאሞΌ
ؾąHassanᤝȠĄၮᑭହഀ̵ܬైڢ
ᆊͻҡହഀሞଁၱȟଁהၱሞྙଁᓫ
؞ටᄲହഀ൳ᦽܬਜሞॴܶȠᲫ฿͝
ߋଂι᪇ᖨቑӾᄖܬ՝ᆳ؞ᆍࡴᴵހ
ሞᣣߍᷠፃହΌͬؾᬒцԭ͵ၮᑭፃହሞ
όԷ͓ܓιࢶಠĂ᭟ϫᡲᡒăᔰ
̺ԁ߅᩿ፙԨᒀ༡Ƞą
ᶟԬॴܶሞҡΫܓᑄ͔ᢢಫ͓͵߹ܳଁ
ᓫւໃ೭ӒᕗଁܕሞܻՈሞᑘᓫ
ᷠሞᆁΌᖨԤεᲣϧԁ᪵ଁ؞ᑷሞ
ᑘᒣ়࣪ഘӏᩐΌؾ᭝᭟Аᷠሞ
ᖨȠ
˄>>>̳ᩁ50ᴤ˅
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ᐐˈབྷխஅবӻၶၸֵࣉ࠱ڣҁ
̢ᎾЊ
ᬑ⯶倄⮰⩋ᘻ䃲Бࣶྠ⤯ڔ٫̺㔭Ꭰ
Ϧ䛻᭛්ڢ䪫⮰依ߔ߇
ᆊኯ፰ܶॴ؞Аሞ2012-2022টୋޱԨ
͵ΦହഀȟᆃὋࡋ҄ᑫ࣯ॵߴռᆁ
ΌؾଁΗ࣯ߙጯΌؾὌȟԷ؞Ԭੋȟ
᎗ͷ൶ࣰ؞Өృሞᴳ༟౷ޱԨ͵ĄPP
ֿె׳ռᆁഏ౩ąሞॴܶӨഫȠ
൵ல᪈ρୋӾ2022টҗᄰֿె׳
PPռᆁഏ౩ॴܶ೭ॹ᩺Ӿ170.3Ιᔁ҇Ƞ
ᴳ༟ҫᦕ༺ܬᔭ͌ಈሴޱ৳ሞռᆁૌ
ᣱε֧җᄰЅᆃ࣯႓ࡋ҄Ηሞޱ᱔ಫᶟ
ԬҗᄰPPֿె׳ռᆁഏ౩ॴܶޱ᱔ሞ̬͉
ҞᰎܓᑄȠᔁܠಈε֧ะ།ಈሴޱԨ
ሞᔪটΗִވ͓ଁট࣯ߙጯΌؾА͵
ਔߒሞ᳡ຖȠ
ࣔΗ।֖ଁאഏ౩೩͓ᆁႡވሞ֖ഏ౩
͓ᤎΌ̿ሞԁ᪵ڄА͵̬͉ሞ᪭Ƞ
ᕗ̾၅ᆁႡᕗאႡ͓Აࡋ҄ሩᇊᏁА
ঋԭֿεᒣࡋ҄ሩᕱሞঝၽȠϥ
ಫ᱔ᳳሞPPֿె׳Όֿؾᖨώ᪵ଁ
׳ؗ᫋ᱛᵄባቫ֫ဝȟሩᕱᱛᵄ؞ጡᒀ
ᱛᵄȠᆊԁ᪵ڄܬ᭙֭ሞ̬΄ኯ͖֫ௌ
ഘࣔΫιሞΌؾᑵא᪉ᡊై᪉Ƞ
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᭣ጺᤴ࣊ᄉᄝܘ᫁ᄉԺ፝ব
छᠭ㐙ᕓ䔵᠕ᄥ⊴䉥㔱䊶Ბ䊶䛹㺭
൵லSmithersPira೪ሞୋಱጎܬ2017
টҗᄰሞֿᒜᑸ᪵ॵሞ༺ᦕ᭟ಫ
370̯רଅᔭᤝಫ948Ιঞ౷ᐕοёܬ
141Ιᔁ҇ҡ֖ܓಫ̬ቇᒜӾ2022ট
ֿᒜᑸ᪵ॵሞੀ᪴ޱ᱔Ƞ
൵லSmithersPira೪ሞᑸ᪵ॵୋÿÿ
ȧቇᗽ2022টֿᒜᑸ᪵ॵሞഘȨὝ
ᑸ᪵Ό̿ሞֿᒜ७ଁ͓ᑸ᪵༺ᦕ
ᔭ᳝ڄٶε֧ᆁΌᔭ͔ᢢሞҞီȠႧ
ӻಫ࣍ᢡะε֧Ցᔁሞଁၱॴܶᔰᣁֿ
ᒜᑸ᪵Όܶॴؾឭࣗϥಫޱ᱔
᪴Ƞ
ᤎୋሞϲᔭPhillip Mangoᤝ᫋ὝĄܬ
᩿֟ሞ20টܬଘ೭ॴܶᬒ̵ܬޱ᱔ொ
ԬֿᒜΌؾε֧Ԩ।ȠҡᶟԬԤ࣍ͻ
̬΄ॴܶഘᣝಫ࣍җᄰ֯ሞੱષ࣍
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ַ̬΄ॴܶഘྠͻ࣍ኟ໒Аᒊε֧ο൶
ሞ̵ዚࢠ฿ߋഘྠͻ᩿࣍᭟ሞܸݚ
ܶݶޤሞੱષȠ̵ᏣྠᗺϬፂொԬԤᣣ
ߍҗᄰώҙϋᬒྈຖߍሞֿᒜΌ
ؾȠᑸ᪵Ό̿ͬಆЊߋҡࢤᆊͻᤎ
Ό̿ሞΌؾਔߒᬌӨಫᆃւΌؾᶟЅ
ᑸ᪵σ̿ഘኯֿ֫ᒜΌؾȠᆃւ
ሞࡋ࣯҄ॵ؞ᆃւሞྙॲಫ೪ᢦሞ
ᑸ᪵ΌؾȠᆃଔ᳝ڄٶε֧ోষᬒεᆯ
ᱛȟྈȟ೭ಓу᪇ಫ᳡ᢢሞੋ়ഘ࣍
᪈΄ᆃւΌؾąȠ
அԨ।।ᘵȟଁᓫ।ᘵὋЊঝଁᓫ
ᑭᐟ༗ଁᓫྙ؞ଁᓫὌ؞Ԩܟ।ᘵ
ὋЊ᭰ԅຐԅ၄ᐟאᐟאԋଅᔭ
ᤝՐࢆᐟאὌഘӨഫὝ
࣍ͻֿᒜᑸ᪵ॵഘᣝঝଁᓫ
ᒄאຐԅ؞᭰ԅಫᩗא᪠ሞֿᒜ
ᑸ᪵Όؾ।ᘵȠΦ2012টӾ2017টε
ঝଁᓫԨ।ሞֿᒜᑸ᪵ॵΦ120
̯ޱר᱔Ӿ220̯רটሞটޱ᱔ᄅ͓
13%Ƞଏ2022টঝଁᓫࣔ᩺Ӿ320
̯רሞΌ᭟Ὃմҗᬌֿᒜᑸ᪵ॵሞ
61%᪇ᢢߍὌȠ
ᑭ͂ଁᓫᑸ᪵ॵಫֿᒜᑸ᪵ॵሞᎷ
ߒԨ।।ᘵ̵ಫ͓ܓᄖࡻሞΌؾಫֿ
ᒜሞᔰಫᆊͻԨ।।ᘵܬᑸ᪵ॵ
।̿͌ಫ฿ܳ᭝ᢢ؞সߒҡଁ్ሴ
ε֧̿ᒙሞόԷЅਜ᪈ᴨହഀਔᡭγ
೩Ƞ೪೭ֿᖨሞಫֿਢᄕӺᆃሞྫྷԋε֧
ᆁႡᕗאႡ֖ഏ౩ֿࣔܬᒜᑸ᪵ॵ
͌ЫᆜҡҢ೭όԷሞࢤᆃȠ
ঝ༗ଁᓫಫֿᒜᑸ᪵ॵሞᎷ̱
ߒֿεЅᆃሞହഀ᪈ᴨହഀ᳡ᢢሞᖨ᭟
ਔϧ༱ᦕͬਔϧദߒሞБᦲͻ೪ֿ
ᒜ֫ࣽሞ֖ഏ౩Ὃ༚Ὄ᪰᪈ಫ೪ֿ
ᒜሞԨ।।ᘵȠၚᔰঠ̵ಫଘ೭ሞ
Όؾᬒֿεᆃ༗ଁᓫ।ᘵ࢙ଁᩐࢠ᭟
Ὃҍ᭝ϧͻ<45g/m 2ὌᆮຐሞΌؾᬒ
ಫਔ᩿᪰ঝ༗ଁᓫ।ᘵഘԨ।ሞ
ঠ̺έӟሞγοਔߒȠӂ̺җᄰሞঝ
༗ଁᓫᆁΌᖨԤಫ೭Ფሞঠ̺ଫ১ਔ
Ƞ
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䓳␐ᱼ᫅̿ტじ̬͖䲊≞ߊژა⮰䯳ᄲ
ͦ↩䒒ਗ਼ऺጮ౦Бࣶ͆⩸䶪Ӈᩛᠭ
Mann؞Hummelͻ11೬ܬᑚᔤ࣬ޗ
ὋJohannesburgὌ͵̬ᱡԦҙࢩᎷ̬
ฬԦ͵ܬ།ߒᲝᗺᜍ̿ԩܶଘȠᆊ
ਨ᧱ܠਨᒣॹޗὋLudwigsburgὌ੩ᬌ༖ഘ
ሞ᩿࿂̹ࢴܬ8೬ρ᎓͵̬ᱡᯡٶԦ
ҙࢩࣔΦJohannesburgࣽሞ̿ԩȠ
೪࠘ሞಓуࣔ೭6͉؆ܬ᪈᭜।
ϲȠΫιࣔАܬ།ߒᲝՑᬌሞັᨼٶ
ࢧܶॴזଔε֧।̿ࢧଔȠΦ2017ট
࠘Mann+HummelࣔהಓΦᑚᔤ࣬ޗሞ
Ⴁ༗͌ਫԩᴭࢧȠ
ᆊͻ᪈͉ሞலီMann+Hummelᄖֿܬ
εܬଘ೭ሞ།ᬒ೭γᡕ߄ܓ฿ֿͬε
᪉̬เਢԨ᪃ᴭࢧሞᏊᆡญয়Ƞ
Mann+Hunmmelሞ੩ᡲε֧ັᨼזٶ੩ᒀ
ᄲJosef ParzhuberஃӟὝĄկಫ།ߒᲝ
೪ߒሞັᨼܶॴזٶᆊͻҡో໓ε֧ᒀ
༡ሞ፣ࢠկҢ೭ਔ߹ሞॴܶഗξȠ
᪈̬เ᷌Ԩ२͵ܟଂιϲ͓җᄰҙׇሞ
ܳϦᔫហӾଂιАᒊሞܳᄲϦᓷОӺ
ε֧ᢺӁ౷ଂιጹࢧଔԨ᪃͵ąȠ
Mann+Hmmel᪪ཷࣔቃൠ͌ܬ།ߒ
Ო᩿࿂̹ࢴ̵ூᲫࣔഘ೭ߍᡊԬሞֿ
ᖨȠParzhuberᢺ᭛ӾὝĄଂιܬණ
ܬҡΫ།ࢴܠ᪉̬เୀҖሞֿᖨȠ
།ሞॴܶҢ೭ਔߒሞֿᖨֿε͓ҙׇ
Аଁ᱔ሞഄώȠą
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Пዴࠇ࣊Ф᧗᜵ᄉᎾˌܸڍઅᠪ
॔ϓ䛻⮰䃪ำᄲߌڑⓟ๓ݕφБࣶ
ᓣ⮰ڢЂផᆁ䶥Ⱊ⩋ϓ๕͉㏐㐠
߲ܳӺҜᐰҙׇᣎӯܬ2020টεԏࣔҡႧ
ᘱᑘᒣ।̿ሞρᵉᷠӾմҡҗᄰెሴሞ
50%Ƞ᪈̬ቃൠ᩿ࣔ᪰᪃ܬҜᐰߒӺ
Heiligenkreuzܠᙻ؞ሞGrimsbyሞᄖ೭Ҝ
ᐰ।։ሞଫ҉ᣎӯࢤᄖהಓᔁܠᆁΌߓ
͂ᑘᒣӴӴᛟਜଵӊȠҙׇሞሹώ७ᒀ
ଵӊ͵ܬଡ଼९ᶚॡᛘ՜ὋMobileὌট
Όᖨ᩺90000רሞ೪ᄖγՐ।։ሞᣩȠ
᪈ࣔಫ̼ᆗ̲ߓ͂ᑘᒣ೪ߒሞᆁΌ։ࢴ
ܬᛚᦷࣙᑘᒣሞׂ̲Ң೭᭜ፙዣሞϲ
ᆃ᪈ᴨሞୀᦠலᤝ᩺Ӿ͵2.93Ιᔁ҇Ƞ
ࣔ᪂ᆃ೪ҋ᪉ሞହഀൠӊࣔܬ2019ሞ
Ꮇ̬ࢃ়।Ƞ

ᄖܬҜᐰটሞҗᄰሞߓ͂ᑘᒣሞΌ᭟
ಫ222000ר/টȠӾ2019টܬᛘ
ሞሞ।։ࣔώ፷ዀҡΫሞߓ͂ᆁΌ։ᅳ
ᴷࣔҗᬌߓ͂ᑘᒣሞᆁΌᖨԤᷠ50%
ε̲ȠӁࢠܬᔁܠᣩ᪈͉।։͔ᢢ
ಫᆊͻᛘᘯ߹ሞވወᣩ౹ε֧ৢ׳Η
ሞᖨྠο൶Ƞ
Ҝᐰሞᶔঊପᡊ࢞Stefan Doboczkyᢺ᭛
ӾĄ᪈ᴨୀᦠֿεγᡕ͵ଂҙׇsCore TEN
ଇᆡࢤ౹ሞ̬͉᭜ፙዣಫԏ᪉ሞ̬ߒ
เࣔܬ2020ট͓᩺ӾଂҙׇႧᘱᑘ
ᒣմ50%ెሴሞቃൠȠ᪈ፂ፷ዀͬ৳͵
ଂι࣍ଂιଘ೭ߓ͂ᑘᒣᴭࢧሞସᤣ
ι᩿ࣔ᪰Ѕᆃߓ͂ᑘᒣ-̼ᆗ̲೪೭ֿᒜ
֫ࣽሞෂႡᑘᒣЅҡΌؾԨሞֿ
ᒜȠą
Ҝᐰଫ১ᣎӯሞ߹ࢤ౹࣍ᶟԬҙׇሞᒭ
ᘱޱ᱔ಫਭᢢሞҜᐰҙׇ७ᒀ᎓͵
ሞᏣᄲࠝ؆ώπԩࣔҞᰎହഀȟࢤ౹ε
֧।ፙπᧉ̬ܬאȠHeiko Arnold७ᡭ
πؘ͓ҙׇሞᶔঊହഀ࢞ȠᲫ͵Ң೭ਔ৳
ሞፃࢆ؞ହഀᕺᖈArnoldܬBASFҢ
೭ߍটሞ᭝ߒୀᦠᴨቃȟᒜ᪂ϲȟై᪉
ε֧ܬኯ֫౷ሞ͍ࢿሞኘᣱȠΫࣔ࣍Ҝ
ᐰܕଘ೭ሞହഀᬌ᱕Ƞ
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ࠂผ߿ဖܑᄫಕ
䃍ܾݜᎠᝬᰵ⩋ϓࢮ⣜⩋ϓᏋ᫅
䰢
ࢣፐӾ2020টྠᦠ؞ెܑܬՐүӺᆃ
̲ޱԨሞୀᦠࣔЅҡҗᄰ100ߍࢴᆁΌ
।։ࢤᄖ༺Ძଘ೭।̿হႡȠ
ᗺΦࢣҙׇ࠘ᢢຖᆁΌܳވᆁΌহ౩
᳝ݶޤεഘҡҗᄰ56Ὀሞ।։ᬒ᩺Ӿ͵
᪈̬ቃൠঠᣎӯഘটҫଘ೭।։
ܻࢤᄖহႡ᳝ݶޤȠ᪈ૌؑቤࣔ༺Ძଅ
үӺᆃ֖ᢢᆃͻݶޤሞᑚ65̯ҙרহ
౩ቈ৸ͻ35̯ᩚ͌ັݟᨼሞ᭝᭟Ƞ
ֿᒜ֫ࣽପᡊ֫ᧉΗ֧җᄰᑸႡᄲ̿
ԩ੩ᡲShailesh JejurikarᤝĄଂιܬԨ
ੀࢤᄖଂιሞ᱔ԮԤњӾ೪ࣘሞ
༱ᦕȠᗺ2010টεഘଂι̬ቇᗾԤͻࢤ
ᄖᆁΌᦕ༺؞হ౩᳝ݶޤȠ᪈̬ࢨൠ
ቤଂιࢤܬᄖ᪈̬ቃൠሞ౽ፙ֥͌᪀᪉͵
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ࢣ᩿᪰Ѕଘ೭᪉౩࿀᧔ε̳ഗξഘࢤ
ᄖᆁΌহ౩᳝ݶޤὝ
Ā ᖨҗᬌԁଁଁؾ
Ā ᖨߏܬ।։ҫᬌଅߋᬌ।։ਢᄕЅᆃ
Ā ଅᔭᖨ᩿᪰אϲύϝεҡ౷য়᭝Ѕ
ᆃȠ
ࢣ̬ቇᗾԤͻ͓ҡহ౩࣏ଷႧሞ೩
γᆃ᪭ȠЊܬLimaOHᆁΌTide
and Gain᪈൳ሞΌؾಓΌᆁሞནϫহ౩
ᡭᩁՐ͓ҡ೩γၸ౩ഘᶟԬᨼᩚȠܬտ
়Mandideep؞Baddiሞ।։̵ֿܑࣔెሞ
ޟ౩ࣲ֎ഏ౩өዢঠ֎ԁଁϧଁሞ
ᏇഥȠ᩿᪰җᄰܳሞԮԤࢣ̵Ο
͓ᗺ६ሞ᳡ຖ᪉ᡊܑెਢᄕӺᆃ᪇᩿᪰
ঋԭࣔহ౩ᩁՐ͓ҡΫҙׇሞ֖౩ܬ৸ܳ
᪉ᡊୀᦠȠ
ቃԏࢣ७ᒀ೭᩿̬էሞᆁΌܳࢤᄖ
͵ᆁΌহ౩᳝ݶޤՉ୴ᣣߍሞΌؾᑂӱ
؞՜ހȠܬਨܠȟᙻܠȟҜȟಈȟ
ᢡٖȟᢡᄬ႙ȟ֧ݵȟӺಓȟႈࣙҜȟ
կȟՋ႙Ӻȟտ়࣬ᢡȟவҍȟᓮᶚ
࣬ȟԨȟᴜܠȟܠȟܪᕅҡ؞९
ވݍ᪈19͉ࢴܠሞᆁΌᣩ߅७ᒀҢ߅ֿε
ࢤᄖ᳝হ౩ሞᖨԤַߋܬҡΫࢴܠՉ୴
͌؞ܠտ়ͬӓֿ͠ε᩺Ӿ100%᳝হ౩Ƞ
ࢣҗᄰΌؾАᬌ੩ᡲYannis Skoufalos
ᡕጎὝĄଂιሞ؆।ᆃቈהሞӵହഀ
؞᳝ᔷሞੋ়ഘԁ᪵Όؾε༺Ძহ
౩ȠЊܠ͌ܬ༵ᵝ͂।։হሞᡕ
༓ԋᆃͻ༂ᨼܬԨߒTampax।
։ሞহ౩ᡭᆃͻԁ᪵ᑆྤ᫇ԁΌؾȠ
᪈΄ӵሞߋᬌאϲύϝҞᑂЅଂιሞ।
։ቑহ౩̵ಫহႡᔰಫ࣍ҡΌؾ೭
ܬοёȠą
͑ᠪຸ͑ ΨΨΨ͟ΟΠΟΨΠΧΖΟΤ͞ΚΟΕΦΤΥΣΪ͟ΔΠΞ ͑

˓̠એူࣇʶ˓ʿறܘ᫁ᄉࣉڣ
ᬌ䃦㏻侸≱㪰䔄᭛㏻侸͜ჸ⮰ⵀ҈㔱
И䘩ᠭ㐙ᣔܦϓ৭সឬᱛ
͉ܬΗᄲॲॴ̲ܶӵಫਭᢢᔰ֥ࢿ
೭ᆁؘԤሞঠ̺ܬ᪈౷ഘώᒜޱ
᱔Ƞ
൵லะቷܠᲜሞலಱጎΦ2009Ӿ2014
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ট͉Ηᄲॲሞॴ᳝ܶٶ੩οޱԨ
͵ᑚ9Ιᔁ҇ᔰ̺ॴܶᣯϛᔭᴳ༟ܬ
2014ᾡ2019টᱡଁΉ᭟ሞট߆ޱא᱔ᄅࣔ
᪃3%Ƞ
ࡋ҄ॲ/Ր߾ॲ߿ߴռᆁॲ
ଁΗߙጯᢁֿ؞ӀౚॲᏁᬒಫ͉Ηᄲ
ॲॴ̲ܶሞ͔ତΌؾȠ᩿᪰ॴܶᜍᯡ੩
ሹDave Deising͵ᢺӾᬌॲᐗΌؾ
ܬԸ֫ࣽ࣡ҡಫᗺ೭ؾ႕ӵݟ
ॲᵂሞΌؾՉᡴ౷য়؞Ⴇሞഏᦄ
ಫ࣏ຖӵሞ౷יȠΫ᪇ᣑ͓Όؾሞଁ
ԧ̼ጹ̵80̬זγΗሞ̵૰ԮԤȠ
Ąቈࡋ̬҄γᅿᗽπϬҡটγ
80זڭอЅᆃᬌॲ֧ᗧȠąΫᢺ
᭛ӾὝĄ80ז᪪ཷଁ͓ᬌॲ֧ᗧሞ
͔ᢢ༺ᦕᔊϫΫιᣑ͓ЅᆃᤎᐗΌؾᒊ
ᆁ༓ইഘ͵ਔߒሞОӺȠą
ҍഭ༟ሞ̿ԩ֫ᒀᄲBarb Noelͬᢦᣬ
͵͉ΗᄲᐗΌ͌ؾֆ߾؞ᔁࢶॲȟ
ᗧሞଁԧ̼߸ᤝὝĄଂιᢦᣬ͵฿ᐗ
ΌؾሞԸ֫ࣽ࣡ҡಫᗺ೭ؾ႕Ƞটᩐ
ሞ̬γૌ͓͵ᷠᦄ᭟ሞՉᡴߍԧᖨሞ
Ⴇεֿ֧АОӺሞΌؾᔰͱխȠą
ҍഭ༟ஃӟᓫ̲ᣏᦉ७ଁ͓ᄖܬሞ
ԷȠĄᣣߍ༺ᦕᔭώܬᓫ̲ᗺԬᣏᦉ̬΄
ᆁ༓ᆃؾЊ̱աߓᗺԬᣏᦉ̬ฬֆ
߾ॲ֧ᗧąNoleᡔ҉᫋Ƞ
ܶڄሞ̹ൎ̲೭ᣣߍॲὋӓ͠ፂ
ᕱؾ႕ᬒ೭ὌֿА༺ᦕᔭᩗፂΌ
ؾଘתሞ̵ଁהӨ؞Ⴇὐιಫ֟צๅ
ሩಫ؞ྃצε֧ಫୂצᇜ؊ὢ೭᪈͛
ߍΌֿؾА᪥୳ԁ᪵ڄι᪇̵ܬܳொ
ӟΌؾȠ
᭠ϾӺҙׇ֫͵߹ߣὋࡋ҄ᑫ࣯ᢁὌȟ
ᷠ͂Ὃ߿ߴռᆁॲὌȟፃᴮҫࣙὋֿ
ӀౚॲὌᏁؾ႕ȟ̵ࣔ֫ࣽሞ
ॲᐗΌؾᑦҖ༺ᦕᑫॲؾ႕ҍ᭜࣬ҙׇ
ὋKleenexὌሞᑂӱȠ
ա೬ொӟሞॲὋҍ᭜࣬ҙׇὌᑂӱΌ
͌ؾՉ͵תᗧ֟ᢵᦄݬባᗧᏁ
ΌؾȠĄᗧᑂӱΌؾ᭙ᆃ͵Ⴇሞ
।ᘵହഀᤎହഀε౩͓ވወᒄ͵א
Ⴇࢠሞᑬᄲ్രȟߍࣲᑸႡת؞೭ᒣΫؘ
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߆אႡଁӨሞಆԅིΌؾᖨಞಱై
ڢሩᕱሞҌ؞ཋྷ়Ƞąॲᷠᑛ
ؾ႕ᒀᄲEnikoOlahᤝ᫋Ą᪈΄Όؾᬒࢿ
תຐӨܓ฿̵ώѲҡΫᗧ̬൳ᆜ̳๏
ྀঠ̺᪇ώᒊ༺ᦕᔭইഘຐ༂᩿זሞི
ႏȠą
லᤎҙׇΤᑾ᪈ፂᗧ̵Ο୯೭Ⴇ
๎ሞߍࣲᒄധᙖয়౩్ര᪇ᖨߏ׳
Მဒࣜȟ໒ລȟՐ߾ؾ๏ᆜႡ؞ഇᦄᏁȠ
ིᬌಓᒄאЅᆃ֩֟ᢵᦄ؞ݬຐ༓
ͳֿЅሩᕱҌྷ᪩Βࢿ೭ҌȠ
฿ߋࣔႧࢠሞ౩ହഀᆃͻಆ໒ֆ߾
͌᪉ᡊባᬌֆ߾ւЅಫ᱔๏ᆜሞՐ߾
ͬؾᖨߏᩐᩐതതܳֆᲫঝӈȠ

͌᪈ፂֆ߾ථֿܬwww.Honest.comሞᓫ
᎖̲ε30႓5.95ᔁ҇ሞο൶ᦉਜȠ৸ృ
ӟ᩿4ᔁ҇ಓ༺ᦕᔭֿࣦεܬHonest
ҙׇӵሞݟՐ߾ؾؾ႕Honest Beauty
͌ᦉͱֆ߾ථȠலᤎҙׇΤᑾ᪈ፂՉᡴ
ቈϢሞֆ߾ථՉཔ͵ᅽᛩȟ᭠ሷᙖȟᙌ
ᚴᏁଁӨҢ೭ᰦᳺᘋᓀሞԧᖨᔰᜡᜀ
ᐙ໒؞ต໒ᏁଁӨᢼྃ؞ঠᧉӾ͵
೭్֟Ძລݦȟ໒ລ؞Ր߾ؾ๏ᆜႡሞϲ
ᆃȠ

Olahᣑ͓ܬᆁΌᷠᦄ᭟ॲ؞ᑸ᪵ॵሞ
᪈ӓաটሞፙ͌ॲ७ᒀୣࣽӾᬌ
୵ؾᐗ᪈̬ᴵހȠהಓଂιིීଂι
ֿӺᆃᗺᨶ͍ࢿሞᒀᶷ᩿᪰ெᑅ౷ഘ
࿀᧔༺ᦕᔭሞፂ᳡ຖȠ̵ᏣΌؾሞ
᳡ຖ೭ߍদଂιቈЮ᪈ፂݟॲ
ᑂӱΌؾᬒᖨߏ࿀᧔৸ԏ࿀᧔ሞ᳡ຖ
ΦᔰЅਜᬌི೭్ȟᏙխȠ

̶฿הಓεBanആᛪພԋᔰᱨוሞᙖ
ᄇؾ႕೪᪃ொӟ͵̬ีॲ᪈ีॲ೭
ፂᐗݟሞᶗؑȠᤎؾ႕γᣁΗፐֺ᳡
̬႓᪈ፂই೭ҾႏሞॲࣦᖨЅᆃଔ
ጡིႏȠಆᣥ϶ಫܬϫᕺ̲ܶக༁ພ
ຐ᪇ಫܬ।ϲ͌ଅಫ߄ܬᄲન̵̲
ᨶ᪈ፂॲֿࣦεᆃഘ୵ට༂ᔰЅ
϶ᐰጡୁసȠலᤎҙׇΤᑾBanᑂӱΌ
ؾᲫ͵᪈ีॲεߋৢ᪉ሞᬒಫಈ
ႧሞਥᐚହഀȠ᪈ีॲ̵ΟᖨߏЅ
ሩᕱᱡ֯ਜҾӌྷႏࢿ೭Ҍᔰ̺
ॲҫᝳתሞਥᑷᐚֿЅሩᕱЫൊྷ
ᘋ᪠ঠ̵̺ώᆜ̳ᐟ๏ནȠ

 Σ     ॲ ᑂ ӱ Ό  ؾ७  ܬw w w.
kleenex.com/facialcleansingᓫ᎖͌᪰͵̹
᱕ሞᦉͱཾ᫋ȠၚᔰOlahݍᣁҙׇତ
Ꮰܬ2016টট᩿͌᪰ޱԨᓫ̲ᯡٶγᄲڄ
ഘଫߒΌؾሞᦉͱཾ᫋Ƞ

⣛දࣷຩ⮰छ۞ᨒጪ
࣭ᏣֿӀౚॲܬ᪃ӓট೨ᒀ͏ᆃଔ֪
ᶈ᪈ፂॲࢶಠޢޛᏣ᫋؞ຐ߄ᄲᑂᒐሞ
༺ઁၚᔰԁ᪵ڄιփΥၚቑӾ͵ޱ
᱔ঠᴳഘࣔҢ೭ߒሞ֫ࣽԤȠ

ࢣҙהׇ൳ͬӺᆃ͵ᬌ୵ؾሞᵝ᪴
֫ࣽЅਜҡᒀᜍሞᄆҜ໒ؾ႕ਜεொ
দҡ͌Չ୴ֆ߾ථᏁȠ᪈ፂಆᶗֆ߾ථ
ֿεֆᲫባሩȟᬌ؞ᖶࡴ̲ሞဒࣜȟ໒
ລ؞Ր߾ؾȠ֟টಌ΄ಓуᤎؾ႕֫
ሞ׳໒ᑫ߹֮߅̲ͬܶॴܬᣯȠ᩿᪰ԨҖ
ᕱേธຐ؞ᛄᐰ໒ֿԁਜԧᖨֆ߾
ථঠ̺᪈ፂֆ߾ථֺᢢᏙխ୵ӓ̳
ܬֆᲫဒࣜȟ໒ລ؞Ր߾ؾሞהಓ᪇ᖨ
ঋԭᆃଔ֟Ძሩᕱ̲ሞᢵᦄȠ

RocklineҙׇሞDeisingஃӟὝΣֿӀౚ
ॲњਜਔ߹͓ܓᆃଔᬒኘ᫋᪈ፂֿӀ
ౚሞ֑ॲሞིࣿঝᑫॲόȠ
ΫࢨፐὝĄϲ͓ᆁΌᤎΌؾሞҙׇଂι
͆൶ܳਢᔁܠಆᑭॵթώҞͻӀౚ
ᖨሞ࣐ӳ᪈̬࣐ӳಫԁ᪵ڄιࢦ൴Ό
ֿؾӀౚਭᴪਢሞҞᰎӗᣬȠąהಓ
Ϋ᪇ᤝὝĄര΄೭ҞĄֿӀౚąሞ
༺ઁ᪇೭ਈنሞᤆΣ७ᒀਔӾ
༺ᦕᔭሞ೭Ҟ͵Ƞ᪈ፂΌؾώੀܳ
ޱ᱔מὢಱၚᏉಫኘሞϥಫ̵ώ
᪵ଁॴܶћ̶ॴܶሞрהಓଂιͬ
ໃ೭ᢦӾਈنӾ༺ᦕᔭߓᦉͱ᳡ຖሞ
ᥨȠ

ࣦ͔ତќূᄕЫؾ႕ሞHonestҙׇᔰᣁ
εᄕЫሞ̬ฬ࣯ॵߓ؞ၚሞࡋ࣯҄ᢁ
ᔰᱨ̼ͻוঠͻ2015টᱡொӟ͵̬ᑂӱ
ሞॲȠHonestҙׇொӟሞ̱̬אֆ
߾ථᢼྃ؞ȟЫྙȟֆ߾్ര߹ঠ̺ࢿ
ߓתၚต໒؞ෂႡᐰըֿ೭్ྫྷᢺ؞
Ძ֟Ր߾ؾ๏ᆜႡε֧Ѕི༂ሞሩᕱຐ
אȠࣔᙌᚴ؞ᅽᛩᏁଁӨԨҖӾֆ߾ථ

லᜍᯡ੩ሹIan Andersonଘᣁ࣬ܠᲜ
ҙׇͬૌᣱӾ͵ֿӀౚॲሞ᳡ຖঠ̺
ЫᣬҡΌֿؾεਢ೪ሞ೭ҞֿӀౚ
ሞᡊ࣐̿ӳܬহຐᑂᒐ͌ᢺϫȠ
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ࢤ̲࣬ܠᲜҙׇ೪᪃ொӟ͵
̬ᴨ͓וaquaspun೪ሞֿӨౚହഀȠ
AndersonࢨፐὝĄ࣬ҙׇώᒜ̶ܳ
ᣣߍύϝ᪉ᡊאϲഘ֫Өౚॲ͌೪
ԏ໗ሞହഀȠ͓฿ଂι̵Οᢢ᭙ᑦะ།
ᑸ᪵ॵթώ೭ҞֿӀౚᎷ̱႔࣐ӳ͌ሞ
ᢨࢠ؞ᢢຖᔰ̺᪇ώቑӾδΗҟߦሞȟ
᪴֯Րሞହഀ᪉เ࣐ᗾΌؾᖨ᪉̬
เై֯Ƞą
๕♢ᬌჟᨒጪ
͉Ηᄲॲַ̬͌ᐗ͔༗Όࣦؾಫߓၚ
ಆࢱॲȠҡଁӨ̺ࣘಠਜȟߓၚȠ
ፐಆ࣬᭠ὋᙺᆋᬸᖪὌሞYes To؞La
Freshؾ႕ॲ؞ಆଁאᶗ౩ሞSimple 
ᕱॲ؞Josie MaranᏁؾ႕ॲȠ
ឭၚĄߓၚą᪈͉ಫώ࣐ᗾെ΄δΗ
ཚሞಞ᪈΄ಞώಫ̬ፂஈଇȠ
RocklineҙׇሞDeisingᣑ͓ܬᬦ౷͌ת೭ࣘ
᭟ᩗིሞՐࢆଁӨಫ೭ӺሞȠΫ᪇ᢺ᭛
ᤝӾὝፐܬĄᬌᄲᐗΌ͍תᝳ͌ؾ
ࢿሞຐӨת೭ࣘ᭟ȟ߹ሞȟߓၚՐࢆଁ
ӨҢ೭߹ሞϲᆃąȠ
லPremier Careॴܶᜍᯡԛ੩ᡲBill Lutzଘ
ᣁ҄ࡋܬᄲᐗΌ͌ؾWaterWipes
ࡋত҄ॲଁ͓͵̬͉͔༗ΌؾȠΫᤝὝ
Ą᪈ᐗΌؾ୯೭೪ࣘሞଁӨ؞়ᷠ༶ཋሞ
ຐӨȠąΫ᪇ᡔ҉Ąᄖܬሞ՝Ც̵Ѳε
൳ொᚫЅᆃൠӊሞࡋ҄ॲᔰಫј
יЅᆃֺԨຐሞᑸ᪵ഏ౩ଅॵȠ͓౷О
ᧉᢦቃԏ೭̬͉ᦃിؾ႕ሞᯡٶ᭟̶ಈ
зޱᔰ̺ଂιͬ࠘Ӿ೭Ҟጽ೭ؾ႕
฿ᐗΌؾሞᤋοȠą
L u t z ᒀ   Ӿ Wa t e r W i p e s ᪈ ̬  ؾ႕ 
ҡΌؾΟΟᆊ99.9%ሞຐ؞0.1%ሞᜡᜀ
്ᐙ֭Ⴁ᪈ͅፂଁӨᑵଁᜡᜀ്ᐙ
ಫ̬ፂߓၚሞୂᛪԋȠ̶฿הಓPiyo
PiyoὋắᘱࣗṢὌ̬͉׀ሞࡋ҄ᆃؾ
ؾ႕ڄᆃᑢӈຐϲཋྙԋ؞ෂႡ֭Ⴁ
ഘԁ᪵ࡋ҄ॲȠ᪃๛ಓᱡ೭༺ઁࢨፐ
᪈̬ᑂӱΌࣔؾώܬᔁܠሞࡋ҄ᆃ̹ؾ
ծ͌ҙٶӟַ̬ፂຐॲ҄ࡋވ
ͬώொיᔁܶॴܠȠ
➥喋➥ᄻу喌ᨒጪ
࣭Ꮳࡋ҄ᐗȟՐ߾ᐗߴ߿؞ᐗሞᄲ
ॲΌؾ७ᒀմல͵ॴܶሞ͔࣐ܳϦϥ
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Ⴇ๎ॲΥ᩿᪰ιᗺᨶሞόԷ͉ܬΗ
ᄲॲሞᴵ͌ހմਜ̬ঊܳ͝Ƞၚᔰ
ϲ͓ݟΌؾીᢢொܶॴיΥၚಫҢ೭
ஈଇሞȠ
Right Angle ConceptsሞΌ̿ᴭᱛSusan
StansburyrenᤝὝĄଘ೭᪈΄Ң೭Ⴇࢠԧᖨ
ሞॲܬӓটԏࣦᬒ७ᒀৢ͵ܶॴיၚ
ᔰଂΥၚફͻ΄ࣲӟ̵፱ሞӵݟ
౷Ƞą߸᪇ፐĄ࣭Ꮳ฿ଂ७ᒀ
ᗽࣘ᧪ͅࢴ֫ڄ᪩ᳳӟଂਔਫႧ๎
ॲሞࣗᢨญሞᆁΌε֧ࣔҡཻ᪩Ӿቃൠॴ
ܶሞᖨԤȠą
Ą͉Ηᄲॲᒀώৢ׳Ң೭฿ી
ሞࣗݟσ̿֫฿ᐗΌؾȠą Susan
Stansburyrenᡔ҉ᤝ᫋Ą᪈΄ᐗݟሞӵ
ᔭ͏ቤ̬΄Ҟͻᴳᶷթᣚ౷ሞ
᳁ዡ೪ࣘଵ᭟ᆁΌᒀᜍε֧࣏ଷᖨᆁ
Ό࿀᧔Ⴇ๎ᬦᓷॲሞ߆ԁԨ।ڄȠ
ಆᣥ᪈΄ࣗݟσ̿᫅Ӿ͵Κ͛൳ሞܙ
ܬ᩿֟ሞӓটᱡБၚொӟ͵ᣣߍ೭Ⴇᘱሞ
ݟΌؾȠҡ͌೭̬ีಫ᭰࣍ࡋত҄ᣩᣎ
ሞইᶗؑሞᬌॲȠ
೭ͅϦፃᓮଡ଼ߍॡࠀࠀ֫ᄖ͵̬ีই೭ᆀ
ׅᛩᶗؑሞॲ᪈ಫ̬ีԨҖ͵ߓ
ၚෂႡ֭ནሞॲ͓͵ᣖ᪈ีॲЅ
ᆃᧉഘԨᘋ౷О߸ιܬҡ͌᪇ԨҖ
͵ӈՐຐᙌᚴ؞᭠ᯘᙖᏁߓၚଁӨȠ
ᶔঊପᡊ࢞Ҧᕕאӵ࠘Η͒ࠐࣙ-ݍ൶
Խ؞ᕕאӵ࠘Ηഁ͕ᓮᢡটԏ֫ᄖሞ
᪈ีॲͻ2014ট೬ܬፃᓮଡ଼ߍॡሞ
ີࣙ൶ഭᶔฬ̼֟ট೬߸ι֢Ԩ
͵ᔁܠদధᆍᢪ ׀Ąӵೊᦽࢴą ᪈͉ቖ
ΗጼᘹቃזЅਜॲᆁૌ֯ਜԨҟ
ಖȠ᪈͉ᘹቃᒊ᪈ͅϦ೭ሞσ̿ࢴ
А͵̬͉ଁיԧୀᦠᔭொᯡΌؾሞഄώ
ॹ᪈΄ୀᦠᔭ࣍߸ιႧሞӵݟΌؾ
᪉ᡊҗୀᦠε֭߸ιҙׇሞᕯρȠ̵
ଘݍ൶Խ؞ᓮᢡε߸ιόᦄሞ
Ό̶ؾᔁܠ१ߚڄΗᙒᙒଡ଼ͻൗҍҜ᩺ଁ
͵ΉಠȠ߸ιਜӾ͵ᙒᙒଡ଼15̯ᔁ҇ሞ
ୀᦠᔰᙒᙒଡ଼ͬᛟਜ͵߸ιҙׇ25%ሞ
ᕯρȠ
˄>>>̳ᩁ30ᴤ˅
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ȞȞ੩ϫഘቑ2016ট͌ߒܠᲝሞᑸ
᪵ॵᆁΌનӂᴩӺঞ፣Ƞ੩Ό᭟টޱ᱔ᄅ
+10.85%ᷠͻGDPޱ᱔ᄅȠᆊͻፂଁ
̲դε֧җᄰᒀ༡ϧሞਈنσ̿Ӻཋ
ᩗ͝ԏ೭ଘᲣϧȠ

2) ᑭၮ
Ȟᑭᐟ؞ၮڴᆁΌᑰΌ᭟ޱԨᆊͻᩗߍ
SMMSᆁΌᑰୀΌPP SS&SMXSȟSMMXS
Ό᭟ߒঔޱ᱔ܓ฿ᑭၮԨ।।ᘵᐗΌ᭟
ޱԨ᩺9.49% (՝Ыռᆁᆃޱؾ᭟ߒ)Ƞ

ᠵ㞦Ბܲ喝
1) ঝ
ȞຐԅΌؾ᭟ޱԨΥਔੀ᩺18.85%
Ὃռᆁഏ౩ȟ՝ᆃഏ౩Ό᭟ߒޱὌ

3) ྙᆁΌᑰ᭟ޱԨྙΌؾሞΌ
᭟ޱ᱔18.33%Ƞ
ྙଁᓫԨ।।ᘵሞᑸ᪵Όޱؾ᱔ਔ
ߒ͔ᢢಫᆊͻ᭙ᆃྙଁᓫԨ।।ᘵ
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ڠӜઐն

ڠӜઐն

ሞ՝ᆳռᆁᆃؾҡΌଁؾϧȟΌ᭟
ᷠȟୀᦠ೭Ӻ֮Ӿσ̿᳷ᛚε֧ৢ
᪉ะ།ᆁΌᑰͬԭொ͵฿ᐗԨ।।ᘵΌ
ؾሞޱ᱔Ƞ
ᠵϓ৭⩔䕀ܲ喝
Č ՝ᆳռᆁᆃΌؾΌ᭟ޱ᱔ᩗᷠ᩺
15.22%
Č ୵ིഏ౩Ό᭟ޱ᱔13.21%
Č ᩿࿂ΌؾΌ᭟ޱԨ᩺15.05%
Č ܪ।ଁאഏ౩ᆁΌᓀὋܓኝᑘܪ।א
ଁഏ౩᪪ཷᡭཊᑩᑭᐟΌؾଘ֭γὌ
Č ໒ވഏΌ᭟ޱ᱔ᓀ
Č 2016ট͌ັܠᨼΌᯡΥ᩺2800̯ᩚᆊ
ͻݟᑸ᪵ҫᵲᆃޱԨັᨼҫᡴᵲ
Ό᭟Υ೭6.52%ሞޱ᱔

ૌੌ֖᥄
1) ᑸ᪵Ό̿ᒄധȟΌؾᒄധ؞ହഀᒄധ
೭ౠ
2) ᷠᷠᲛԨёΌؾଘմЊ
᭢ͻ͌ܠሞ।̿ՐȟߒᢨญሞݷᰦՐֿ؞
ᒜ᤹ࣽ֫؞ଇᆡሞৢ࣐Ąӵ̶ᩁݟ
֫ࣽąȟĄ̬ই̬᧱ࣽ֫ࢴܠଇᆡąε֧
ొᖊ؞ੀ᪴เҖᔪỠՐώߒќ
ূȟߒ՝ᆳ७ଁ͓ഘ೪೭ᆁؘԤ؞Ԥ
ሞ֫ࣽԷ͌ܠᑸ᪵ഏ౩।̿Ң೭१
ߒ֫ࣽԤȠ
Ӿ2020ট͌ܠሞᑸ᪵ॵΌ̵̿Οܬ
᭟̲ࣔᒗᒜޱ᱔הಓͬώᷠΌᦄؾ᭟؞
ΌؾᲛԨёȠ

˄<<<̲ை48ᴤ˅

Ąଂι൵லᴭࢧ࣍Όؾሞ᳡ຖኯ֫͵̵ה
ᢨ൶ሞ̹̿׳ຐഏ౩Չ୴̵הሞᑘᒣ᱔
়়ࢽ؞ȠҢϫᆃ͌ሞ̹̿׳ຐഏ౩ώ
൵ல̵הሞᆃᣩᣎӟא᪠ሞ׳ຐᖨ
᭙ᆃ̵הሞԨ।।ᘵΦᔰ࿀᧔೪ᑹሞ᳡
ຖąΫᤝȠ
ၚᔰΫ̵ᖨ᪩ᳳߍᤏᑷሞЮઁ
PatersonᤝὝĄ࣍ͻ̹̿׳ຐഏ౩ᔰᣁ
ᵞؾՉᡴॴܶҢ೭᭝ᢢሞૌ͜ȠᄖΣ
ౠ͉ॴֿܶεᴳᢦটЫቤ᪠়ሞޱ
᱔Ϋᴳᣎޱ᱔ሞഄώܬ།ॴܶȠą
Ąଂιଘ೭̵הᏁᑛሞ̹̿׳ຐഏ౩ᬒஅ
ၣ೪ᷠሞᦄ᭟ൠӊ᪉ᡊᆁΌᬒ᩿͵ᵞ
ؾՉᡴ͌ሞ̹̿׳ຐഏ౩ሞᏁᑛąΫ֥
ᡔ҉᫋ὝĄଂι͏̵ሞஈଇಫϬε
ϧሞଁᆁΌ̹̿׳ຐഏ౩ഘ࿀᧔̼
ᆗ̵̲ܳה՜̵הሹᏣᢨሞᢢຖȠą
㇄ऴ⩔҈⮰ݮ
ૌߒӺᐕҜSavaré Specialty Adhesivesҙׇ
͓ᣣߍᑸ᪵Ό̿А၄ၮאᐟאԋ
ҡ͓͌ᵞݬؾΌ̿ᆁΌ၄ၮᐟאԋ७ࣔ᪃
10টȠ
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Ą᩿֟ӓটፏᑈሞ͓ౠ͉ΌؾᆁΌ।ᘵ
А᪈ፂႧ๎ᐟאԋሞ̿ԩЅਜଂι߄ͻᡊ
̿ሞᴵҋܳϦąSavareᯡٶᒀᄲLorenzo
StellaᤝȠ
Savareҙׇ͓ᵞࢠܟ؞א߆ݬؾА͵ߍ
ፂΌؾȠ࣍ͻࡴݬሞ߆אStellaᤝὝĄҙ
ׇሞᐟאԋֿ࿀᧔ፂ̵הሞହഀ᳡ຖ
Ң߅ᘯ߹ሞ৳়Չ୴ܬϧԨὋᄅ؞
ᑸ᪵ΌؾᐗݟὌቇைைᢼᵞႡಓሞᴩ
ᑸ᪵ࡷ᳀̵ཻ͌ᖤόᘯሞᔪՐ
ᖨིೆሞᵈᘱ֧ϧؑȠ
Stellaᢺ᭛᫋ὝĄ၄ၮᖨሞଁԧᆃ
ҡᣩᣎЅᵞݬؾሞ׳ຐᖨ፣ࢠ̵֯Ƞ
ഘݬሞ᩸ᓅᐟא৳়᳡ᢢԨ৳ᅿᗽܬ
͆ᙯሞྙᄕީ͌ͬᢢ࿀᧔ҡᢢຖȠ
ĄSavareҙׇሞΌؾঠӶฬ༻᧔ᵞؾ
ݬϥᤎҙׇቑӾ͵֫᪈͉ॴܶሞ፴
ᱡąStellaᤝὝĄࢠԁᎳࢧאଔ᳡ຖὋᆃ
ͻຐരȟᝡᛰȟᕢᐗε֧ḂᐗὌሞࡴݬ
༻᧔ਢᄕӺᆃഏ౩᪈΄Էᢼ֫͵ሞ
ஈଇ؞ഄ᫅Ƞą
͑ᠪຸ͑ ΨΨΨ͟ΟΠΟΨΠΧΖΟΤ͞ΚΟΕΦΤΥΣΪ͟ΔΠΞ ͑
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---ଁ᎓ͻ1959ট׀͓וᑭᑸණ༟͌ਫ
---1971ট͓וĄ͌ܠᑭᑸኯ፰͌ਫą
---2004ট͓וĄ׀ᑭᑸኯ፰ଘąᗾ
Ԥͻᑭᑸؾӵ؞ҋ᪉ହഀ؞ᡊ̿ൠӊሞ
֫ࣽε֧।̿ହഀدᤋԩ
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ጹࡴ᩻ፒ়᳠ߒ
ߒ᳡ᢢᷠᐰࢽឰԆହഀ

ቖ፴ᔷಓ

ͻᆍᑭฬਥᐕᷠӨࡴᑘᒣଁԧ֫ӟᑰ
ࢷࣗͻ2ਥᐕ᭠ࣿᓫ൶࣐ᆍᗧ
次纳米高分子纤维之仿天然龟裂
裂纹金属网

天然龟裂裂纹

ͻᑦᐕ᭠࣐ࣿᆍᑘᒣᗧ
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ጮ౦⾭ⵠ
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#JBYUZQF
1) 5ᙻ࣌ঔࢷၮڴᶷᑰ
2) 15ᙻ࣌ঔࢷၮڴᶷᑰ
3) 15ᙻ࣌ঔࢷ֩ᑵρၮڴᶷᑰ
4) 15ᙻ࣌ঔࢷᑘᒣᑄၮڴᶷᑰ
&YYPOUZQF
1) 10cmঔࢷၮڴᶷᑰὝLess Than 1 kg/
trial); D=0.4 mm
2) 32cmঔࢷၮڴᶷᑰὝFor More
Advanced Trials and Composite Nonwoven
with Melt blown process; D=0.4 mm, 0.7mm

⇰ᷬ≷㈧㐋空调滤网检测系统

ᡐܦᱦ

过滤材料效能检测系统
ᣓݢ
䲎Ძ

⛀ૣὍڣ
ᕧ
☙䷺ᣓݢ䬬

⛀ૣ䄁侸㈧㐋

ঔࢷὝ400mm
ᑭ۩Ὕ࣌࣪۩ڴ0.5mm472ࡷ/ᡊ
࣌࣪۩ڴ0.3mm552ࡷ/ᡊ
়ྃὝ460°CὋ೪ߒὌ
ၮᠠ֎ԤὝ3~10MPaὋca.435~1450psiὌ
፴֎ԤὝ5~30psiὋ9kg/cm2೪ߒὌ
טӟ᭟Ὕ0.03~1.5g/h/min
ᑘᒣቇὝ0.5~40ȝm
ᕓ㘩
a) ϧၮᠠஃሞ।ፙᆃ၄ޟᷠӨࡴ
b) Ⴇ๎൨ᖪЊPPSPEILCPetcć..

Ⱔڟᷬ≷䶥Ⱊ
༗᭟̶֎ሞҞᑂණ༟
Ӷ్࠘ᄅ̶֎ණ༟
ᐚࣜᩒᖨණ༟
HEPA/ULPAሞ໘ଭ్֧ᖨණ༟
࿂ᑫ్ᄅȟ֎֧MPPSණ༟
ए㒕ᷬ≷ϓ৭
।̿ᆃִᓵ

㒺㻰⁓㻰

- ।̿
NIOSH 42 CFR84EN149EN140EN143
՝ᆃִᓵ

- ՝ᆃ
ASTM F2100EN 14683

⾦⅀䓳␐㑽ᷬ≷ϓ৭
1) ፂHVACᆃ፴᩿࿂۸ĪὋASHRAE
52.2EN 779Ὄ
2) ӈࢩᆃHEPA/ULPA፴᩿࿂۸Ī
ὋEN 1822IESTὌ
3) ᨼ֗ᆃ᩿࿂۸ĪὋISO 11155-1Ὄ
4) ৢళᆃ᩿࿂۸ĪὋSAE J726ISO 5011Ὄ
5) ᩿࿂ഏᖨණ༟ĪὋEN1822-3
TSI8130Ὄ

ন।䭞័䲎㒕ᷬ≷䶥Ⱊ
ਥᐜࡴ᩿࿂్ᄅ(42 CFR 84; ASTM F2299)
׳ؗᲕୂ(42 CFR 84; ASTM F2299)
ᑷᛪ᩿࿂్ᄅ(ASTM F2101)
ଁאᡇན፵᪩(ASTM F1862)
ࢽ়א༟(OSHA)
׳ؗᱭ໘ණ༟(RCT-APR-STP-0004)
՝ᆃᲐִᓵ֎४༟(MIL-M-36954C)
Ვၸᖨ༟(EN 13274-4; 16 CFR 1610)
ຈՐዳ༦়(EN 13274-6)
Ვޢ(EN 13274-8)
͙ᠪຸὙͲͿͷͲ͗ᝫᬶὋఴኼࣂᓫᤤǌ͚
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∁স㏦㇄∁⩋ϓ⮰䲊㏳䕌ᱼ᫅᭛ԉᠭ
下➕凈⮰ͧ㺭ܲ
࣍ͻᕢȟṗᕢȟḂᕢ᪈ᐗٶॴܬծሞࢶ
ಠᗇဴሞᵞႡЅҡЫḛሞ౷ࣦಫܬল
ᬌࣲ̬ݬᵞႡ׳ຐݬᑸ᪵ഏ౩Аڄ
؞ҡቈҞΌ̿७ᒀܬᤎᴵ̵ހ࣏ຖ߹
ሞᢺӁ౷Ƞ
ᑸ᪵ഏ౩ಫᆊEvonikҙׇᄅҋৢҖᵞؾ
ݬᡊ̿Evonikҙׇಫ̬ࢴ̹̿ሞՐ।ᆁ
Όσ̿ܬ20̼ᑞ90টγࣦ७ᒀᛟਜ͵
ᆊᵞ֧ؾᛃႡᏣᄲࣰᴰ֫ሞֿεᆁΌᵞؾ
ᑛᷠ׳ຐᕗאႡሞᣣֿᣬȠ।̿دᤋᴭ
ᱛPhil MangoᤝὝĄEvonikҙׇᛟਜᤎᴨᆁ
ΌᣣֿᣬࣔᵞႡݬᡊ̿ሞߒ᱕יᑸ᪵
ഏ౩Ƞᑸ᪵ഏ౩͌ת೭ሞᷠ׳ຐ
ᕗאႡᖨόͻᵞݬؾᡊ̿͝ԏЅᆃሞ
༚ᑫଅᒃ༚ݬᏁȠą
ܬMangoܳ՜͔ᢢЅᆃঝᆁΌሞᑸ᪵
ॵᵞݬؾ̵᩿ᑭᐟ/ᷠ׳ຐ൨ᖪ/ᑭᐟ
ሞ߆אഏ౩ͬώᆃܬᤎᴵހȠ
Ą͓ܓঝ।ᘵᆁΌሞᵞႡ̶ݬռᆁྙ׳
ᙔҢ೭ᐗϢሞόᘯᖨੀ᪴᭙ᄅȟ
ϧܑཻȟྙ׳ᏁąΫᤝĄᆃҡΫ
ᆁΌ౷য়ᒄאሞᷠ׳ຐᑘᒣಆА᪈
΄ႧȠą
FitesaMcAirlaid؞GlatfelterಫቃԏᆁΌ᪈
ᐗഏ౩ሞͅߒАڄȠ
ᒀMangoᴳ༟ܬะ།ঝ।ᘵሞᵞؾ
ݬሞ༺ᦕ᭟७ᒀ᩺Ӿ17000רঠ̺ܬε
5.5%ሞ߆אটޱ᱔ᄅޱ᱔ȠĄᵞݬؾᨶ
ሞ༺ᦕ᭟ޱ᱔ঠ̵ߒϥಫᑸ᪵ᵞݬؾ
ܬᤎᴵހሞཻ᪩᭟փ̵ߒޱȠܬะ།
೭ਔߍࣗݟሞᵞݬؾᆁΌڄփᓥࣘ͛
̬ͅࢴ͔࣐ᔭȠהಓᩗ͓͌ሞᕢᐗՉ
ᡴᆁΌͬڄᩗࣘ᪈ૌؑቤᑸ᪵ᵞݬؾ
ܬ฿ᴵހҢ೭ᩗߒሞόԷᅿᗽ೭ֿᖨ࢙
җ֭γӻሞΌؾȠ
הಓՑᔁ།টώ༺ᔷ4500רঝ।ᘵ
ሞᵞݬؾலMangoᴳ༟ᵞݬؾሞ༺ᔷ
᭟ࣔε6%ሞޱ᱔ᄅᒗᒜޱ᱔Ƞϥಫܬᔁ
ܠNovipax؞Paper Pak᪈ͅߒᵞݬؾᆁΌ
ڄΥၚմல͵60%-70%ሞॴܶρᵉឭၚ

Ϋιঠໃ೭Ѕᆃঝ।ᘵϥಫ᪪เ࠘
Ҟᑸ᪵ഏ౩ܬҡΌ͌ؾሞ᪂ᆃȠ
੩ᬌᣩᔁܠυӺᤣυॡOak Brookሞ
NovipaxҙׇᆁΌፂ൳Չתᑸ᪵
ഏ౩ሞᵞݬؾȠNovipaxҙׇሞହഀᜍᯡ
ᒀᄲFrank VaughnᤝNovipaxҙׇࣔͬᑭ
ᐟ᪂ᆃܬDri-LocPad-Loc؞Multi-Loc᪈
ӓᐗΌ͌ؾȠDri-Locݬಫࣔᕗͨ၅ᗧࣲࣲ
ֳԨҡ͔ᢢႧਏಫলࣲሞᑸ᪵ഏ౩Ң
೭ᩗ৳ሞ׳ຐȠPad-Locݬಫࣔᕗͨ၅ᗧ
ᢥሼܬᑸ᪵ഏ౩̲Pad-LocЫḛݬҢ
೭ཻ᪩؞ᐟᆃᷠ׳ຐ༚ᑘ
ᒣȟຈՐዳᆁΌഏ౩؞Γຐᑸ᪵ഏ
౩ϲ͓লࣲ᪈ᐗলࣲ೭ᩗ߹ሞᲐȠ
Multi-Locݬሞᡕࣲ؞লࣲᑸ᪵ഏ౩ܻҢ
೭ᩗᷠሞ׳ຐȠ
VaughnᤝὝĄᑸ᪵ݬሞ᪩ᩗ߹᪈
൳ֿεЅੀ᪴༗ౚȠהಓᑸ᪵ഏ౩ͬ
ֿε༙͉̬ܬሾࡴ᭜ᙔ׳ຕຐȠą
Novipaxҙܶॴׇᜍᯡ؞ؾ֫ሞ੩
ሹScott MaurerΤᑾ͵ҙׇሞ͔ᢢΌؾȠΫ
ᤝὝĄଂιώ͓ᆃଔА̬͉ࢽ࣒Չᡴ
̵Οֿεࣔଂιሞ׳ຐഏ౩࠘ᑹЫࡻ
ܬႧࢠሞᄕީ᭜הಓͬӏࣗ͵єሞᵔ
Ხ᪈̬ီܬౠ͉ᡊ̿᭜ಫଂιҙׇሞ
̬͉१ߒሞόԷȠą
฿ߋΫᒗᒜᡔ҉ᤝᣣߍҙׇᬒܬЅᆃ
NovipaxҙׇᆁΌሞᑸ᪵ݬՉᡴᷠፃହᣩ
߅ҡ͌ܬቖ፴ՉᡴᕢଅҡΫΌؾ౷೭
ਔߒሞ᳡ຖȠΫᤝὝĄΫιЅᆃଂιሞΌ
͔ؾᢢ͓ܓଂιᩗ৳ሞࢽ࣒᪈΄ᑸ
᪵̲ܶॴܬݬዚࢤ೭ദߒሞόԷȠą
Ϧ ͻ Ԩ Ӻ ጳ ࣬  L a Ve r n e ሞ Pa p e r Pa k
Industriesҙׇሞ੩ᡲҦᶔঊପᡊ࢞Ron
JensenΤᑾҙׇሞᵞႡݬΌؾ᭙ᆃ༺ᦕ
ԏֿܑెᑫؾϥಫΥၚܬᣣߍഏ౩ᡕ
༸೭ࣲ̬ᕗ̾၅࿀᧔ࢧଔᷠ׳ຐሞᢢ
ຖȠąΫᤝὝĄᑸ᪵ഏ౩ֿεై֯ྙ׳
ᄅᔰֿ̺ε൵ல᳡ᢢૌԚᡲȠą
JensenᤝὝĄ̵ͻהᔁܠሞҡᵞݬؾᆁ
ΌڄPPIܬᡊ̿ҫֿεА೪ߒሞᆁΌ
ᑰ᪈ಫሞ̬͉͔ᢢόԷȠஅၣᔁܠ
ᶷഏ౩թώὋASTMὌሞᣯࢠᢨӳଂιΌ
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ؾႧ೭ሞܑెӺᆃഏᦄЅଂιሞΌؾϧዳ
ᄕЫȠ೪זଂι೭̬͉ਔߒሞె׳ԋֿ
ε᱔ΌؾሞЫᦄᲣϧՉᡴሞԅ
ؑޱ৳ᔁᢧ়ąȠ᪈ഗΌؾᆁΌᑰܬ
ᵞؾՉᡴᡊ̿ಫ̬ಆሞঠ̺ᡭႧ๎
ᴭࢧଘைᑦȠᔰ̺ҙׇሞኯ֫ཾ᫋ͬಫ
࢙ౠሞܬഘሞ֫ࣽ͌ଂιࣔᒗᒜଫ
ߒᤎᴨହഀሞᆁΌᑰȠ
➥₶।⎫ᱼ᫅⮰ӇᏀੲ
ᄖᲔ๛Evonikಫ̼ᆗ̲೪ߒሞᷠ׳ຐ
ᕗאഏ౩ᆁΌ̬͝ڄͬಫࢴ̬̬ٷ᩿᪰
ᵞؾᛃႡᏣᄲࣰණ༟ሞᎳאᵞؾᑛӻሞ
ᑸ᪵ഏ౩ᆁΌڄȠல̿ҫΗ᪩ᳳΫι
ܬ᪈͉ᴵ̬ٷހሞ࣍ଞBASF७ᒀܬ2012
টћיҗᄰАᷠ׳ຐᕗאഏ౩Ƞ
EvonikᆁΌሞႧ๎ྙ׳ഏ౩ֿεࢴܬጺȟ
ᕢᐗȟḂᐗȟຐര؞ᝡᛰՉᡴ͌ЅᆃȠ
EvonikҙׇሞռᆁΌؾᑰΦ20̼ᑞͪա
টγࣦ७ᒀ࠘ᆁΌᵞؾᆃᑛӻሞFAVORPACᷠ׳ຐᕗאഏ౩Ƞ೪ሞդᑛΌ
ؾFAVOR-PAC593ಌܬ2007টࣦ७ᒀୀҖॴ
ܶȠFAVOR-PACᕗאഏ౩ӨӻܬᔁܠՑյ
ᓮᛚᑦሞGreensboro؞༅ഋአGaryvilleሞͅ
߭ᣩ߅̲ᆁΌȠ
ᆁΌᆃͻᵞႡՉᡴሞᷠ׳ຐᕗאഏ౩
ঠಠEvonikҙׇᜍҥЫќᬌሞ͔Ꮳ
Bobby MitraᤝὝĄᢢીᛟਜᵞؾᛃႡᏣ
ᄲࣰሞᆁΌᣣֿਭᴪᢢᣬಞҙׇ೭ࢤԤ
ԁΌؾሞ፣ࢠȠϋߍ͆൶ሞࢦଵ༗ፙ
͌Ꮇ̬ᬌӨࣦಫᆊᄲҗ᭢ࢠᑵଁ
ΦᔰዚЫᆁΌᬦ౷̵͌Չת೭ሞՐࢆ
ႡᦄȠą᪈ಫᵞؾҗ͌೪൵ሞ̬ഗȠ
ܬᆁΌ͌೪߹ሞњࣦಫֿܬை֮ᚄܛҫ
Ѕᆃ᪰નӂ̳ᩗҗሞႡᦄȠ
ණ༟ሞᎷᬌӨࣦಫΌؾਭᴪ᩿᪰ᩁፒ
ᖨ᭢ࢠ᩿᪰฿ᴨ᭢ࢠഘӸᤎΌؾಫצ
ώࣔ೭ࢱႡᦄᩁፒӾᵞႡ͌Ƞᩁፒᖨኯ
፰ಫᵞؾᛃႡᏣᄲࣰࢦଵᷠ׳ຐᕗאഏ
౩ሞਭණᴨቃȠMitraᤝὝĄᵞؾᛃႡᏣ
ᄲࣰܬᣯοഏ౩፣ࢠಓͬώ೭̬΄ࣰᲤ
ଘεଂιਭᴪԁ߹Өࡴ᭟᪈ಫᵞ
ؾᛃႡᏣᄲࣰࢦଵሞ᭝ᢢᬌӨᔰ̺฿ᴨ
ᒄരࣔώϫᄖቤᤎΌؾሞӨഫᣬͯ͌Ƞą
ᵞؾᛃႡᏣᄲࣰࢦଵ༗ፙ͌᪇೭̬͉᭝ᢢ
ᴨቃࣦಫᢢЫᣜᩒ؞ᬦ౷ԁȠΫᡔ҉
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᫋ὝĄ̬ಉ϶ܬᵞؾᛃႡᏣᄲࣰሚᣜ͵Ό
ؾᬦ౷͛᪈͉ᬦ౷ࣦ̳ࢠܟഘ͵Ƞ
രΌ͵͓ଁؾᵞؾᛃႡᏣᄲࣰᣑᣬؾڄ
᪈͉ΌؾሞΌܳͬᢢ֮ӾࢦȠΫᒗᒜ
ᤝὝĄଂιਭᴪಓӊ߅ቤᡭଘε
ଂι೭ਔߍ༗ፙഘԁᦄ᭟؞ᬦ౷Ƞą৸
EvonikҙׇᆁΌሞFAVOR-PACݟᷠ׳ຐ
ഏ౩᩿᪰ᵞؾᛃႡᏣᄲࣰᣑᣬಓెӾ͵
427׆ᵞؾைᢼ᪰ኘȠ
லMitraᤝὝĄ৸FAVOR-PACܬᵞؾՉᡴᴵ
ހ᪂ᆃಓҡె׳ഏ౩Όᆁ͵ߍ
ሞᵉߋ్ሴȠ̵ᣥಫ᪂ᆃӾռᆁᆃؾ᪇ಫ
ᵞݬؾҍ᭝֧ҍ᭝ሞె׳ᷠ׳ຐ
ᕗאഏ౩ᑘᒣഏ౩ȟᒃ༚ȟᑫଅᔭ
ҡഏ౩ᬒԨᒀ༡ࢤᆃȠ
லGelokҙׇሞ੩ᒀᄲSteve LazenbyΤ
ᑾᆁΌᵞؾՉᡴᆃె׳ഏ౩ᗧሞGelok
InternationalҙׇቃԏܬЅᆃEvonikҙ
ׇᆁΌሞSAPᵃᐜႺᷠ׳ຐᕗאഏ౩
SAPߝࣲͅܬᑘᒣᑄᑘᒣᗧ͌ᱡଁֳԨ
ᒄധ᪈΄ΌؾᡭᵞؾᆃଦሾሞᆁΌڄө
ଁݬϲ͓׳ᙔొܬᡕࣲ؞লࣲሞᷠ׳
ຐഏ౩͌ᱡᧉӾࢠܟϲᆃȠ
ה൳ᆁΌϔִᆃռᆁΌ؞ؾ।̿Όؾሞԁ
᪵ڄDunbridgeᣑ͓ҙܬׇᵞݬؾᴵހҢ೭
ਔߒሞ֫ࣽԏȠLazenbyᤝĄଂι७ᒀ
ܬᵞݬؾᴵހቑӾ͵ڭΗሞޱ᱔͓ܓଂ
ιሞΌؾᵞؾԨ।ֿڄεܬᡴᏭ
͌ϒᒐഏ౩ߍՉᡴ̱оሞΌؾଘεΫ
ιܬᘢ᪂౷ሞଁֿεӏ̱ࣘӨ͝᪈
࣍ଂιഘᤝႧӻҢόԷଂιሞڄഄࣦಫ
Φᷠ׳ຐᗧഏ౩͌உӾሞȠą
הಓַߋEvonikҙׇሞFAVOR-PACᷠ׳
ྙഏ౩ሞַߋ̬ፂᆃ᪭ಫ̹̿ሞ׳ຐഏ
౩᪈ፂഏ౩Φ1993টࣦ७ᒀୀҖᆁΌ
Όؾ֫ᬌ͔ᏣMark Patersonհᤝ᪈
ፂ̹̿ሞ׳ຐഏ౩ᗺҙଁׇ᎓͝Ӷࣦ७ᒀ
ᆃͻᵞؾՉᡴ͵Ƞ
லMark Patersonհᤝቈᩗͻᷠྙ׳
ഏ౩᪈ᐗ̹̿׳ຐഏ౩Ң೭ੀ᪴׳Მᖨ
Ԥ͔ᢢᆊͻҡᩗᷠሞᡕፏᔰ̺
ᖨߏЅΌؾሞҫᬌᒄധᒄאਜԨᑆࢽ
ᲐᖤϫᖽౚȠ
˄˚˚˚̳ᩁ42ᴤ˅
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መॳࠂМՂधԦѢᡓጹ᫁ˌ&WPMPOጆ
Ѵளֵ
ᰬⵀࣽ⮰&WPMPOᱼ᫅छБ䭞₎᳁ȟ㓩
㏾㷗͙⮰㓩ℇসㆵ᱗䧧ܦ
ፃਨࢣᷠᖨഏ౩ҙׇሞᑷ᱔͂ᑭᑸ
ؾÿEvolonᑂӱሞ೪Όؾಫ᭰࣍ബ
ߚȟᔒᒃᡭȟቬᡥᏁᒈᓊΌؾሞହഀ؞
ᄕЫᢺӁ౷Ƞ
ᤎᑷ᱔͂೪ᑷ᩺Ӿߚ֫͂ᑷ়ሞ1/200
ҍ᭝ࣗͻ130g/m 2ȠᆊͻҡᑆࢽΉᓍሞ
ᑷ᱔͂ᒄധЅਜEvolonΌ̬͓ଁؾፂᷠ
ࢽ়ᢥሼᑸႡւЅ҉ޤሞಫ೪ᑷᔒᒃͬ
̵ώᮡӟȠ᪈̬ᑭᑸֿͬؾεோሼཫᘱሞ
ଅᩗ̺֔೭ԅሞᔒȠ
Evolonᑷ᱔͂ᑸႡҢ೭᪩ȟᦄᩐȟൊ
ᩄ؞ᘯ߹ሞઞݙ᪈΄ႧЅਜҡ
Ԩᘋ᪠ȠቬಓΌᆁሞພནֿε᪴ᡭ
࣐ӟሞຐӨᘹᖨ؞Აᮡᒃᖨ᪰
᩿͵ਨܠHohensteinᑭᑸ༟ኯ፰ଘሞᣑ
ᣬȠ
Evolonಫ᭰࣍ࣜᠤ᩿֖ሞߓၚႡᄲࣺ
᳁Ƞܓ฿᪇ֿε᩿࿂ֿᖨΦബߚଅ
ᔒᒃ᪾ӟሞᔒ͌ሞ๏ᆜᐚࣜȠҙׇஃӟ
ᤎΌؾЅਜফ̲ᆃؾռᆁႺӂਜӾਔߒై
ڢȠ
ฬ༂ཊᬒֿεԨ৳EvolonሞᲕᲽᖨȠ
̶ϒᒐᑭᑸؾ༂ཊזᒄധώ֯തౚЅᔒᒃ
ࢶಠᮡӟ̵הEvolonΌؾ᭝߆༂ཊ֪ז
ᔰֿεЅਜ͉౷יሞᑷ᱔͂ᒄധԨ
ᑆࢽԨ৳Ვ్രȠ
̶᪰ᆃͻԁ᪵҉ޤႡ͓ᔒ؞ᔒᒃሞ
ථݟബߚଅᔒᒃᡭᏁᑭᑸؾቈEvolon
̵᳡ᢢЅᆃπϬྫྷԋঠᖨ೪ߒፙ়ܳӏ
ࣘᔷຐ᭟Ƞ൵ல᎗ͷΌؾሞᐗݟሞ̵ה
Evolonᔷຐ᭟லϛᣎ೪ߒֿεӏࣘ400оȠ

ҡᑭᑸ̬ؾ൳᪉ᡊᘱտᙖ؞ᓊԁȠ
͑ᠪຸ͑ ΨΨΨ͟ΟΠΟΨΠΧΖΟΤ͞ΚΟΕΦΤΥΣΪ͟ΔΠΞ ͑

6OJDIBSNМՂѢ/BUVSBM.PPOZጭࡋ
᜔
䲎ᅮॗᰵᱦ᷵
UnicharmҙׇሞΌؾĄNatural Moonyą
ಫಈᎷ̬ีת೭ഄථࣲሞ̬ฬࡋ҄
ᑫ࣯ᢁᗺ10೬25ಈܬҗܳܠᯡٶε
ഘᯡٶᵉ̬ቇޱܬ᱔Ƞ
Natural Moony᩿᪰א೭ഄථޱԨ͵ҡ
ᡕ̶ࣲሩᕱைᢼ20%ሞൊᩄ়Ƞ฿ߋ
᩿᪰ЅᆃᑢෂႡ֭ሞΓຐԋԁଁಆπ
ϬԨԋȟৰᭀሞࣲεዚЫࡋ҄፵
ቤಓሞҗȠ
᩿᪰ЅᆃYuru-unchi Kyushu ZoneὋОО׳
ె՜ހὌ̬ፂ֫ሞӞӝᒄധె׳ᩄ
Оሞହഀӏࣘ͵36%ሞᩄО҄ࡋܬᗰᬌ
̲ሞ๏ᆜ᪈ಫ̵᭰࣍Ӿ͉೬ሞࡋ҄ሞ
ႧᣩᣎȠΦᔰ༺Ძ͵᪵ଁࡋ҄ሩᕱ࣯ॵ
ᇊሞ̬͉ܓᑄȠ᩿᪰֫ॵNatural MoonyΌ
ؾUnicharmҙܬׇᑫ࣯ᢁॴܶࢤᄖ͵
οёȠ
11೬30ಈUnicharmҙ́ܬׇΐּΌؾ
ሞ֫ॵώȠ
́ܬΐ͌ߗ՜Nihonbashi Mitsui Hall͖ᡊሞ
̬ฬ༓Ԭ͌ኘוΗEmiri HenmiὋ೭̬
͉3ऋߒሞߴ҄ࢠҞͻ߸ࢇࡴሞ
հࢧὌ؞ሩᕱፃ՝ᆁArata TomoriὋ8೬ρ
ሞಓуӴᆁ͵Ꮇ͉ࢇࡴὌ̬֢הԨ͵ᤎ
ᣪᤱ༓ԬȠͅϦۙࢸᤱӾ͵Ϋιҥᕺࡴߴ
ሞ౷য়ε֧ܬಈᆁ༓͌ͬЅᆃ೭ഄΌ
ؾȠ

EvolonᎳאISO9001ȟISO14001ᄕީᏣᄲϫ
ᑂȟISO50001ᖨྠᏣᄲϫᑂ؞OHSAS18001
ᕒ̿ќূҗᏣᄲϫᑂሞൠӊቃԏܬ
ะ།ୀΌȠ

TomoriᤱӾNatural Moony࣍ࡋ҄ಫҗќ
ূሞȠ߸ᤝĄଂᣑ͓ࢣࢣιಫਔ͢ૌЅ
ᆃת೭ഄථሞᑫ࣯ᢁࢣࢣሩᕱࡨ
ҡሩᕱ়֔Ο͓ଁটΗሞ̬էᆊͻᗰᬌ
̶ᑫ࣯ᢁሞ֪߆కಠᧉᑖᇊNatural
Moony᩿᪰Ѕᆃൊᩄሞ೭ഄථϲ̶͓ࢣࢣ
ሩᕱைᢼሞࣲᢺӁ͵᪈̬ᱛᵄȠą

ᤎҙׇஃӟബߚ؞ᔒᒃᡭԁ᪵ڄૌᣱӾ
EvolonಠͻЅᆃ᩸ᓅ̵ಠጁሞόီ
ܓ฿ቌ֟͵Չ᩸ሞ।ভȠEvolon᪇ֿεѲ

U n i c h a r m ੩ ᡲ Ҧ ᶔ ঊ ପ ᡊ ࢞ Ta k a h i s a
Takahara֢ͬԨ͵༓Ԭঠᢺ᭛͵ĄNatural
MoonyąሞᄲȠ
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Ąܬ֫Natural Moonyಓଂιሞቃൠ
ಫࢤᄖᣖࢣࢣ֮ӾΓ֩ଞᘗྃൊሞ
ᑫ࣯ᢁȠᆊͻ᪃টഘΓଘ߄ሞώᄕީ
֫ᆁ͵१ߒ֯Ր࣍ͻ߸ιҥᕺࢇࡴሞ̬
ฬᑫ࣯ᢁሞᢢຖͬ֯ਜഘᐰᑷߍ؞
൳ՐȠąTakaharaᤝĄଂιቈЮNatural
Moonyᖨߏ࿀᧔ࢧଔሞ᳡ຖΫιॹ᪥
୳ߓၚȟҗ؞ᷠᦄؾሞᑫ࣯ᢁࣦѲ᪥
୳ᵞ؞ؾՐ߾̬ؾ൳Ƞą
࣍ͻNatural Moony༵ߋ᪂ᜍҙׇ
TakaharaᡕጎὝĄଂιͻ12೬15ಈܠ͌ܬ
ߓხὋᓫ̲ᦉႡ͌ਫὌ͖Ԧᑛؾ႕ಈ༓
ԬঠߓܬხܠᲜಅᘚয়֫ॵNatural
MoonyȠą
ᤎ ҙ  ҄ ࡋ ׇᆃ  ܶ ॴ ؾᬌ  ؾ႕ ᒀ ᄲ Yo k o
Kawakamiܬ༓Ԭ̲ᤝὝĄ᪥୳ᑫ࣯ᢁಓ
ଂιӟሞ᪥୳ൠӊւĄ᪥୳ᑫ࣯ᢁ
ࣦಫ᪥୳ሞഏ౩ąܬ᪈൳ሞִ̳׆
ଂιொӟ͵Natural MoonyȠą߸ᢺ᭛
Natural Moonyಫಈᶔฬ֫ת೭ഄථൊᩄ
ᦄܳሞࣲЅᆃӞӝᒄധഘᯢϨООȠ

ι᩿100̯ፂྙॲ৸ଁԧಓᤎֆ߾
ྙॲΌ͓ଁؾLa FreashᎷ̬γͬಫ೪ᆔᯡ
ሞΌؾȠą
ӟሞᲐຐֆ߾ྙॲת೭ᜩᙖᐙ໒ȟต
໒؞ងᡒᚩ໒ၚזүԨᐕᐾȟיಈᜩ
؞᪖ᶗׅ֭ႡȠՉྙॲת100൰ෂ
Ⴁ֭ଁӨᣚ᳝ٶο͓20ᔁ҇ȠĄ
̬Չᡴת೭ᣣߍ႓ྙॲąYenᢺ᭛᫋
ĄᲫ͵ת೭ЅሩᕱҌྷሞෂႡ໒ε֧ᑢෂ
Ⴁ֭ሞЫྙଁӨεᒊᴭࢧইഘሞ
࢞ϫᶷ৸ၚଂιͬॹΫιֿͬࢴܬε
ЅᆃȠᣣߍᴭࢧᢢຖᬪͬᖨߏᵉߋАLa
FreshྙॲȠᄖֿͬ϶ܬε୯೭ᤎΌؾȠą
La FreshᲐຐֆ߾ྙॲւࣔܬLa Fresh࢞౷
ᓫ᎖؞ᶚ᪦̲Ფ᭟ᯡٶȠ͓͵ጠҙׇ
ଁ᎓ա؍টΌࣔؾᲤಓε10.99ᔁ҇ሞୃ
ନοᯡٶȠĄ᪈ಫଂι࣍ᔪᴭࢧሞᗾ᥋౷
য়ąYenᤝĄଂॹ϶ιѲ၄ႈᔪΌ
̬ؾ൳ڭอ᪈΄ΌؾȠą
͑ᠪຸ͑ ΨΨΨ͟ΟΠΟΨΠΧΖΟΤ͞ΚΟΕΦΤΥΣΪ͟ΔΠΞ ͑

͑ᠪຸ͑ ΨΨΨ͟ΟΠΟΨΠΧΖΟΤ͞ΚΟΕΦΤΥΣΪ͟ΔΠΞ ͑

%BJPѢೞۘ
ಈDaioᑫ̿ҙׇ̬ࢴ׳ຐΌؾҙ
 ׇ ֫ ॵ͵̬ี ͓וAtte nto Cotton ሞ
100ὈථߙݟጯݬȠ͓͵ైڢථሞЫຐ
DaioЅᆃ͵໒ྫྷވནȠ᪈Ыᣬ͵ߙጯ
זྙ࣯ݬሞᘋ᪠᪈ͬಫ̶ථݟΌؾቈ
ҞሞᱛᵄȠ
͑ᠪຸ͑ ΨΨΨ͟ΟΠΟΨΠΧΖΟΤ͞ΚΟΕΦΤΥΣΪ͟ΔΠΞ ͑

<<<̲ை35ᴤ

ଘ೭᪈΄᪉เδၮܬڴፂॴܶ͌֫க
ߍሞϲᆃȠ࣍ͻ᩿࿂ॴܶၮ֮י̬ڴӾ
᭝ᢪᷠᑘᒣሞ࣪࣌ԁ়؞ഏ౩᪥୳
ӵ᪵͵ሞഄ᫅Ƞ
ĄଂιቑӾਔߍܬ֫ሞ̶߆ഇሞ՝ᆳ
ᆃቈҞሞെ΄ΌؾᢢҢ೭ᔲᷠྃ؞ᔲՐ
ࢆȠą

-B'SFTIМՂѢԄݢາࣇளֵ
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ژत⿷ঔᎠ㏖ᔡ⮰ᴳᔃ
La FreshܕҙॵࢨׇொӟݟᲤ᭟႔Აຐ
ֆ߾ྙॲεᑞᤎҙଁׇ᎓ա؍টȠᬦ౷
͌Ⴇӻת೭Ң೭ᰦࢠԧ్ሞងᡒᚩ໒؞ሩ
ᕱе߆ϲᆃሞᒣᆁᑄE᪠אፂᕱᦄ
ሩᕱைᢼൊᩄ̺࣍ͻᴬ͙ܟሞ߾ࢶͬᖨ
ིঝӈȠ

ַ̬౷ܬ՝ᆳᴵހၮڴഏ౩ֿᆁΌ
ሞΌؾεᲐଅᲣϧ՝ᆳ᩿ፙ͌ሞᛟ
ਜὋ՝ᲪὌȠܬռᆁॴܶ౷
ၮڴହഀᆃሞ৲൨ᖪ؞ᒄࢤᔲᆃ
ሞߍூၮڴହഀАҢ೭όሞᲕᲽ
ᖨሞၮڴ৲ֳࣲഏ౩ȟ֭γ͵ᗧֳވ
ࣲഏ౩Ƞ

ĄLa Freshӵ᎓७ᒀաট͵ಫ̬ξδΗᶰ
ѯሞનąᤎҙׇӵ࠘ΗҦ੩ᡲEve Yen
ᤝĄ৸ଂፒԨӺጳ࣬זଂᧄ᫆җ
ܠொদଂιሞ୵ΌؾᆁΌ̿ԩȠ౽᪭
͌ߒࢴᬒॹ࣭᭟Оఆၚᔰᅳᡴི
ᆃؾఆইঠ̵ಫਔ౷О᪈ЅଂીӾ᎓
Չᡴሞֆ߾ྙॲȠܬዚࢠ೪ᑹଁؾԏଂ

HassanᡕጎὝĄਜሴͻፃହሞ᪉เ᪈
΄᪇ΟΟಫၮܶॴڴቃൠሞ̬ᬌӨȠ̹Ӻ
̹؞೭ହഀЅଂιሞࢧଔᖨߏᒀ༡ܳᆁ
Όᷠඍᑸ᪵ॵ͔ᢢᶟԬԤಫ᳡ᢢ̵
ై᪉ᄖ೭Όؾε֧ᢺӁ̵֯Րሞࢧଔ᳡
ຖሞᑆ᪕ąȠ
͑ᠪຸ͑ ΨΨΨ͟ΟΠΟΨΠΧΖΟΤ͞ΚΟΕΦΤΥΣΪ͟ΔΠΞ ͑

ឳᏧಉលᛪԢ
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1. Fill in name and address information
ހՏ
/BNF

Ўၶ
.S

ܢݘ
.ST

࠴ݽ
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5JUMF1PTJUJPO

МՂ
$PNQBOZ

МՂڦڠ
#VTJOFTT"EESFTT

ࠑڍ
$PVOUSZ

ᥪᎃ
1PTUBMDPEF

ႂព
5FMOP

͛ᄽ
'BYOP


.PCJMFOP

ႂᥪ
&NBJM

MXPVMEMJLFUPSFDFJWFJOGPSNBUJPOGSPNUIFGPMMPXJOHBEWFSUJTFST
$IBOHTIV'FJMPOH/POXPWFO.BDIJOFSZ$P -UE 'SPOU$PWFS
࣡ཿࣉᮺᴜጯథᬌМՂ

+*"/()"*/0/807&/'"#3*$$P -UE 'SPOU*OTJEF1BHF
ࣉ๑᭣ጺᤴ࣊థᬌМՂ

$IBOHTIV[IFOUBJ/POXPWFO.BDIJOFSZ$P -UE *OTJEF'SPOU$PWFS *OTJEF1BHF
࣡ཿࣉฐጯథᬌМՂ

$IBOHTIV8FJDIFOH/POXPWFO&RVJQNFOU$P -UE 'SPOU*OTJEF1BHF 
࣡ཿࣉ͚᭣ጺᤴݒܫథᬌМՂ

$IBOHTIV'FJMPOH/POXPWFO.BDIJOFSZ$P -UE 'SPOU*OTJEF1BHF 
࣡ཿࣉᮺᴜጯథᬌМՂ

+*6+*/(/"/)"*$)*/" 'SPOU*OTJEF1BHF
Ӯ๑Ь˴

/%$4QSBZ$PBUJOH4ZTUFN'BCSJDBUJOH$P -UE 'SPOU*OTJEF1BHF 
ࢶளབོᑚܫథᬌМՂ

5IFUI4IBOHIBJ*OUFSOBUJPOBM/POXPWFOT$POGFSFODF&YIJCJUJPO 1BHF
ኃӠʸࡒʼ๑ڍᬄ᭣ጺᤴࡘ͗

8JOEFS8PSLT(NC) 'SPOU*OTJEF1BHF
ॳॳʹڍԃፈМՂ

"/%3*5; *OTJEF#BDL$PWFS
߶ॳ᧖ᕆథᬌМՂ

4IBOUPV4BOGBJ/POXPWFO.BDIJOFSZ'BDUPSZ$P -UE 'SPOU*OTJEF1BHF
ශܿʻᣜጯԇథᬌМՂ

$IBOH[IPV+JOZJ.BDIJOFSZ$P -UE #BDL$PWFS
࣡ࢶࣉ᩼ᄝథᬌМՂ

(SBGIL$P -UE 'SPOU*OTJEF1BHF
။ܢಪડᓷᤉˋథᬌМՂ
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A.Please indicate your job function(tick one box only)ឯᤤѢᄉᐋˉ Ӭᤤ
<>.BOBHJOH%JSFDUPS%JSFDUPS0XOFS1BSUOFS

<>1SPDVSFNFOU1VSDIBTJOH᧓᠓

࣡ҫᗈ̂ᗈ̂Ջ͖̠

<>3FTFBSDI%FWFMPQNFOUᆐԦ

<>.JEEMF.BOBHFNFOU˖ጞክူ

<>0UIFST QMFBTFTQFDJGZ Ф̴ ឯѴ 

<>4BMFT.BSLFUJOHᩘڣࣉ



B.Please indicate the nature of your business (you many tick more than one box)ឯᤤѢᄉᛠˉব Ժܲᤤ
<>"CTPSCFOU1SPEVDUխஅҍֵ̖

<>3PPGJOHࡓᮆ

<>"HSJDVMUVSF'BCSJDйၸጺྫྷ

<>&MFDUSPOJDႂߔ

<>"QQBSFM(BSNFOUTనᜈ

<>1BDLBHJOH4UBUJPOBSZӉᜈ֖Х

<>"VUPNBUJWF'BCSJDTීᢻएۘ᭦

<>*OTVMBUJPO)PNF$POTUSVDUJPO

<>.FEJDBMӝႤ

ǊǊǊፏᎅ֖ࠑၸत

<>$BSQFUJOHڠඓ

<>0UIFST QMFBTFTQFDJGZ Ф̴ ឯѴ 

<>'JMUSBUJPO໙٧
<>*OEVTUSJBM5FDIOJDBM5FYUJMFTܸཨጯጺֵ

C. Please indicate your Company* primary business activity (you may tick more than one box)ឯᤤѢМՂᄉব Ժܲᤤ
<>.BOVGBDUVSJOH1SPEVDUJPO҃ᤴ

<>$POTVMUBODZ3FTFBSDIᮎ᫇ᆐቂ

<>*NQPSUJOH&YQPSUJOHᤈѢԯ

<>0UIFST QMFBTFTQFDJGZ Ф̴ ឯѴ 

<>$POWFSUJOHஇᤴ
<>%JTUSJCVUJPOԦ
4JHOBUVSF SFRVJSFE ኣՏ





%BUFయ

5PSFRVFTUBGSFFTVCTDSJQUJPO GJMMPVUUIJTGPSNBOEGBYUP PSNBJMUPJOGP!DOUBPSH
5IFQVCMJTIFSSFTFSWFTUIFSJHIUUPEFUFSNJOFRVBMJGJDBUJPOGPSBGSFFTVCTDSJQUJPO
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